For over 50 years, Theatre Communications Group (TCG), the national organization for the American theatre, has existed to strengthen, nurture and promote the professional not-for-profit American theatre. TCG’s constituency has grown from a handful of groundbreaking theatres to nearly 700 member theatres and affiliate organizations and more than 12,000 individuals nationwide. TCG offers its members networking and knowledge-building opportunities through conferences, events, research and communications; awards grants, approximately $2 million per year, to theatre companies and individual artists; advocates on the federal level; and serves as the U.S. Center of the International Theatre Institute, connecting its constituents to the global theatre community. TCG is North America’s largest independent publisher of dramatic literature, with 13 Pulitzer Prizes for Best Play on the TCG booklist. It also publishes the award-winning AMERICAN THEATRE magazine and ARTSEARCH®, the essential source for a career in the arts. In all of its endeavors, TCG seeks to increase the organizational efficiency of its member theatres, cultivate and celebrate the artistic talent and achievements of the field and promote a larger public understanding of, and appreciation for, the theatre. For more information, visit www.tcg.org.
TCG Books is the largest trade publisher of dramatic literature in North America with a booklist that includes 13 Pulitzer Prize winners. TCG Books has published the works of more than 250 playwrights and other theatre professionals in single volumes and anthologies, and sold over 3 million books.

53rd State Press publishes new plays and performance texts that interrogate, challenge, renew and emblazon the language of performance co-edited by Karinne Keithley Syers and Antje Oegel. Working on a small, sustainable model, and functioning as part of the creative community, we publish writing for performance that particularly tends toward new directions in the theatrical imagination of language.

Aurora Metro is an independent publisher of award-winning drama and theatre books. With an acclaimed list of plays for young people as well as many collections of plays by women, the company also publishes fiction with a recent focus on young adult fiction in translation. 2011 saw the launch of a new imprint, Supernova Books, publishing non-fiction titles that explore the arts in innovative ways—film, music, art, fashion, architecture—giving voice to creative talent that may be ignored by the mainstream media.

Chance Magazine is a photography magazine that looks at the world through the lens of theatre and design. Designed with passion and meticulous perfection, Chance is an elegant serialized art-book about the most compelling, contemporary events in design.

The League of Professional Theatre Women is a not-for-profit advocacy organization whose mission is to promote visibility and increase opportunities for women in the professional theatre and to address problems of insufficient recognition of the important contribution of all professional theatre women to the American theatre.

Nick Hern Books is one of the UK’s leading theatre publishers and performing rights agents, with an extensive list of theatre books and plays. Authors include Simon Callow, Declan Donnellan, Richard Eyre and Harriet Walter; and playwrights such as Jez Butterworth, Caryl Churchill, David Edgar, Conor McPherson and Enda Walsh.

Oberon Books is one of the UK’s leading independent publishers specializing in drama and the performing arts. Oberon publishes over 1,000 books including the latest modern plays and classics from some of the world's leading dramatists, as well as a wide range of titles covering the theatre, opera, dance, biography and practical study guides.

Padua Playwrights is devoted to extending and deepening the influence of the 60s-era New York Off-Off Broadway movement, when European theatrical influences merged with a jazz-inspired, American sensibility to produce a new brand of transformative theatre.

PAJ Publications has published more than 1000 plays/performance texts and ground-breaking essays in more than 150 books since its founding in 1976. The triannual PAJ: A Journal of Performance and Art charts new directions in performance, dance, video, installations, drama and music.

Playscripts, Inc. is an independent publisher of new plays and musicals. Playscripts licenses amateur and professional productions, publishes standard acting editions, binder books, collections and eScripts. On the Playscripts website, visitors can search for plays that fit specific criteria, read lengthy script samples for free and purchase books and performance rights.

Playwrights Canada Press is the largest publisher of Canadian drama. For over twenty-five years the Press has been publishing the work appearing on Canadian stages including award-winning plays by Daniel MacIvor, Judith Thompson and Sky Gilbert among others. In addition to plays it publishes books of theatre criticism and history.

Ubu Repertory Theater Publications is known for its English-language versions of significant contemporary dramatic works by French-speaking playwrights.
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An Actor’s Companion
99 Bits of Craft
Seth Barrish
Foreword by Anne Hathaway
A collection of practical acting tips, tools and exercises, An Actor’s Companion is ideal for both seasoned professionals and actors-in-training. The tips—all simple, direct, and useful—are easy to understand and even easier to apply, in both rehearsal and performance.
978-1-55936-796-7 $15.95
April 2015

The Apple Family
Scenes from Life in the Country
Foreword by Oskar Eustis
Richard Nelson
This critically acclaimed, searing play cycle about loss, memory, and remembrance follows the Apple family of Rhinebeck, New York, as they grapple with events both personal and political in their immediate present: the 2010 election (That Hopey Changey Thing), the tenth anniversary of 9/11 (Sweet and Sad), Barack Obama’s re-election (Sorry), and the fiftieth anniversary of JFK’s assassination, (Regular Singing). This quartet of plays is a masterpiece of stage naturalism and a powerful reminder of the theatre’s unique capacity for civic dialogue and public communion.
978-1-55936-456-0 $18.95

Ballyturk
Enda Walsh
The lives of two men unravel quickly over the course of ninety minutes. Where are they? Who are they? What room is this, and what might be beyond the walls? A gut-wrenchingly funny, achingly sad play, featuring jaw-dropping moments of physical comedy, from one of Ireland’s leading playwrights.
978-1-55936-493-5 $13.95
March 2015

Belleville
Amy Herzog
“A quietly devastating play… Both a perceptive drama depicting the sudden fraying of a young marriage and a nail-biting psychological thriller… Belleville is among the most suspenseful plays I’ve seen in years.”
—New York Times
Belleville examines the limits of trust and dependency in a world where love can turn pathological and our most intimate relationships may not be what they seem.
978-1-55936-457-7 $14.95

The Book of Grace
Suzan-Lori Parks
In this scorching three-person drama, a young man returns home to south Texas to confront his father, unearthing deep-seated passions and ambition. The Book of Grace premiered in 2010 at The Public Theater in New York, where author Suzan-Lori Parks was in the midst of a residency as the theatre’s first Master Writer Chair.
978-1-55936-405-8 $14.95
April 2015

Choir Boy
Tarell Alvin McCraney
Known for his unique brand of urban lyricism, McCraney paints an affecting portrait of a gay youth at a boys’ prep school trying to find the courage to let the truth about himself be known. Set against the sorrowful sounds of hymns and spirituals, Choir Boy has played to acclaim in London, New York, Los Angeles and Atlanta.
978-1-55936-468-3 $14.95
May 2015

The Country House
Donald Margulies
Gathering in their Berkshire home, a family of actors wrestles with fame, art, and (as always) one another. Inspired by Chekhov’s pastoral comedies, this witty and compelling new comedy unfolds in a fragile old home brimming with memories, secrets, new love, and discarded dreams. The Country House premiered on Broadway in 2014, starring Blythe Danner.
978-1-55936-491-1 $14.95

This icon denotes which TCG Books are available from these eBook retailers.
Don’t Start Me to Talking…
The Selected Plays of John O’Neal
John O’Neal

Artist and activist John O’Neal is best known for his Junebug Jabbo Jones cycle of plays, a remarkable collection of tales and anecdotes drawn from African American oral literature, which he has performed all over the globe. Four of these plays are included in this volume, along with four of O’Neal’s other works: large-scale ensemble productions, first performed by his ensemble company.

978-1-55936-419-5 $19.95
June 2015

The Flick
Annie Baker

2014 Pulitzer Prize Winner for Drama

In a rundown movie theater, three underpaid employees sweep up popcorn and tend to one of the last thirty-five-millimeter projectors in the state. With keen insight and a ceaseless attention to detail, The Flick pays tribute to the power of movies and paints a heartbreaking portrait of three characters and their working lives. A critical hit in its off-Broadway premiere, this comedy from one of the country’s most produced and highly regarded young playwrights was awarded the 2013 Susan Smith Blackburn Prize, an Obie Award for Playwriting, and the 2014 Pulitzer Prize for Drama.

978-1-55936-458-4 $14.95 Paperback
978-1-55936-487-4 $30.00 Hardcover

Father Comes Home From the Wars (Parts 1, 2 & 3)
Suzan-Lori Parks

A devastatingly beautiful dramatic work set over the course of the Civil War, from one of the theatre’s most lyrical and powerful writers. “By turns philosophical and playful, lyrical and earthy… Father Comes Home From the Wars swoops, leaps, dives and soars across three endlessly stimulating hours, reimagining a turbulent turning point in American history through a cockeyed contemporary lens… Might just be the best new play I’ve seen all year.” —New York Times
978-1-55936-456-0 $15.95
May 2015

The Happiest Song Plays Last
Quiara Alegría Hudes

At the dawn of the Arab Spring in an ancient Jordanian town, an Iraq War veteran struggles to overcome the traumas of combat by taking on an entirely new and unexpected career: action film hero. A search for redemption, humility, and one’s place in the world, this is the final installment in Quiara Alegría Hudes’s The Elliot Trilogy, which began with Pulitzer Prize finalist Elliot, A Soldier’s Page and Pulitzer Prize-winner Water by the Spoonful.

978-1-55936-446-1 $14.95 Paperback
978-1-55936-463-8 $28.00 Hardcover

Intimacy and Other Plays
Thomas Bradshaw

An outrageous and revealing comedy about race, sex, and familiarity, Intimacy is the newest work by playwright Thomas Bradshaw. This collection from the fiercely provocative and funny playwright also includes Blues for Smoke and Strom Thurmond Is Not a Racist.
978-1-55936-499-7 $15.95
March 2015

Inside/Outside
Six Plays from Palestine and the Diaspora
Edited by Ismail Khalidi and Naomi Wallace

Inside/Outside brings together six dynamic Palestinian playwrights from both Occupied Palestine and the Diaspora, making it the very first collection of its kind. Includes: Handala, adapted by Abdelfattah Abursour; 603 by Imad Farajin; Keffiyeh/Made in China by Dalia Taha; Plan D by Hannah Khalil; Tennis in Nabulus by Ismail Khalidi; and Territories by Betty Shanimich.
978-1-55936-479-9 $19.95
June 2015

Into the Woods
(Movie Tie-In Edition)
Music & Lyrics by Stephen Sondheim; Book by James Lapine

This modern musical classic has been performed countless times all over the world since its Tony Award-winning debut in 1987. Now Into the Woods has been brought vividly to life on screen by director Rob Marshall, the filmmaker of the Academy Award-winning musical Chicago, with a cast that includes Meryl Streep, Emily Blunt, James Corden, Anna Kendrick, Chris Pine and Johnny Depp. Includes eight full-color pages of photographs from the film.
978-1-55936-499-7 $15.95
Photographs
A Master Builder
Henrik Ibsen
Translated and Adapted by Wallace Shawn
This translation and adaptation of Henrik Ibsen's Master Builder
Solemnity by Wallace Shawn, a writer known for his own bleakly hilarious
and provocative plays, was used by legendary director André Gregory
during fifteen years of work on a theatrical production which,
instead of being produced as a play, was made into a film by Jonathan Demme.
978-1-55936-449-2 $14.95

Mr. Burns and Other Plays
Anne Washburn
An ode to live theater and the resilience of The Simpsons, Anne
Washburn's apocalyptic comedy Mr. Burns is an imaginative
exploration of how the culture of one generation can evolve
into the mythology of the next. Also included in the collection are
The Small, I Have Loved Strangers, and Oresto, all of which, together,
develop a theme of destruction: from the personal to the city to
civilization and, finally, to the destruction of form.
978-1-55936-481-2 $18.95

The Open House
Will Eno
Acclaimed playwright Will Eno brings his signature irreverence
to this subversive sendup of the archetypal family drama. The Open
House won the 2014 Obie Award for Playwriting and the 2014 Lucille
Lortel Award for Outstanding Play.
978-1-55936-498-0 $14.95 June 2015

Ming Cho Lee
A Life in Design
Arnold Aronson
Lavishly illustrated with over 500 images in both color and
black and white, this book chronicles Ming Cho Lee's career, from his
eyear training as a watercolorist in China to his designs for
over 300 productions and his esteemed 40-year career at the
Yale School of Drama. This richly
detailed exploration of Lee's work
demonstrates how Lee is not only
one of the most important American
designers of the twentieth century,
but one of the most significant
influences on American theatre.
978-1-55936-461-4 $75.00 Hardcover
Photographs and Illustrations

The Night Alive and Other Plays
Conor McPherson
A three-play collection from one of Ireland's leading contemporary
playwrights. With inimitable warmth, style, and craft, The Night
Alive deftly mines the humanity
to be found in the most unlikely
of situations. Also included in this
volume is The Birds, a suspenseful,
atmospheric adaptation of
Daphne du Maurier's enthralling
short story, and The Veil, set around
a haunted house hemmed in by a
starving populace.
978-1-55936-483-6 $15.95

The Quality of Mercy
Reflections on Shakespeare
Peter Brook
In this sequence of essays, Peter
Brook explores such questions as the
authorship of Shakespeare's plays,
why Shakespeare is never out of
date, how actors should approach
Shakespeare's verse, and some of the
plays he has directed with notable
brilliance. This book offers an
illuminating and provocative insight
into a great director's relationship
with our greatest playwright.
978-1-55936-483-6 $15.95

The River
Jez Butterworth
A remote fishing cabin, a man and
a woman, and a moonless night. The River asks: when we find each
other, are we trying to recapture
someone we once lost? Tony Award
winner Hugh Jackman returned to
Broadway in this spellbinding new
play by Jez Butterworth, author of
the international hit play Jerusalem.
978-1-55936-488-1 $13.95

Mr. Burns and Other Plays
Anne Washburn
An ode to live theater and the
resilience of The Simpsons, Anne
Washburn's apocalyptic comedy
Mr. Burns is an imaginative
exploration of how the culture
of one generation can evolve
into the mythology of the next.
Also included in the collection are
The Small, I Have Loved Strangers,
and Oresto, all of which, together,
develop a theme of destruction:
from the personal to the city to
civilization and, finally, to the
destruction of form.
978-1-55936-481-2 $18.95 May 2015

The Realistic Joneses
Will Eno
Meet Bob and Jennifer and their
new neighbors John and Pony,
two suburban couples with more
in common than their identical last
names. Boasting Eno's quintessential
existential quirksiness, this new
comedy finds poetry in the banal
while humorously exploring our
ever-floundering efforts
at communication.
978-1-55936-474-4 $14.95 April 2015

The Night Alive and Other Plays
Conor McPherson
A three-play collection from one of Ireland's leading contemporary
playwrights. With inimitable warmth, style, and craft, The Night
Alive deftly mines the humanity
to be found in the most unlikely
of situations. Also included in this
volume is The Birds, a suspenseful,
atmospheric adaptation of
Daphne du Maurier's enthralling
short story, and The Veil, set around
a haunted house hemmed in by a
starving populace.
978-1-55936-483-6 $15.95 March 2015

The Open House
Will Eno
Acclaimed playwright Will Eno brings his signature irreverence
to this subversive sendup of the archetypal family drama. The Open
House won the 2014 Obie Award for Playwriting and the 2014 Lucille
Lortel Award for Outstanding Play.
978-1-55936-498-0 $14.95 June 2015

The Quality of Mercy
Reflections on Shakespeare
Peter Brook
In this sequence of essays, Peter
Brook explores such questions as the
authorship of Shakespeare's plays,
why Shakespeare is never out of
date, how actors should approach
Shakespeare's verse, and some of the
plays he has directed with notable
brilliance. This book offers an
illuminating and provocative insight
into a great director's relationship
with our greatest playwright.
978-1-55936-483-6 $15.95

The River
Jez Butterworth
A remote fishing cabin, a man and
a woman, and a moonless night. The River asks: when we find each
other, are we trying to recapture
someone we once lost? Tony Award
winner Hugh Jackman returned to
Broadway in this spellbinding new
play by Jez Butterworth, author of
the international hit play Jerusalem.
978-1-55936-488-1 $13.95
**Stage Kiss**
Sarah Ruhl

When estranged lovers are thrown together as romantic leads in a long-forgotten 1930s melodrama, the line between offstage and onstage begins to blur. Here, Sarah Ruhl, one of America’s most widely produced playwrights, brings her unique mix of lyricism, sparkling humor and fierce intelligence to the world of romantic comedy.

978-1-55936-470-6 $14.95

**Theater for Beginners**
Richard Maxwell

With his ongoing exploration into actor behavior and an ever-innovative body of work, Richard Maxwell has written a study guide to the art of making theater. This illuminating volume provides a deeper understanding of his work, aesthetic philosophy, and process for creating theater.

“One of the strongest directors out there—an artist committed to making us see the world for what it is.”
—New Yorker

978-1-55936-486-7 $12.95

**Up Against the Wall**
The Collected Works
Danny Hoch

Capturing the voices of a multicultural city and a hip-hop politic with an ironic social lens and linguistic bravado, Danny Hoch has given expression to language and stories that were previously absent from the American canon. This unprecedented anthology includes *Taking Over; Jails; Hostpitals & Hip-Hop; Some People; Till the Break of Dawn; and Up Against the Wall.*

978-1-55936-445-4 $17.95

**Storefront Church**
John Patrick Shanley

Concluding Shanley’s “Church and State” trilogy of plays that began with *Doubt* and *Defiance*, *Storefront Church* blends earthy humor and philosophical reflection. This compassionate morality tale explores the often thorny relationship between spiritual experience and social action.

978-1-55936-441-6 $14.95

**Title and Deed/Oh, the Humanity and other good intentions**
Will Eno

This new volume of the acclaimed playwright’s work includes five short plays about being alive, as well as *Title and Deed*, a haunting and severely funny solo rumination on life as everlasting exile.

978-1-55936-465-2 $14.95

**We’re Gonna Die**
Young Jean Lee

Inspired by her personal experiences with despair and loneliness, the Obie Award-winning playwright-provocateur and her band Future Wife create a life-affirming show about the one thing we all have in common: we’re gonna die. Each book includes a CD of all six songs and eight monologues performed by David Byrne, Laurie Anderson, Adam Horowitz, Kathleen Hanna, and others.

978-1-55936-443-0 $16.95

Includes Audio CD

May 2015

**The Whale/A Bright New Boise**
Samuel D. Hunter

Acclaimed for his gentle, complex characterizations, Samuel D. Hunter’s big-hearted and funny plays explore the quiet desperation running through many American lives. *The Whale* tells the story of a six hundred-pound shut-in’s last chance at redemption when he reaches out to his long-estranged daughter. In *A Bright New Boise*, a disgraced evangelical is forced to take a minimum-wage job at the local Hobby Lobby craft store in an effort to reunite with his estranged son.

978-1-55936-440-3 $15.95
Experience the Russian dramatic canon, brought vividly to life in new translations from the 21st century’s most celebrated Russian translators and one of our finest playwrights. Renowned American playwright Richard Nelson (The Apple Family plays) and the foremost contemporary translators of classic Russian literature, Richard Pevear and Larissa Volokhonsky, together collaborate on revelatory new translations of major works of Russian drama.

**INTRODUCING THE TCG CLASSIC RUSSIAN DRAMA SERIES**

The Cherry Orchard
A Comedy in Four Acts
ANTON CHEKHOV
Translated by Richard Nelson,
Richard Pevear and Larissa Volokhonsky
There are two versions of Chekhov’s masterwork: the one staged by Konstantine Stanislavski at the Moscow Art Theatre in 1904, and the one Chekhov originally envisioned. Now, for the first time, both are available and published here in a single volume. Shedding new light on this most revered play, the translators reconstructed the original pre-rehearsal script that Chekhov first submitted. The result is a major event in the publishing of Chekhov’s canon.
978-1-55936-484-3 $16.95  
June 2015

S. ANSKY
A Dybbuk and Other Tales of the Supernatural
Adapted by Tony Kushner from a translation by Joachim Neugroschel
Also included is a selection of stories, fairy tales and parables translated into English for the first time by Joachim Neugroschel, illuminating many aspects of the Jewish mystical world.
978-1-55936-137-8 $15.95

ERIC BOGOSIAN
100 (monologues)
This new collection by one of America’s premier performers and most innovative and provocative artists includes one hundred monologues from his acclaimed plays and solo shows.
978-1-55936-464-5 $16.95

The Essential Bogosian
Includes Bogosian’s remarkable first play, Talk Radio, and all of his monologues up through Drinking in America, including Fun House and Men Inside, providing the fullest view yet of this mercurial, much-emulated talent.
978-1-55936-082-1 $15.95

A Month in the Country
A Comedy in Five Acts
IVAN TURGENEV
Translated by Richard Nelson, Richard Pevear and Larissa Volokhonsky
The simple life of a dutiful wife and mother is upended when the arrival of her son’s charming new tutor unleashes a whirlwind of love, lust and jealousy. The second entry in the TCG Classic Russian Drama Series.
978-1-55936-467-6 $16.95

Pounding Nails in the Floor with My Forehead
978-1-55936-096-8 $13.95

Sex Plays
Includes Skunkweed and 1+1.
978-1-55936-414-0 $15.95

Suburbia (new version)
A new version of Eric Bogosian’s best-selling play, set in a convenience store parking lot. His rewrite for a world seeped in cell phones, hip-hop, and a new political context, render the piece “an American anywhere where everything, yet nothing, has changed.” —New York Times
978-1-55936-342-6 $13.95

Talk Radio
“Eric Bogosian’s Talk Radio is just about the best theatrical expression of our fucked-up culture that I know.” —John Heilpern, New York Observer
This version was revised for the 2007 Broadway production.
978-1-55936-324-2 $12.95

Wake Up and Smell the Coffee
“No, Bogosian isn’t angry. He’s furious. And perplexed. And neurotic. And brilliant as ever.” —Boston Globe
978-1-55936-202-3 $11.95

**FEATURED TITLES**

**PLAYS AND PLAYWRIGHTS**

**DAVID ADJMI**
Stunning and Other Plays
This volume of distinctive work includes Stunning, set in an insular Syrian Jewish community, where a teenage bride’s world is disrupted by her intellectual African American housekeeper; Evildoers, about the collapse of two privileged couples and Elective Affinities, a post-9/11 monologue.
978-1-55936-364-8 $17.95

**NIKOLAI GOGOL**
The Inspector
A Comedy in Five Acts
978-1-55936-124-8 $13.95

Mizlansky/Zilinsky or “schmucks”
978-1-55936-142-2 $11.95

The Substance of Fire
And Other Plays
Also includes: The Film Society and The End of the Day.
978-1-55936-137-8 $15.95

Three Hotels
Plays and Monologues
978-1-55936-085-2 $13.95

**ANNIE BAKER**
The Vermont Plays
A quartet of plays set in small-town Vermont, from one of the most influential young writers in the American theatre. Circle Mirror Transformation and The Aliens shared the 2010 Obie Award for Best New Play. Also includes: Body Awareness and Nocturna.
978-1-55936-389-1 $18.95

The Essential Bogosian
Includes Bogosian’s remarkable first play, Talk Radio, and all of his monologues up through Drinking in America, including Fun House and Men Inside, providing the fullest view yet of this mercurial, much-emulated talent.
978-1-55936-082-1 $15.95

Humpty Dumpty and Other Plays
Also includes: Griller and Red Angel.
978-1-55936-251-1 $16.95

Notes from Underground
Also includes: Scenes from the New World.
978-1-55936-142-2 $11.95

Pounding Nails in the Floor with My Forehead
978-1-55936-096-8 $13.95

Sex, Drugs, Rock & Roll
“Using every powerful means available to a theatre artist, he shakes the cages of every complacent country engulfed by homelessness to ask exactly who, if anyone, is home.” —Frank Rich, New York Times
978-1-55936-124-8 $13.95

Sex Plays
Includes Skunkweed and 1+1.
978-1-55936-414-0 $15.95

Suburbia (new version)
A new version of Eric Bogosian’s best-selling play, set in a convenience store parking lot. His rewrite for a world seeped in cell phones, hip-hop, and a new political context, render the piece “an American anywhere where everything, yet nothing, has changed.” —New York Times
978-1-55936-342-6 $13.95

Talk Radio
“Eric Bogosian’s Talk Radio is just about the best theatrical expression of our fucked-up culture that I know.” —John Heilpern, New York Observer
This version was revised for the 2007 Broadway production.
978-1-55936-324-2 $12.95

Wake Up and Smell the Coffee
“No, Bogosian isn’t angry. He’s furious. And perplexed. And neurotic. And brilliant as ever.” —Boston Globe
978-1-55936-202-3 $11.95

**PLAYWRIGHTS**

**ERIC BOGOSIAN**
100 (monologues)
This new collection by one of America’s premier performers and most innovative and provocative artists includes one hundred monologues from his acclaimed plays and solo shows.
978-1-55936-464-5 $16.95

The Essential Bogosian
Includes Bogosian’s remarkable first play, Talk Radio, and all of his monologues up through Drinking in America, including Fun House and Men Inside, providing the fullest view yet of this mercurial, much-emulated talent.
978-1-55936-082-1 $15.95

Humpty Dumpty and Other Plays
Also includes: Griller and Red Angel.
978-1-55936-251-1 $16.95

Notes from Underground
Also includes: Scenes from the New World.
978-1-55936-142-2 $11.95

Pounding Nails in the Floor with My Forehead
978-1-55936-096-8 $13.95

Sex, Drugs, Rock & Roll
“Using every powerful means available to a theatre artist, he shakes the cages of every complacent country engulfed by homelessness to ask exactly who, if anyone, is home.” —Frank Rich, New York Times
978-1-55936-124-8 $13.95

Sex Plays
Includes Skunkweed and 1+1.
978-1-55936-414-0 $15.95

Suburbia (new version)
A new version of Eric Bogosian’s best-selling play, set in a convenience store parking lot. His rewrite for a world seeped in cell phones, hip-hop, and a new political context, render the piece “an American anywhere where everything, yet nothing, has changed.” —New York Times
978-1-55936-342-6 $13.95

Talk Radio
“Eric Bogosian’s Talk Radio is just about the best theatrical expression of our fucked-up culture that I know.” —John Heilpern, New York Observer
This version was revised for the 2007 Broadway production.
978-1-55936-324-2 $12.95

Wake Up and Smell the Coffee
“No, Bogosian isn’t angry. He’s furious. And perplexed. And neurotic. And brilliant as ever.” —Boston Globe
978-1-55936-202-3 $11.95
Lee Breuer

The Gospel at Colonus
Adapted by Bob Telson and Lee Breuer from Sophocles
978-0-930452-94-0 $12.95

Sister Suzie Cinema

The Collected Poems and Performances 1976-1986
978-0-930452-60-5 $10.95

Jez Butterworth

Jerusalem
One of London and New York’s most highly acclaimed plays, Jez Butterworth’s “wild, blissfully funny drug-and-booze-fueled comedy and tragedy” (New York Times) is a rousing exploration of national identity, living on the margins and the necessity of rebellion.
978-1-55936-408-9 $14.95

Mojo and Other Plays
Includes: Mojo, The Night Heron, Parlour Song and The Winterling.
978-1-55936-418-8 $18.95

Jo Carson

Liars, Thieves and Other Sinners on The Bench
A collection of Jo Carson’s favorite stories, from her more than fifteen years of gathering oral histories and crafting plays in communities across the country. Together they create a portrait of America, in a diverse and authentic array of voices.
978-1-55936-331-0 $16.95

Stories I Ain’t Told Nobody Yet
Selections from the People Pieces
Fifty-four monologues and dialogues, a remarkable distillation of rhythms and nuances from the region of the heart.
978-1-55936-027-2 $15.95

Aime Cesaire

A Tempest
Translated by Richard Miller
Cesaire’s rich and insightful adaptation of The Tempest draws on contemporary Caribbean society, the African American experience and African mythology to raise questions about colonialism, racism and their lasting effects.
978-1-55936-225-2 $11.95

Anton Chekhov

Three Sisters
Translated by Paul Schmidt
This refreshingly clear and colloquial adaptation was the basis for the Wooster Group’s acclaimed production Brace Up!
978-1-55936-055-5 $13.95

Uncle Vanya
A New Version by Annie Baker
One of the most celebrated playwrights in the United States lends her truthful observation and elegant command of the colloquial to Chekhov’s despairing masterpiece. A refreshingly intimate and modern treatment of a Chekhovian classic.
978-1-55936-447-8 $14.95

Olivier Chouinier

Bliss
Translated by Caryl Churchill
The brilliant British dramatist translates a new Quebecois play.
978-1-55936-335-8 $13.95

Ping Chong

The East–West Quartet
Preface by Jessica Hagedorn
More than any other artist, Ping Chong has explored the ways Asian cultures have intersected with contemporary American society throughout history. This volume collects four of his masterworks created over the past decade: Deshima, Chinatown, After Sorrow and Pojagi.
978-1-55936-229-0 $16.95

Undesirable Elements
Real People, Real Lives, Real Theater
Introduction by Alisa Solomon
This extraordinary play combines English folk tales with scenes from modern urban life.
978-1-55936-154-5 $13.95

This is a Chair
978-1-55936-177-4 $9.95

Pearl Cleage

Flyin’ West and Other Plays
Also includes: Blues for an Alabama Sky, Bourbon at the Border, Late Bus to Mecca and Chain.
978-1-55936-168-2 $18.95

Constance Condon

Tales of the Lost Formicans and Other Plays
“If not the best new play of recent years, Tales of the Lost Formicans is surely the most imaginative. A travel guide to Middle America conducted by aliens from outer space.” —Time
Also includes: No Mercy, Casanova and Losing Father’s Body.
978-1-55936-084-5 $17.95

Pierre Corneille

The Illusion
Adapted by Tony Kushner
This much-produced adaptation of a Chekhovian classic is a refreshingly clear and colloquial adaptation of the colloquial to Chekhov’s despairing masterpiece. A refreshingly intimate and modern treatment of a Chekhovian classic.
978-1-55936-355-8 $13.95

Mad Forest
A Play from Romania
978-1-55936-114-9 $13.95

A Number
“‘A Number’ by Caryl Churchill is the first true play of the 21st century. It’s an hour-long experiment in prediction, a meditation upon identity, a sort of nightmare imagining of what the magic of science, in relation to cloning, may one day require of our hearts and minds.” —Evening Standard
978-1-55936-225-2 $11.95

The Skriker
This extraordinary play combines English folk tales with scenes from modern urban life.
978-1-55936-097-5 $13.95

Love and Information
In this fast-moving kaleidoscope, more than one hundred characters try to make sense of what they know. The latest work from beloved master playwright Caryl Churchill.
978-1-55936-440-9 $13.95
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A Play from Romania
978-1-55936-114-9 $13.95
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Boesman and Lena

The three Port Elizabeth plays that established Fugard’s international reputation more than 30 years ago, including Hello and Goodbye and Boesman and Lena.

978-1-55936-020-3 $15.95

The Captain’s Tiger

A Memoir for the Stage

978-1-55936-164-4 $10.95

Cousins

A Memoir

978-1-55936-132-3 $19.95 Hardcover

Exits and Entrances

978-1-55936-319-8 $13.95

A Lesson from Aloe

Two former political activists confront each other and the events which led to their sudden falling-out years ago.

978-1-55936-001-2 $14.95

Marigolds in August and The Guest

Two Screenplays with Ross Devenish

978-1-55936-014-2 $14.95

My Children! My Africa!

The search for a means to an end to apartheid erupts into conflict between a black township youth and his “old-fashioned” black teacher.

978-1-55936-012-8 $10.95

Notebooks 1960–1977

“Fugard registers and captures the keen images that are the very stuff of vibrant theatre.” —Time

978-1-55936-028-7 $10.95

Plays and A Place with the Pigs

978-1-55936-071-5 $10.95

The Road to Mecca

A South African pastor and a young teacher from Cape Town battle over the fate of an eccentric elderly widow.

978-0-930452-79-7 $13.95

The Shadow of the Hummingbird

In a charming meditation on the beauty and transience of the world around us, Fugard continues to mine the depths of the human spirit with profound empathy and heart.

978-1-55936-482-9 $13.95

Sorrows and Rejoicings

A stunning play that explores the legacy of Apartheid on two women—one white, the other black.

978-1-55936-208-5 $13.95

Statements

with John Kani and Winston Ntshona


978-0-930452-61-2 $14.95

The Train Driver and Other Plays

In the wake of a terrible tragedy on the train tracks, a two-person drama unfolds between a train engineer and a gravedigger. Also includes: Coming Home, Have You Seen Us? and a selection from Fugard’s notebooks.

978-1-55936-386-0 $17.95

Valley Song

978-1-55936-119-4 $10.95

MELISSA JAMES GIBSON

This and Other Plays

The first collection from Melissa James Gibson includes This, Suitcase, [sic] and Brooklyn Bridge.

978-1-55936-379-2 $17.95

PHILIP KAN GOTANDA

Ballad of Yachiko

978-1-55936-122-4 $10.95

SPALDING GRAY

Swimming to Cambodia

Preface by Roger Rosenblatt

978-1-55936-254-2 $12.95

ANDRÉ GREGORY

Bone Songs

Bone Songs is a meditation on the journey of marriage and the meaning of one’s long life by acclaimed avant-garde theatre director André Gregory.

978-1-55936-284-9 $13.95

JESSICA HAGEDORN

Dogeaters

Jessica Hagedorn has transformed her best-selling novel about the Philippines during the reign of Ferdinand and Imelda Marcos into an equally powerful theatrical piece that is a multilayered tour de force.

978-1-55936-215-3 $14.95

KAREN HARTMAN

Gum

Karen Hartman’s play set in a fictional country in the Middle East—where two girls, veiled head to toe, share the forbidden pleasure of chewing—has sparked political controversy in performances at universities across the country. Also includes: The Mother of Modern Censorship.

978-1-55936-213-9 $13.95

TINA HOWE

Birth and After Birth and Other Plays

[Marriage Cycle]

This volume celebrates the same marriage as seen over a lifetime—a complete “marriage cycle”—beginning with newly revised Birth and Afterbirth, Howe’s surreal comedy about the early years of child-raising. Also includes: Approaching Lanzibar, One Shoe Off and Rembrandt’s Gift.

978-1-55936-321-4 $17.95

Coastal Disturbances

Four Plays

Also includes: Painting Churches, The Art of Dining and Museum.

978-0-930452-86-5 $16.95

Pride’s Crossing

978-1-55936-153-8 $12.95

AMY HERZOG

4000 Miles & After the Revolution

Known for delicately detailed character studies that subtly balance humor and insight, Herzog is swiftly emerging as a striking new voice in the American theatre. After the Revolution is an astute and ironic drama about how society appropriates history for its own psychological needs. 4000 Miles is a quiet rumination on mortality in which a twenty-one-year-old seeks solace from his feisty grandmother.

978-1-55936-422-5 $15.95

The Great God Pan

Jamie’s life in Brooklyn seems just fine: a beautiful girlfriend, a burgeoning journalism career, and parents who live just far enough away. But when a possible childhood trauma comes to light, lives are thrown into a tailspin. Unsettling and deeply compassionate, The Great God Pan tells the intimate tale of what is lost and won when a hidden truth is suddenly revealed.

978-1-55936-444-7 $14.95
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978-1-55936-444-7 $14.95
QUIARA ALEGRÍA HUDES
Elliot, A Soldier’s Fugue
Melding a poetic dreamscape with a stream-of-consciousness narrative, this Pulitzer Prize finalist lyrically traces the legacy of war on a single Puerto Rican family. The first installment in Hudes’ Elliot Trilogy.
978-1-55936-439-3 $28.00 Hardcover
978-1-55936-452-2 $14.95 Paperback

Chinglish
DAVID HENRY HWANG
A nuanced and hilarious new comedy about an American businessman who visits China, only to discover how much he doesn’t understand. Chinglish explores the challenges of doing business in a culture whose language and ways of communicating are worlds apart from our own. “Shrewd, timely and razor-sharp comedy.” —Chicago Sun-Times
978-1-55936-222-1 $12.95

Golden Child
978-1-55936-181-1 $14.95

Trying to Find Chinatown
The Selected Plays of David Henry Hwang
Throughout his career, David Henry Hwang has explored the complexities of forging Eastern and Western cultures in contemporary America. Includes: FOB, The Dance and the Railroad, Family Devotions, The Sound of a Voice, The House of Sleeping Beauties, The Voyage, Bondage and Trying to Find Chinatown.
978-1-55936-172-9 $16.95

Yellow Face
Introduction by Frank Rich
In this mock-documentary play, David Henry Hwang puts himself center stage, as he uses the controversy over color-blind casting for Miss Saigon and the racially motivated federal investigation of his own father to explore Asian identity and the ever-changing definition of what it is to be an American. A finalist for the Pulitzer Prize.
978-1-55936-340-2 $13.95

HENRIK IBSEN
Peer Gynt
Translated by Gerry Bamman and Irene B. Berman
Adhering to the verse format of the original, this uncut, contemporary translation restores the humor so often lacking in English-language editions.
978-1-55936-045-6 $12.95

ADRIENNE KENNEDY
Sleep Deprivation Chamber
Adrienne Kennedy and Adam Kennedy
Adrienne Kennedy and her son Adam have created a gripping examination of the conflicting realities of the black experience in America.
978-1-55936-126-2 $14.95

HARRY KONDOLEON
Self Torture and Strenuous Exercise
Also includes: Christmas on Mars, The Vampires, Slacks and Tops and Anteroom.
978-1-55936-036-4 $13.95 Paperback
978-1-55936-037-1 $24.95 Hardcover

FRANZ XAVER KROETZ
Through the Leaves and Other Plays
Translated by Roger Downey
A powerful portrayal of individual resolution, irresolution and dissolution in the face of political catastrophe in 1930s Berlin, as well as the morally outraged outpourings of a contemporary New York woman.
978-1-55936-078-4 $14.95

Caroline, or Change
Book and Lyrics by Tony Kushner
Music by Jeanine Tesori
Louisiana, 1963: A nation reeling from the burgeoning Civil Rights Movement and the Kennedy assassination. Caroline, a black maid, and Noah, the son of the Jewish family she works for, struggle to find an identity for their friendship. Through their intimate story, this beautiful new musical portrays the changing rhythms of a nation. “A highpoint in my theatre-going experience. Simple and profound, ravishing and revolutionary.” —John Lahr, The New Yorker
978-1-55936-248-1 $14.95

In the Wake
This tale of heartache and hope unfolds amidst the turmoil of American politics in the 21st century. Following the contentious 2000 election, Ellen hosts Thanksgiving in her cramped New York apartment. But an unexpected encounter suggests that our ideas about America—and ourselves—are not as fixed as they once seemed.
978-1-55936-235-1 $12.95

TONY KUSHNER
Angels in America
A Gay Fantasia on National Themes Revised and Complete Edition
1993 Pulitzer Prize Winner for Drama
This new edition of Tony Kushner’s masterpiece is published with the author’s recent changes and a new introduction. One of the most honored American plays in history, Angels in America was awarded two Tony Awards for Best Play, the Pulitzer Prize for Drama and was made into an Emmy Award-winning HBO film directed by Mike Nichols. This two-part epic has received hundreds of performances worldwide in over 26 languages.
978-1-55936-395-2 $35.00 Hardcover
978-1-55936-384-6 $16.95 Paperback

A Bright Room Called Day
A powerful portrayal of individual resolution, irresolution and dissolution in the face of political catastrophe in 1930s Berlin, as well as the morally outraged outpourings of a contemporary New York woman.
978-1-55936-078-4 $14.95

Caroline, or Change
Book and Lyrics by Tony Kushner
Music by Jeanine Tesori
Louisiana, 1963: A nation reeling from the burgeoning Civil Rights Movement and the Kennedy assassination. Caroline, a black maid, and Noah, the son of the Jewish family she works for, struggle to find an identity for their friendship. Through their intimate story, this beautiful new musical portrays the changing rhythms of a nation. “A highpoint in my theatre-going experience. Simple and profound, ravishing and revolutionary.” —John Lahr, The New Yorker
978-1-55936-248-1 $14.95

Well
This work from the acclaimed writer/performer Lisa Kron is all about her mother. It explores the dynamics of health, family and community through the story of her mother’s extraordinary ability to heal a changing neighborhood, despite her inability to heal herself.
978-1-55936-253-5 $12.95

ANGELOS KOKOUZIS
Hypocrisy
Translated by David Robb
A satirical play about the price of hypocrisy in today’s society.
978-1-55936-180-4 $12.95
Death & Taxes
Hydriotaphia & Other Plays
This collection features the epic farce Hydriotaphia or the Death of Dr. Bravine, Reverse Transcription: Six Playwrights Bury a Scoundrel; Terminating or Sonnet LXXV; Notes on Akiba; G. David Schiff in Hell; and East Coast Sche to Howard Jarvis.
978-1-55936-156-9 $16.95

Homebody/Kabul
(Revised Version)
Kushner turns his penetrating gaze to the arena of global politics to create this suspenseful portrait of a dangerous collision between cultures. Written before 9/11, this "eerily timely work about Afghanistan" (Newday) premiered in New York in December 2001.
978-1-55936-239-9 $14.95

Lincoln
The Screenplay
Foreword by Doris Kearns Goodwin
A revealing drama about a great American president, written by a great American playwright. Kushner and Steven Spielberg spent a decade collaborating on Lincoln, the acclaimed major motion picture. Kushner’s screenplay follows the sixteenth President’s tumultuous final months in office, as he pursues a course designed to end the war, unite the country and abolish slavery. Includes eight pages of color photographs from the film.
978-1-55936-454-6 $30.00 Hardcover
978-1-55936-453-9 $15.95 Paperback

Thinking About the Longstanding Problems of Virtue and Happiness
Essays, a Play, Two Poems and a Prayer
Includes: Slaves?
978-1-55936-106-4 $25.95 Hardcover
978-1-55936-100-2 $15.95 Paperback

YOUNG JEAN LEE
The Shipment and LEAR
Young Jean Lee’s two latest works: a provocative look at African-American identity in our not-yet post-racial society in The Shipment, and her own version of Shakespeare’s tragedy, focusing on the king’s three daughters, in LEAR.
978-1-55936-356-3 $14.95

Songs of the Dragons Flying to Heaven and Other Plays
The first collection by a major new voice in the American theatre. Also includes: Groundwork of the Metaphysic Morals; The Appeal; Pullman, WA; Church and Yaggo.
978-1-55936-326-6 $16.95

TRACY LETTS
August: Osage County
2008 Pulitzer Prize Winner for Drama
“Sensationally entertaining…A fraught, densely plotted saga of an Oklahoma clan in a state of near-apocalyptic meltdown, August is the most exciting new American play Broadway has seen in years.” —New York Times
August: Osage County is a portrait of the dysfunctional American family at its finest—and absolute worst.
978-1-55936-330-3 $14.95

August: Osage County
(movie tie-in edition)
One of the most bracing and critically acclaimed plays in recent history, August: Osage County became a major motion picture in 2013, starring Meryl Streep, Julia Roberts and Ewan McGregor.
978-1-55936-466-9 $14.95

Killer Joe
A definitely dysfunctional family gives in to its basest instincts and is forced to face hidden truths in this twisted modern-day fairy tale by the Pulitzer Prize–winning author of August: Osage County.
978-1-55936-451-5 $14.95

Superior Donuts
Letts, ensemble member of the Steppenwolf Theatre Company as a playwright and actor, has fashioned a love letter to Chicago, a city where he has lived for more than 20 years.
978-1-55936-361-7 $14.95

David Lindsay-Abaire
Good People
Margie Walsh, let go from yet another job and facing eviction, decides to appeal to an old flame for a last dollar.
978-1-55936-393-8 $14.95

Rabbit Hole
A story of loss, heartbreak, and forgiveness—told through daily moments and emotional hurdles—as a family moves on after the accidental death of their four-year old.
978-1-55936-399-9 $14.95

Rabbit Hole
(movie tie-in edition)
This Pulitzer Prize-winning play is now a major motion picture from Lions Gate starring Nicole Kidman, Aaron Eckhart and Dianne Wiest.
978-1-55936-396-9 $14.95

Romulus Linney
Six Plays
Includes: Childe Byron, 2, Tennessee, Hearten Valley, E.M. and April Snow.
978-1-55936-053-1 $19.95

Federico García Lorca
Blood Wedding and Yerma
Translated by Langston Hughes and W. S. Merwin
Introduction by Melia Bensussen
These never-before-published translations unite two of Lorca’s most passionate masterpieces with two of America’s most gifted poets.
978-1-55936-080-7 $14.95

Craig Lucas
The Light in the Piazza
Book by Craig Lucas
Music and Lyrics by Adam Guettel
2005 Tony Award Winner for Best Score
“The Light in the Piazza doesn’t want to make theatregoers feel good; it wants to make them feel deeply.” —The New Yorker
978-1-55936-267-2 $13.95

Prayer for My Enemy
978-1-55936-344-0 $13.95

Prelude to a Kiss and Other Plays
Frank Rich in the New York Times wrote about Prelude: “It is rare to find a play so suffused with sorrow that sends one home so high.” Also included are Missing Persons and Three Postcards.
978-1-55936-193-4 $16.95

Reckless and Other Plays
This volume combines some of Craig Lucas’ best-known work, including Reckless (“A bittersweet fable for our time.”—Frank Rich, New York Times). This volume also includes Blue Window and Stranger.
978-1-55936-211-5 $16.95

What I Meant Was
New Plays and Selected One-Acts
This collection includes the full-length God’s Heart, which Tony Kushner called, “Vital and brave and exquisitely beautiful,” The Dying Gaul and ten one-act plays.
978-1-55936-159-0 $17.95

Charles Ludlam
The Mystery of Irma Vep and Other Plays
Introduction by Tony Kushner
Artistic director, playwright, director, designer and star of New York’s acclaimed Ridiculous Theatrical Company, the late Charles Ludlam ransacked theatrical and literary history in an evolutionary quest for a modern art of stage comedy. Collected here are Ludlam’s most celebrated works for the stage: The Mystery of Irma Vep, Camille, Galas, Stage Blood and Bluebeard.
978-1-55936-173-6 $16.95
FEATURED TITLES

**EDUARDO MACHADO**

*The Floating Island Plays*
Includes: *The Modern Ladies of Guanabacoa, Fabiola, In the Eye of the Hurricane and Broken Eggs.*
978-1-55936-035-7 $24.95 Hardcover
978-1-55936-034-0 $13.95 Paperback

*Havana Is Waiting and Other Plays*
Eduardo Machado explores his lifelong themes with humor and passion in *Havana Is Waiting* (a writer returns to Cuba after thirty years), *Kissing Fidel* (a comedy set in a Miami funeral parlor), *The Cook* (chronicling Cuban history) and *Cocodrile Eyes* (inspired by Federico García Lorca).
978-1-55936-366-2 $17.95

**DAVID MAMET**

*The Anarchist*
With a nod to his mentor, Harold Pinter, Mamet employs his signature verbal jousting in this depiction of two women—a prisoner and a warden—who battle over freedom, power, money, religion and lack thereof.
978-1-55936-412-6 $13.95

*Keep Your Pantheon (and School)*
Mamet shows off a lighter side with his dexterous screwball comedy *Keep Your Pantheon.* This volume also contains *School:* a crackling curtain-raiser in which two teachers shoot back-and-forth on topics ranging from pedophilia to recycling.
978-1-55936-391-4 $13.95

*Race*
Mamet’s bold play explores the issues of race and discrimination in a supposedly post-racial 21st century America. “Fascinating and dramatically charged, Mamet’s provocative, hot-topic play is anything but simple. The questions and answers posed add up to an intriguing study of perception.” —Associated Press
978-1-55936-382-2 $13.95

**EMILY MANN**

*Mrs. Packard*
Illinois, 1861: Without proof of insanity, Elizabeth Packard is committed by her husband to an asylum. Based on historical events, Emily Mann’s play tells of one woman’s struggle to right a system gone wrong.
978-1-55936-334-1 $13.95

*Testimonies Four Plays*
978-1-55936-117-0 $18.95

**DONALD MARGULIES**

*Brooklyn Boy*
“Donald Margulies’ self-reflective, dream reverie comedy drama *Brooklyn Boy* is tough, insightful, bittersweet, funny and ultimately wise.” —The Hollywood Reporter
978-1-55936-252-8 $12.95

*Collected Stories*
“Collected Stories captures much of the nagging mysteriousness, the intriguing incompleteness of life.” —Charles Isherwood, *Variety* 978-1-55936-152-1 $14.95

*Dinner with Friends* 2000 Pulitzer Prize Winner for Drama
“Extremely smart. What initially seems a rather conventional glimpse at the perils of breaking up becomes an original examination of the terrors of staying together.” —Peter Marks, *New York Times* 978-1-55936-194-1 $14.95

*God of Vengeance*
Adapted from Sholom Asch
Donald Margulies offers up a vivid new adaptation of Sholom Asch’s 1906 Yiddish melodrama, reset on the Lower East Side of New York in the 1920s.
978-1-55936-233-7 $12.95

*Luna Park*
Selected Short Plays and Monologues
This volume spans almost twenty years of Margulies’ writings, beginning with *Luna Park,* an early play inspired by Delmore Schwartz. It also includes his well-known one-act *July 7,* 1994, a hauntingly beautiful examination of a female inner-city doctor’s life.
978-1-55936-206-1 $16.95

*Shipwrecked!* The Amazing Adventures of Louis de Rougemont (as told by himself)
978-1-55936-343-3 $13.95

*Sight Unseen and Other Plays* Also includes: *Found a Peanut, The Loman Family Picnic, The Model Apartment and What’s Wrong with This Picture?*
978-1-55936-103-3 $18.95

*Time Stands Still*
“Mr. Margulies’ finest play since the Pulitzer Prize-winning *Dinner with Friends.*” —*New York Times*
In his “absorbingly intelligent” (*Los Angeles Times*) new play, Donald Margulies captures the complex personal relationship between a foreign news correspondent and a photojournalist, injured covering the war in Iraq.
978-1-55936-365-5 $14.95

**RICHARD MAXWELL**

*Plays, 1996-2000*
This volume collects for the first time the work of America’s most important, vital and original young voices. Includes: *Boxing 2000, Coney Island, House (1999 Obie Award winner), Stacey Lady Slipper, Champions of Magic, Billingos, Superintendents, Flight Carrier Service, Burger King and others.*
978-1-55936-228-3 $16.95

**ELLEN McLAUGHLIN**

*The Greek Plays*
Introduction by Tony Kushner
“These plays are breathtaking reminders of why theatre matters.” —Oskar Eustis, Artistic Director, The Public Theater.
Includes modern adaptations of classic Greek texts: *Iphigenia and Other Daughters, The Trojan Women, Helen, Lysistrata, The Persians and Oedipus.*
978-1-55936-240-5 $19.95

**CONOR McPHERSON**

*Dublin Carol*
Set on Christmas Eve, this play examines the life of a mortician who, when his daughter pays a visit, suddenly must confront his past and the family he left behind. “A riveting play.” —*London Times* 978-1-55936-185-9 $11.95

*Port Authority*
978-1-55936-207-8 $11.95

**The Seafarer**
“McPherson’s skill manifests itself not only in the lyrical dialogue, but in a plot full of slow-burn devices…As a result, *The Seafarer* first ambushes you and then haunts you for days afterward.” —*Time Out* (London)
978-1-55936-312-9 $13.95

*Shining City*
“What the play is essentially exploring is guilt, the wreckage of the past and the possibility of making a fresh start in life…this is palpably a play by a writer in recovery from his own demons.” —*Daily Telegraph* 978-1-55936-255-9 $13.95

**The Weir and Other Plays**
“The Weir is sheer theatrical magic. A modern classic.” —*Daily Telegraph*
This volume also includes *St. Nicholas, This Lime Tree Bower, The Good Thief and Rum and Vodka.*
978-1-55936-167-5 $17.95
TARELL ALVIN McCraney
The Brother/Sister Plays
“A gorgeous trilogy that leaves you tingling. A new, authentically original vision. McCraney is a remarkable artist.”
—Ben Brantley, New York Times
Lyrical and mythic, provocative and contemporary, McCraney’s trilogy of kinship, love and heartache is set in the bayou of Louisiana, and loosely draws on West African myths. Includes: In the Red and Brown Water, The Brothers Size and Marcus; or the Secret of Sweet.
978-1-55936-349-5 $16.95

JEAN BAPTISTE POQUELIN DE MOLIÈRE
Amphitrion
Translated by Richard Wilbur
Molière’s late, elegant comedy, based on Plautus’s Roman version, but alluding to the love affairs of the French king.
978-1-55936-358-7 $14.95

LOUIS SULLIVAN
Frank’s Home
Louis Sullivan, only to show their all-too-human frailties.
978-1-55936-381-5 $14.95

LYNN NOTTAGE
By the Way, Meet Vera Stark
This uniquely theatrical comedy highlights the paradox of black actors in 1930s Hollywood and stirs audiences from complacency by tackling racial stereotypes in the entertainment industry. A hilarious and bold stylistic departure for the Pulitzer Prize-winning author of Ruined.
978-1-55936-442-3 $14.95

ROBERT O’HARA
Insurrection: Holding History
978-1-55936-187-6 $11.95

JOHN O’KEEFE
Shimmer & Other Texts
Also includes: Don’t You Ever Call Me Anything but Mother and The Man in the Moon.
978-1-55936-002-9 $6.95

SUSAN-LORI PARKS
365 Days/365 Plays
On November 13, 2002, the incomparable Suzan-Lori Parks got an idea to write a play every day for a year. She began that very day, finishing one year later. The result is an extraordinary testament to artistic commitment. This collection is a complete work by an artist responding to her world, each and every day.
978-1-55936-286-3 $19.95

JEAN BAPTISTE POQUELIN DE MOLIÈRE
Lovers’ Quarrels
Translated by Richard Wilbur
Molière’s second full-length verse play, a complex comedy animated with deception, jealousy and tangles of love.
978-1-55936-339-6 $14.95

School for Husbands and The Imaginary Cuckold, or Sganarelle
Translated by Richard Wilbur
Foreword by John Simon
Two grand comedies of marriage and misunderstanding, one set in Paris and one in the provinces.
978-1-55936-338-9 $14.95

ALFRED DE MUSSET
Fantage and Other Plays
Translated by Michael Feingold, Richard Howard, Nagle Jackson and Paul Schmidt
Also includes: Lorenzaccio, You Can’t Think of Everything and Don’t Tryle with Love.
978-1-55936-067-8 $15.95

RICHARD NELSON
Frank’s Home
Nelson brings to life two great architectural demigods, Frank Lloyd Wright and Louis Sullivan, only to show their all-too-human frailties.
978-1-55936-381-5 $14.95

Goodnight Children Everywhere and Other Plays
Introduction by Janice Paran
Five plays from the prolific, revered playwright. Includes: Goodnight Children Everywhere, Some Americans Abroad and Two Shakespearean Actors.
978-1-55936-244-3 $18.95

Rodney’s Wife
978-1-55936-278-8 $13.95

MARSHA NORMAN
Four Plays
Includes: Getting Out, Third and Oak (The Pool Hall and The Laundromat), The Holdup and Traveler in the Dark.
978-0-930452-84-1 $17.95

The Secret Garden
A beautiful musical version of the children’s classic.
978-1-55936-047-0 $13.95

LYNN NOTTAGE
Crumbs from the Table of Joy and Other Plays
Also included are Mud, River, Stone; Poof; Por’ Knockers and Las Meninas, inspired by the playwright’s research into the African presence in 17th-century Europe.
978-1-55936-214-6 $17.95

Intimate Apparel/Fabulation
With this pair of plays, Lynn Nottage, an “exceptionally gifted playwright” (New York Observer), has created companion pieces that span 100 years in the lives of African American women.
978-1-55936-279-5 $14.95

RUINED
2009 Pulitzer Prize Winner for Drama
Nottage has crafted an engaging and uncommonly human story with humor and song served alongside its postcolonial and feminist politics, in the rich theatrical tradition of Brecht’s Mother Courage. “Sincere, passionate, courageous and acutely argued, Ruined is a remarkable theatrical achievement.”
—Chris Jones, Chicago Tribune
978-1-55936-201-6 $14.95

VENUS
978-1-55936-135-4 $14.95

REYNOLDS PRICE
Full Moon and Other Plays
Also includes: Early Dark and Private Contentment.
978-1-55936-064-7 $13.95

New Music
A Trilogy
Includes: August Snow, Night Dance and Better Days.
978-1-55936-016-6 $10.95
ADAM RAPP
The Hallway Trilogy
Provocative playwright Adam Rapp weaves themes of love, suffering, and redemption throughout this alarming portrayal of societal change. Spanning one hundred years in one Lower East Side tenement hallway, this series of connected plays—Rose, Paraffin, and Nursing—is a dark and compelling exploration of what binds people together and drives them apart. 978-1-55936-416-4 $16.95

RONALD RIBMAN
The Rug Merchants of Chaos and Other Plays
Also includes: Buck and Sweet Table at the Rielbeins. 978-1-55936-050-0 $24.95 Hardcover
978-1-55936-049-4 $12.95 Paperback

JOSE RIVERA
Boleros for the Disenchanted and Other Plays
Boleros for the Disenchanted is the moving story of the playwright’s own parents. Also includes: Brainpeople; Adoration of the Old Woman and Pablo and Andrea at the Altar of Words, a one-act. 978-1-55936-390-7 $18.95

Marisol and Other Plays
Also includes: Each Day Dies with Sleep and Cloud Tectonics. 978-1-55936-136-1 $18.95

References to Salvador Dalí Make Me Hot and Other Plays
Includes: References to Salvador Dalí Make Me Hot, Sniejo (a reworking of Pedro Calderón’s Life Is a Dream) and Sonnets for an Old Century. 978-1-55936-212-2 $17.95

SARAH RUHL
Chekhov’s Three Sisters and Woolf’s Orlando
Two Renderings for the Stage
Adapted from Virginia Woolf and Anton Chekhov
Ruhl displays her signature lyricism and elegant understanding of intimacy in this pair of translations: Virginia Woolf’s gender-bending, period-hopping novel Orlando and Anton Chekhov’s Three Sisters, a classic of ennui and frustration. 978-1-55936-404-1 $16.95

The Clean House and Other Plays
The Clean House was a 2005 Pulitzer Prize finalist, and the winner of the Susan Smith Blackburn Prize. It is a play of uncommon romance and uncommon comedy, about a maid who hates cleaning and dreams about creating the perfect joke, and a doctor who treats cancer and one day leaves his heart inside one of his patients. Also included: eurydice; Late, a cowboy song and Melancholy Play. 978-1-55936-266-5 $18.95

Dead Man’s Cell Phone
“Ruhl writes surrealist fantasies that happen to be populated by eccentically real people, comedies in which the surface illogic of dreams is made meaningful—made truthful—by the deeper logic of human feeling.”
—Charles Isherwood, New York Times
978-1-55936-325-9 $14.95

In the Next Room or the vibrator play
Sarah Ruhl made her Broadway debut in 2009 with this effervescent comedy: a play about sex, intimacy and equality, set in the 1880s when enthusiasm for the electric light bulb gave rise to a handy new instrument to treat female hysteria. 978-1-55936-360-0 $13.95

Passion Play
Passion Play is Sarah Ruhl’s “biggest, most ambitious effort yet” (New York Times), a three-and-a-half hour intimate epic, plunging the depths of the timely intersection of politics and religion. Ruhl dramatizes a community of players rehearsing their annual staging of the Easter Passion in three different eras. 978-1-55936-348-8 $15.95

CARL HANCOCK RUX
Talk
“A dazzling play, Mr. Rux’s ideas have the urgency and passion of actions. He draws on satire, rhetoric, naturalism (the kind that Strindberg said ‘seeks out the points of actions. He draws on satire, rhetoric, naturalism (the kind that Strindberg said ‘seeks out the points where great battles take place’) and poetry.”
—Margo Jefferson, New York Times
978-1-55936-348-8 $15.95

WALLACE SHAWN
The Designated Mourner
Writer and performer Wallace Shawn’s landmark 1996 play, later made into a film by David Hare, features three characters—a respected poet, his daughter and her English-professor husband—suspected of subversion by a ruling oligarchy. 978-1-55936-475-1 $13.95

Grasses of a Thousand Colors Revised Edition
A poetic epic that tells the story of a scientist, his wife, and his two mistresses, as they fend for their lives in a world much like ours, yet one savagely close to extinction. This is Shawn’s first-full length play after a ten year hiatus
978-1-55936-362-4 $14.95

Dirty Story and Other Plays
Three works by Pulitzer Prize-winning author John Patrick Shanley. Plays included are: Dirty Story, Where’s My Money? and Sailor’s Song. 978-1-55936-282-5 $16.95

Doubt
2005 Pulitzer Prize Winner for Drama
978-1-55936-276-4 $13.95

Doubt (movie tie-in edition)
Now a major motion picture, with Meryl Streep, Philip Seymour Hoffman, Amy Adams and Viola Davis. Written and directed by John Patrick Shanley from his Pulitzer Prize-winning play. 978-1-55936-347-1 $13.95

Outside Mullingar
Outside Mullingar is about the romance of Anthony and Rosemary, neighbors in rural Ireland, who are nearing their middle years. It is by turns poetic, uplifting, dark and funny as hell. 978-1-55936-474-4 $14.95

STEVEN SATER
Spring Awakening
Book and Lyrics by Steven Sater
Music by Duncan Sheik
Incorporating a new edition of the groundbreaking book by Dr. Johann Heinrich Pestalozzi, Duncan Sheik composed an extraordinary rock musical with book and lyrics by Steven Sater and music by Grammy-nominated recording artist Duncan Sheik, inspired by Frank Wedekind’s controversial 1891 German play. 978-1-55936-315-0 $14.95

Defiance
978-1-55936-309-9 $13.95

Our Late Night/A Thought in Three Parts
Dirty Story and Other Plays
Three works by Pulitzer Prize-winning author John Patrick Shanley. Plays included are: Dirty Story, Where’s My Money? and Sailor’s Song. 978-1-55936-282-5 $16.95

Doubt
2005 Pulitzer Prize Winner for Drama
978-1-55936-276-4 $13.95

Doubt (movie tie-in edition)
Now a major motion picture, with Meryl Streep, Philip Seymour Hoffman, Amy Adams and Viola Davis. Written and directed by John Patrick Shanley from his Pulitzer Prize-winning play. 978-1-55936-347-1 $13.95

Outside Mullingar
Outside Mullingar is about the romance of Anthony and Rosemary, neighbors in rural Ireland, who are nearing their middle years. It is by turns poetic, uplifting, dark and funny as hell. 978-1-55936-474-4 $14.95

Grasses of a Thousand Colors Revised Edition
A poetic epic that tells the story of a scientist, his wife, and his two mistresses, as they fend for their lives in a world much like ours, yet one savagely close to extinction. This is Shawn’s first-full length play after a ten year hiatus
978-1-55936-362-4 $14.95

Our Late Night/A Thought in Three Parts
Obie Award-winning, never-before-published Our Late Night premiered in New York in 1975 under the direction of André Gregory. A Thought in Three Parts created an uproar with its 1977 London premiere, investigated by the vice squad for its allegedly pornographic content. 978-1-55936-322-8 $14.95
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Now a major motion picture, with Meryl Streep, Philip Seymour Hoffman, Amy Adams and Viola Davis. Written and directed by John Patrick Shanley from his Pulitzer Prize-winning play. 978-1-55936-347-1 $13.95
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Outside Mullingar is about the romance of Anthony and Rosemary, neighbors in rural Ireland, who are nearing their middle years. It is by turns poetic, uplifting, dark and funny as hell. 978-1-55936-474-4 $14.95
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CHRISTOPHER SHINN
Dying City
“A stunning drama about life in the shadow of September 11th and the Iraq war.”
—Time Out
Infused with references to 9/11 and the war in Iraq, this play explores how contemporary politics and recent history have transformed the lives of its three characters.
978-1-55936-329-7 $13.95

Teddy Ferrara
When a campus tragedy makes national headlines, Gabe, a senior who runs the Queer Students Group, discovers that events surrounding the tragedy aren’t as straightforward as they seem.
978-1-55936-450-8 $14.95

NICKY SILVER
Etiquette and Vitriol
The Food Chain and Other Plays
The first play collection by a master of razor-sharp wit and black humor, Etiquette and Vitriol brings together the long-running Off-Broadway hit The Food Chain and the award-winning Pterodactyls with two earlier works, Fat Men in Skirts and Free Will and Wanton Lust.
978-1-55936-256-6 $17.95

The Lyons
Silver, that “strange progeny of a coupling between Neil Simon and Edward Albee” (New York Times), has cornered the market on deliciously savage family comedies. The Lyons, his critically-acclaimed Broadway success, is an intimate and frightening examination of how we cope with loneliness and disappointment.
978-1-55936-436-2 $14.95

Raised in Captivity
978-1-55936-113-2 $13.95

STEPHEN SONDHEIM
Assassins
Stephen Sondheim and John Weidman
“Nothing quite prepares you for the disturbing brilliance of Assassins.”
—David Richards, New York Times
978-1-55936-038-8 $14.95

Company
Stephen Sondheim and George Furth
Twenty-fifth anniversary edition of the work that changed the landscape of American musical theatre.
978-1-55936-108-8 $14.95

Follies
(New Edition)
Stephen Sondheim and James Goldman
On the eve of a once-glorious theatre’s destruction, all of life’s might-have-beens take center stage and two jaded couples glamorize the old days.
978-1-55936-417-1 $14.95

Getting Away with Murder
Stephen Sondheim and George Furth
Sondheim’s first non-musical, written with George Furth, his collaborator on Company, is an intricate murder mystery/comedy.
978-1-55936-128-6 $11.95

Gypsy
Stephen Sondheim and Arthur Laurents
The famous musical tale of a domineering stage mother’s inadvertent creation of a burlesque stripper.
978-1-55936-086-9 $14.95

Into the Woods
Stephen Sondheim and James Lapine
Additional material by Hugh Wheeler
“That joyous rarity, a work of sophisticated artistic ambition and deep political purpose that affords nonstop pleasure.”
—William A. Henry III, TIME
978-0-930452-93-3 $15.95

Pacific Overtures
Stephen Sondheim and James Lapine
1994 Tony Award Winner for Best Book, Best Music and Lyrics and Best Musical
978-1-55936-026-5 $14.95 Paperback

978-1-55936-025-8 $17.95 Hardcover

Passion
Stephen Sondheim and James Lapine
1998 Pulitzer Prize Winner
978-1-55936-088-3 $13.95

Road Show
Stephen Sondheim and John Weidman
1994 Tony Award Winner for Best Book, Best Music and Lyrics
978-1-55936-341-9 $13.95

A Dream Play
Adapted by Caryl Churchill
Caryl Churchill, one of the most fascinating and respected dramatists in the English-speaking world, has taken on Strindberg’s A Dream Play in this spare and resonant adaptation.
978-1-55936-270-2 $13.95

ALFRED UHRY
Driving Miss Daisy
Twenty-fifth Anniversary Edition
1988 Pulitzer Prize Winner for Drama
Academy Award winner for Best Picture and Best Adapted Screenplay
Racial tensions are delightfully explored when a warm friendship evolves between an elderly Jewish woman and her black chauffeur.
978-0-930452-89-6 $12.95

The Last Night of Ballyhoo
A bittersweet romantic comedy set in Atlanta in 1939, on the eve of World War II and the opening night of Gone with the Wind, The Last Night of Ballyhoo deals in a very personal way with being Jewish in the South.
978-1-55936-140-8 $14.95

PAULA VOGEL
The Baltimore Waltz
and Other Plays
Also includes: The Oldest Profession, Desdemona, And Baby Makes Seven and Hot ‘n’ T Dobbing.
978-1-55936-109-5 $18.95

A Civil War Christmas
Set on a chilly Christmas Eve during the latter days of the Civil War, Paula Vogel’s pageant for the holiday season weaves a tapestry of both fictional and historical characters—together with period holiday music and lesser known marches, hymns, and spirituals—to tell a story of peaceful companionship and communal hope.
978-1-55936-378-5 $15.95

The Long Christmas Ride Home
“One of the most absorbing evenings of theatre to come along in some time.”
—Variety
978-1-55936-249-8 $12.95

The Mammary Plays
1998 Pulitzer Prize Winner for Drama
This two-play volume contains How I Learned To Drive, a deceptively delicate tale of sexual awakening in desperate, if not criminal, circumstances and The Mineola Twins, an outrageous political satire. How I Learned To Drive, one of the most acclaimed plays of 1997, won—in addition to the Pulitzer Prize—Obie, the Lucille Lortel, Drama Desk, NY Drama Critics Circle and Outer Critics Circle Awards and the coveted Susan Smith Blackburn Prize.
978-1-55936-144-6 $16.95
**Pope Lick Creek**

978-1-55936-354-9 $15.95

The chosen by poet Paul Muldoon in traditions to warp family history.

**The War Boys**

978-1-55936-353-2 $16.95

This volume brings together two masterworks by the Irish playwright Enda Walsh—unmistakably Irish, galloping gothic comedies about the use of theatre and oral traditions to warp family history. Chosen by poet Paul Muldoon in the *Times Literary Supplement* as one of the “Best Books of 2009.”

978-1-55936-354-9 $15.95

**Enda Walsh—unmistakably Irish, masterworks by the Irish playwright**

This celebrated, Tony Award-winning musical, based on the Academy Award-winning film, arrived on Broadway in 2012. It’s

**The Ginger Ale Boy**

978-1-55936-149-1 $13.95

Penelope

One of Ireland’s most innovative and beguiling writers, Enda Walsh brings us his riveting and savage take on Homer’s

**Gem of the Ocean**

978-1-55936-260-3 $14.95

King Hedley II

“A grand, impassioned play, it finds fertile ground in a blasted corner of the American landscape.”

—Wall Street Journal

978-1-55936-261-0 $27.95 Hardcover

**Radio Golf**

“With wit and soul, *Radio Golf* brings to a close the most ambitious theatrical undertaking in the history of the American theater.”

—Eric Grode, *New York Sun*

978-1-55936-308-2 $14.95

**Spunk**

Three Tales by Zora Neale Hurston

Adapted by George C. Wolfe

Music by Chic Street Man

“Gutsy, gritty and often very funny… irresistible theatricality.”

—Michael Kuchwara, *Associated Press*

978-1-55936-069-2 $9.95

**Gem of the Ocean**

Gem of the Ocean is the play that begins it all. Set in 1904 Pittsburgh, it is chronologically the first work in August Wilson’s decade-by-decade cycle dramatizing the African American experience during the twentieth century.

978-1-55936-280-1 $14.95

**AUGUST WILSON**

**Gem of the Ocean**

Gem of the Ocean is the play that begins it all. Set in 1904 Pittsburgh, it is chronologically the first work in August Wilson’s decade-by-decade cycle dramatizing the African American experience during the twentieth century.

978-1-55936-280-1 $14.95

**BRIAN YORKEY**

**Next to Normal**

Book and Lyrics by Brian Yorkey

Music by Tom Kitt

2010 Pulitzer Prize Winner for Drama

Winner of three 2009 Tony Awards, including Best Original Score. “Rock is alive and rolling like thunder in *Next to Normal*. It’s the best musical of the season by a mile...an emotional powerhouse with a fire in its soul and a wicked wit that burns just as fiercely.”

—Rolling Stone

978-1-55936-370-9 $14.95

**GEORGE C. WOLFE**

**Jelly’s Last Jam**

Book by George C. Wolfe

Lyrics by Susan Birkenhead

The life and death of Jelly Roll Morton.

978-1-55936-090-1 $9.95

**Spunk**

Three Tales by Zora Neale Hurston

Adapted by George C. Wolfe

Music by Chic Street Man

“Gutsy, gritty and often very funny... irresistible theatricality.”

—Michael Kuchwara, *Associated Press*

978-1-55936-069-2 $9.95

**BRIAN YORKEY**

**Next to Normal**

Book and Lyrics by Brian Yorkey

Music by Tom Kitt

2010 Pulitzer Prize Winner for Drama

Winner of three 2009 Tony Awards, including Best Original Score. “Rock is alive and rolling like thunder in *Next to Normal*. It’s the best musical of the season by a mile...an emotional powerhouse with a fire in its soul and a wicked wit that burns just as fiercely.”

—Rolling Stone

978-1-55936-370-9 $14.95

**August Wilson**

**Jelly’s Last Jam**

Book by George C. Wolfe

Lyrics by Susan Birkenhead

The life and death of Jelly Roll Morton.

978-1-55936-090-1 $9.95
THE AUGUST WILSON CENTURY CYCLE

“Art is beholden to the kiln in which the artist was fired. Before I am anything, a man or a playwright, I am an African American.”
—August Wilson

For the first time in its entirety, in a ten-volume, hardcover, slipcased edition. August Wilson’s epic dramatization of the African American experience and heritage in the twentieth century—completed just before his death in October 2005—has been called “one of the most ambitious dramatic projects ever undertaken.” (New York Times)

978-1-55936-307-5 $200.00

These hardcover editions are also available separately for $25.00 each.

Gem of the Ocean (1904)
Foreword by Phyllicia Rashad
978-1-55936-280-8 $25.00

Joe Turner’s Come and Gone (1911)
Foreword by Romulus Linney
978-1-55936-299-3 $25.00

Ma Rainey’s Black Bottom (1927)
Foreword by Frank Rich
978-1-55936-299-3 $25.00

The Piano Lesson (1936)
Foreword by Toni Morrison
978-1-55936-300-6 $25.00

Seven Guitars (1948)
Foreword by Tony Kushner
978-1-55936-301-3 $25.00

Fences (1957)
Foreword by Samuel G. Freedman
978-1-55936-302-0 $25.00

Two Trains Running (1969)
Foreword by Laurence Fishburne
978-1-55936-303-7 $25.00

Jitney (1977)
Foreword by Ishmael Reed
978-1-55936-304-4 $25.00

King Hedley II (1985)
Foreword by Marion McClinton
978-1-55936-305-1 $25.00

Radio Golf (1997)
Foreword by Suzan-Lori Parks
978-1-55936-306-8 $25.00

Extreme Exposure
An Anthology of Solo Performance
Texts from the Twentieth Century
Edited by Jo Bonney
978-1-55936-155-2 $19.95

Photographs

The Fire This Time
African American Plays for the 21st Century
Edited by Harry Elam, Jr. and Robert Alexander
Includes: In the Blood by Suzan-Lori Parks; Civil Sex by Brian Freeman; The Dark Kalamazoo by Oni Faida Lampey; King Hedley II by August Wilson; Insurrection: Holding History by Robert O’Hara; Crumbs from the Table of Joy by Lynn Nottage; A Preface to the Alien Garden by Robert Alexander; A Rhyme Deferred by Kamilah Forbes and Hip-Hop Theatre Ensemble; The Incredibly Famous Willy Rivers Stone; and adapted by Maria Irene Fornes.
978-1-55936-205-4 $24.95

New Plays USA 3
Includes: Morocco by Allan Havis; Execution of Justice by Emily Mann; The Incredibly Famous Willy Ritzers by Stephen Metcalfe; Between East and West by Richard Nelson and Cold Air by Virgilio Piñera, translated and adapted by Maria Irene Fornes.
978-0-930452-54-4 $11.95
New Plays USA 2
Includes: Secret Honor by Donald Freз; and Arnold M. Stone; Food from Trash by Gary Leon Hill; Mensch Meier by Franz Xaver Kroetz, translated by Roger Downing; Buck by Ronald Ribman and Mermanat by James Yoshimura.
978-0-930452-35-3 $17.95 Hardcover

Out from Under
Texts by Women
Performance Artists
Edited by Lenora Champagne
Includes: World without End by Holly Hughes; The Father by Beatrice Roth; excerpts from United States by Laurie Anderson; The Constant State of Desire by Karen Finley; My Brazil by Rachel Rosenthal; Teenytown by Laurie Carlos, Jessica Hagedorn and Robbie McCauley; The Survivor and the Translator by Leeny Sack; Getting Over Tom by Lenora Champagne and Strange to Relate by Fiona Templeton.
978-1-55936-009-8 $15.95

Out of the Fringe
Contemporary Latina/Latino
Theatre and Performance
Edited by Caridad Svich and Maria Teresa Marrero
Includes: Straight as a Line by Luis Alfaro; Staff by Nao Bustamante and Coco Fusco; Fur by Migdalia Cruz; Night Train to Bolina by Nilo Cruz; Skin by Naomi Iizuka; Ragged Time by Oliver Mayer; Trash by Pedro R. Monge-Rafols; The Hungry Woman: A Mexican Medea by Cherríe Moraga; Greetings from a Queer Señorita by Monica Palacios; Alchemy of Desire/Dead-Man’s Blue by Caridad Svich.
978-1-55936-171-2 $21.95

Plays From the Boom Box Galaxy
Theater from the
Hip Hop Generation
Edited by Kim Euell with Robert Alexander
Includes: Zell Miller III (The Evidence of Silence Broken); Cristal Truscott (Peaches); Carl Hancock Rux (No Black Male Show); Psalmayne 24 (Free Jujube Brown?); Dan Wolf and Tommy Shepard (Beauch); Jake-ann Jones (Death of a Ho); Marc Bamuthi Joseph (Word Becomes Flesh); Aye de Leon (Thieves in the Temple) and Will Power (Flow).
978-1-55936-292-4 $19.95

Plays of the Holocaust
An International Anthology
Edited by Elinor Fuchs
Includes: Elia: A Mystery Play of the Sufferings of Israel by Nelly Sachs (Germany/Sweden), translated by Christopher Holme; Auswitz by Peter Barnes (England); Mister Fugue or Earth Sick by Liliane Atlan (France), translated by Marguerite Feitlowitz; Ghetto by Joshua Sobol (Israel), adapted by Jack Viertel; Cathedral of Ice by James Schevill (United States) and Replika by Józef Szajna (Poland), translated by E. J. Czerwinski.
978-0-930452-63-6 $19.95

Salaam. Peace
An Anthology of
Middle Eastern-American Drama
Edited by Holly Hill and Dina Amin
The first of its kind, this groundbreaking anthology is a collection of new plays by American writers of a variety of Middle Eastern backgrounds, from artists born in Egypt and Iran, to Israeli- and Palestinian-Americans. Included are: Ten Acrabots in an Amazing Leap of Faith by Yussef El Guindi; Between Our Lips by Nathalie Handal; 9 Parts of Desire by Heather Raffo; The Black Eyed by Betty Shamiieh; Call Me Mehdi by Torange Yeghiazarian; Browntown by Sam Younis and Desert Sunrise by Mishal Shulman.
978-1-55936-332-7 $19.95

Seventh Generation
An Anthology of
Native American Plays
Edited by Mimi Giosifi D’Aponte
Includes: Body Indian by Hanay Geiogamah (Kiowa); The Woman Who Was a Red Deer Dressed for the Deer Dance by Diane Glance (Cherokee); Power Pipes by Spiderwoman Theater—Lisa Mayo, Gloria Miguel, Muriel Miguel, founders—(Kuna/Rappahannock); Only Drunks and Children Tell the Truth by Drew Hayden Taylor (Ojibway); The Independence of Eddie Rose by William S. Yellow Robe, Jr. (Assiniboine/Nakota); The Story of Susannah by Victoria Nafani Kneubuhl (Hawaiian) and Indian Radio Days by LeAnne Howe and Roxy Gordon (Choctaw).
978-1-55936-167-7 $19.95

Strictly Dishonorable
and Other Lost American Plays
Selected by Richard Nelson
Includes: Strictly Dishonorable by Preston Sturges; The Racket by Bartlett Cormack; The Ghost of Yankee Doodle by Sidney Howard and A Slight Case of Murder by Howard Lindsay and Damon Runyon.
978-0-930452-55-1 $10.95

Version 3.0
Contemporary
Asian American Plays
Edited by Chay Yew
Includes: Julia Cho’s Durang; Sunji Kuruvilla’s Rice Boy; Han Ong’s Swony Planet; Sung Rno’s Wave; Diana Son’s Boy; Alice Tuan’s Last of the Suns; and Chay Yew’s Question 27, Question 28. Also included is That Square, a choral piece by sixteen leading playwrights (including Maria Irene Fornes, Jessica Hagedorn, David Henry Hwang, Craig Lucas, José Rivera and Mac Wellman).
978-1-55936-363-1 $22.95

ACTING

The Actor and the Target
New Edition
DECLAN DONNELLAN
This immensely popular and ever-practical book on acting takes a scalpel to the heart of actors’ persistent fears, helping them to release their talent on stage. It is straightforward and unpretentious, with a spirit of artistic and personal freedom.
978-1-55936-285-6 $18.95

Actors’ Lives
On and Off the American Stage
Interviews by Holly Hill
Includes: Frances Conroy, Clayton Corzatte, Olympia Dukakis, Frances Foster, Josie de Guzman, Anthony Heald, Richard Jenkins, Cherry Jones, James Earl Jones, Randall Duk Kim, Jane Lind, Joan MacIntosh, John Mahoney, Paul McCrane, Isabell Monk, Joe Morton, Howie Seago, Freda Foh Shen, Joseph Sommer, Richard Thomas and Jeff Weiss.
978-1-55936-062-3 $15.95

Advice to the Players
ROBERT LEWIS
Introduction by Harold Clurman
“The best theatre book I read this year. The remarkable thing is its lack of bunk. Actors and watchers of actors will find it a book to mark up and read again.”
—Dan Sullivan, Los Angeles Times
978-1-55936-003-6 $15.95

American Theatre Book of Monologues for Men
American Theatre Book of Monologues for Women
Edited by Stephanie Coen
This selection of monologue material for actors was selected from the 100 plays published in American Theatre magazine over 20 years.
Men 978-1-55936-197-2 $12.95
Women 978-1-55936-198-9 $13.95
Contemporary American Monologues for Men
Contemporary American Monologues for Women
Edited by Todd London
The best audition pieces for actors from over 100 new American plays produced between 1977 and 1997. Selected from the works of playwrights published by TCG.

Men 978-1-55936-134-3 $13.95
Women 978-1-55936-133-6 $13.95

Freeing Shakespeare's Voice
The Actor's Guide to Talking the Text
KRISTIN LINKLATER
Voice teacher, actor and director Kristin Linklater goes beyond the techniques developed in her classic text, Freeing the Natural Voice, to a passionate, practical exploration of Shakespeare, providing readers with the tools to increase understanding and make Shakespeare's words their own.
978-1-55936-031-9 $17.95

Playing Joan
Actresses on the Challenge of Shaw's Saint Joan
Interviews by Holly Hill
978-0-930452-64-3 $10.95

The Presence of the Actor
JOSEPH CHAIKIN
"A perceptive collection of notes on acting, the history of the Open Theater, performance in everyday life, theatre and society, and Chaikin's highly personal experience of Brecht and Beckett. The right adjective, if it weren't so overused, is stimulating.” —Michael Feingold, Village Voice 978-1-55936-030-2 $14.95

Shakespeare's Advice to the Players
PETER HALL
Shakespeare's text is packed with clues that help the reader to hear and the performer to act any speech. Sir Peter Hall's book sets out to make going to Shakespeare performances or acting in them a richer experience.
978-1-55936-234-4 $17.95

Strasberg at the Actors' Studio
Tape-Recorded Sessions
Edited by Robert H. Hethmon Preface by Burgess Meredith
“A fascinating close-up of Mr. Strasberg's philosophy of theatre and method of working with actors.” —Eliot Fremont-Smith, New York Times 978-1-55936-022-7 $19.95

Training of the American Actor
Edited by Arthur Bartow
Presented in this volume are: Lee Strasberg's Method by Anna Strasberg; Stella Adler Technique by Tom Oppenhen; Sanford Meiner Technique by Victoria Hart; Michael Chekhov Technique and The Mask by Per Brahe; Uta Hagen Technique by Carol Rosenfield; Physical Acting Inspired by Grotowski by Stephen Wangh; The Viewpoints by Mary Overlie; Practical Aesthetics by Robert Bella; Interdisciplinary Training by Fritz Ertl and Necessasal Training by Louis Scheeder.
978-1-55936-268-9 $18.95

The Viewpoints Book
A Practical Guide to Viewpoints and Composition
ANNE BOGART and TINA LANDAU
The Viewpoints are a set of names given to certain principles of movement through time and space—they constitute a language for talking about what happens on stage. The book provides the artist with the terminology, art and philosophy of Viewpoints and a step-by-step recipe for using it as both a training and a theatrical technique. This collaboration of two of our most gifted and innovative directors is a major new addition to the practice and theory of theatrical production and performance.
978-1-55936-241-2 $18.95

The Way of Acting
The Theatre Writings of Tadashi Suzuki
TADASHI SUZUKI
Translated by J. Thomas Rimer
Widely considered the most influential contemporary theatre director in Japan, Suzuki provides a thorough and accessible formulation of his ideas and beliefs, and insights into his training methods. Features his compelling adaptation of Clytemnestra.
978-0-930452-56-8 $14.95

Connecting Flights
ROBERT LEPAGE
In conversation with Rémy Charrest Translated by Wanda Romer Taylor
Foreword by John Ralston Saul
Connecting Flights is an intimate and probing meditation on theatre, the attributes of imperfect memory, the roots of inspiration and contemporary culture.
978-1-55936-165-1 $15.95

Conversations with Anne
Twenty-four Interviews
ANNE BOGART
Conversations with Anne documents the series of intimate interviews that theatre director Anne Bogart has conducted with major artists and cultural thinkers at her West Side studio for the benefit of live audiences. Interviews include: JoAnne Akalaitis, Lee Breuer, Ben Cameron, Martha Clarke, Oskar Eustis, Zella Fichandler, Richard Foreman, André Gregory, Bill T. Jones, Tina Landau, Elizabeth LeCompte, Eduardo Machado, Charles L. Mee Jr., Joseph V. Melillo, Meredith Monk, Mary Overlie, Peter Sellers, STF Company, Molly Smith, Elizabeth Streb, Julie Taymor, Paula Vogel, Robert Woodruff and Mary Zimmerman.
978-1-55936-375-4 $22.00

Conversations with Peter Brook
MARGARET CROYDEN
In these interchanges with Margaret Croyden from 1970 to 2000, Brook freely discusses major works such as his landmark airborne production of A Midsummer Night's Dream and his untraditional interpretation of the opera La Tragédie de Carmen. He also covers the establishment of the Paris Center, his work in the Middle East and Africa, and his masterwork, the nine-hour production of The Mahabharata, which has virtually reinvinted the way actors and directors think about theatre.
978-1-55936-350-1 $16.95

The Director's Voice
ARTHUR BARTOW
978-0-930452-74-2 $18.95
and celebrate the accomplishments into the 21st century, it becomes As theatre in the U.S. moves further a microcosm of the field itself. theatre. Their stories have become organization for the American Directors to TCG, the national 50 years through the eyes of some theatre movement over the past of its most noted practitioners. Each of the nine individuals served Preserving the Legacy, Voices of the American Theatre 978-1-55936-190-3 $14.95

Evoking and Forgetting Shakespeare PETER BROOK This revised edition includes Brook’s additional essay on “Forgetting Shakespeare.” The first edition was based on a talk given in Berlin, which is an illuminating and provocative take on our greatest playwright by one of his most influential modern interpreters.

Exposed by the Mask Form and Language in Drama PETER HALL Sir Peter Hall argues that theatre is only created when emotions are contained by a form, and that the form paradoxically gives freedom of expression. Thus, the Greek mask, whether it may be the actual physical mask on the face or the form of the drama itself, enables the actor to express hysteria.

The Director’s Voice, Volume Two JASON LOEWITH Interviews include: Anne Bogart, Mark Brokaw, Peter Brosius, Ping Chong, David Esbjornson, Oskar Eustis, Frank Galati, Michael Kahn, Moisés Kaufman, James Lapine, Elizabeth LeCompte, Emily Mann, Michael Mayer, Marion McClinton, Bill Rauch, Bartlett Sher, Julie Taymor, Theatre de la Jeune Lune (Barbara Berlovitz, Steven Epps, Vincent Gracieux, Robert Rosen, Dominique Serrand), George C. Wolfe and Mary Zimmerman.

The Ground on Which I Stand AUGUST WILSON This is Wilson’s personal call for African American artists and theatres to again seize the power over their own cultural and artistic identities in the contemporary American theatre.

In Their Own Words Contemporary American Playwrights DAVID SAVRAN Includes: Lee Breuer, Christopher Durang, Richard Foreman, Maria Irene Fornes, Charles Fuller, John Guare, Joan Holden, David Henry Hwang, David Mamet, Emily Mann, Richard Nelson, Marsha Norman, David Rabe, Wallace Shawn, Stephen Sondheim, Megan Terry, Luis Valdez, Michael Weller, August Wilson and Lanford Wilson.

Poetics ARISTOTLE Translated by Kenneth McLeish One of the most influential tracts of world theatre, The Poetics is credited as the source of the Aristotelian doctrine of the Three Unities (Time, Place and Action).

Evoking and Forgetting Shakespeare PETER BROOK This revised edition includes Brook’s additional essay on “Forgetting Shakespeare.” The first edition was based on a talk given in Berlin, which is an illuminating and provocative take on our greatest playwright by one of his most influential modern interpreters.

Exposed by the Mask Form and Language in Drama PETER HALL Sir Peter Hall argues that theatre is only created when emotions are contained by a form, and that the form paradoxically gives freedom of expression. Thus, the Greek mask, whether it may be the actual physical mask on the face or the form of the drama itself, enables the actor to express hysteria.

The Director’s Voice, Volume Two JASON LOEWITH Interviews include: Anne Bogart, Mark Brokaw, Peter Brosius, Ping Chong, David Esbjornson, Oskar Eustis, Frank Galati, Michael Kahn, Moisés Kaufman, James Lapine, Elizabeth LeCompte, Emily Mann, Michael Mayer, Marion McClinton, Bill Rauch, Bartlett Sher, Julie Taymor, Theatre de la Jeune Lune (Barbara Berlovitz, Steven Epps, Vincent Gracieux, Robert Rosen, Dominique Serrand), George C. Wolfe and Mary Zimmerman.

The Ground on Which I Stand AUGUST WILSON This is Wilson’s personal call for African American artists and theatres to again seize the power over their own cultural and artistic identities in the contemporary American theatre.

In Their Own Words Contemporary American Playwrights DAVID SAVRAN Includes: Lee Breuer, Christopher Durang, Richard Foreman, Maria Irene Fornes, Charles Fuller, John Guare, Joan Holden, David Henry Hwang, David Mamet, Emily Mann, Richard Nelson, Marsha Norman, David Rabe, Wallace Shawn, Stephen Sondheim, Megan Terry, Luis Valdez, Michael Weller, August Wilson and Lanford Wilson.

Poetics ARISTOTLE Translated by Kenneth McLeish One of the most influential tracts of world theatre, The Poetics is credited as the source of the Aristotelian doctrine of the Three Unities (Time, Place and Action).
The Production Notebooks
Theatre in Process, Volume II
Edited by Mark Bly
Includes: The First Picture Show by David and Ain Gordon (American Conservatory Theatre and Mark Taper Forum); Shakespeare Rapid Eye Movement, directed by Robert Lepage (Bayerisches Staatschauspiel); In the Blood by Suzan-Lori Parks (The Joseph Papp Public Theater); Geography by Ralph Lemon (Yale Repertory Theatre).
978-1-55936-189-7 $18.95 (Illustrated)

Ridiculous Theatre
Scourge of Human Folly The Essays and Opinions of Charles Ludlam
CHARLES LUDLAM
Edited by Steven Samuels
Artistic director, playwright, director, designer and star of New York’s acclaimed Ridiculous Theatrical Company, the late Charles Ludlam ransacked theatrical and literary history in his quest for a modern art of stage comedy.
978-1-55936-041-8 $18.95

The Shifting Point
Theatre, Film, 1946-1987
PETER BROOK
This major collection of essays, the culmination of 40 years’ work, spans director Brook’s career, from the Royal Shakespeare Company in the 1940s through his 1980s’ adaptation of the Indian epic The Mahabharata.
978-1-55936-081-4 $17.95

Spider Speculations
A Physics and Biophysics of Storytelling
JO CARSON
Jo Carson lays bare her personal investigation into her own creative process after a spider bite on her back begins a series of life-altering events. Spider Speculations applies cutting-edge mind-body science, quantum physics, and ancient shamanistic techniques to describe how stories work in our bodies and our lives, and what happens when real stories are used in a public way.
978-1-55936-283-2 $16.95 (Illustrated)

Theatre of the Oppressed
AUGUSTO BOAL
Translated by Charles A. McBride and Maria-Odilia Leal McBride
The innovative Brazilian playwright, director and international lecturer explicates Aristotle’s poetics and the philosophies of Machiavelli, Hegel and Brecht to determine the extent to which their chief components—initiation, catharsis and, ultimately, audience control—serve to support the status quo of a society rather than facilitate change.
978-0-930452-49-0 $15.95 (Illustrated)

REFERENCE AND MANAGEMENT

The Art of Governance
Boards in the Performing Arts
Edited by Nancy Roche and Jeannine Whitehead
The Art of Governance is an essential guide for trustees in the performing arts and for the artists, managers and community leaders who work with them. An invaluable tool for building an enlightened and inspired board, this resource above all recognizes the need of trustees in the performing arts to find a balance between the uncertainty of artistic creativity and the need for fiscal stability.
978-1-55936-259-7 $24.95 (Illustrated)

Act Two
Creating Partnerships and Setting Agendas for the Future of the American Theater
978-1-55936-220-7 $15.95

The Artistic Home
Discussions with Artistic Directors of America’s Institutional Theatres
TODD LONDON
Introduction by Lloyd Richards
Foreword by Peter Zeisler
Landmark summary of 13 meetings that brought together more than 120 artistic directors from the nation’s leading not-for-profit professional theatres.
978-0-930452-76-6 $3.95

Don’t Just Applaud—Send Money!
The Most Successful Strategies for Funding and Marketing the Arts
ALVIN H. REISS
Drawing on sources throughout the arts community, Reiss has collected more than 100 ideas proven successful in actual practice.
978-1-55936-105-7 $16.95 (Illustrated)

Dramatists Sourcebook
26th Edition
Complete Opportunities for Playwrights, Translators, Lyricists and Librettists
The playwright’s bible with over 800 listings.
“A treasure trove of sound advice and practical information for the working writer.”
—Donald Margulies, Pulitzer Prize–winning playwright
978-1-55936-377-8 $24.95 (Illustrated)

Invitation to the Party
Building Bridges to the Arts, Culture and Community
DONNA WALKER-KUHNE
Preface by George C. Wolfe
Acknowledged as the nation’s foremost expert on audience development involving America’s growing multicultural population, Donna Walker-Kuhne has now written the first book describing her methods to engage diverse communities as participants for arts and culture.
978-1-55936-230-6 $16.95 (Illustrated)

Stage Directors Handbook
2nd Revised Edition
Opportunities for Directors and Choreographers
STAGE DIRECTORS AND CHOREOGRAPHERS FOUNDATION
Brings together valuable information about organizations and opportunities available for theatre artists at any stage of their career.
978-1-55936-273-3 $19.95

Stage Writers Handbook
A Complete Business Guide for Playwrights, Composers, Lyricists and Librettists
DANA SINGER
Subjects covered include: copyright, collaboration, underlying rights, marketing and self-promotion, production contracts, representation (agents and lawyers), publishers, and such developing areas as authorship, authors’ relationships with directors, radio drama, videotaping and electronic rights.
978-1-55936-116-3 $22.95 (Illustrated)

Subscribe Now!
Building Arts Audiences Through Dynamic Subscription Promotion
DANNY NEWMAN
“Buy it, borrow it, steal it, but get your hands on it! If you follow Danny’s advice on how to sell tickets, you won’t have an unsold seat in the house all season long!”
—Ralph Black, American Symphony Orchestra League
978-0-930452-01-8 $18.95 (Illustrated)

Women in American Theatre
Helen Krich Chinoy and Linda Walsh Jenkins, Co-Editors
Newly revised and expanded, the first full scale revision since 1987, the editors have collected a series of interviews and essays that address the contributions of women to theatre, the recurring patterns of their participation and the problems as well as successes they have encountered in developing their careers.
978-1-55936-263-4 $19.95

Working Space
The Milwaukee Repertory Theatre Builds a Home
TONEN SARA O’CONNOR and SHERRI L MAYS
Afterword by John Dillon
The managing director and the architect recount the eight-year process of converting a former power plant into a state-of-the-art performing arts complex. Illustrated with drawings, plans and photographs.
978-1-55936-033-3 $16.95 (Illustrated)

World of Theatre
2011 Edition
Compiled by the International Theatre Institute (ITI) and covering the preceding two theatre seasons, these articles provide a vast panorama of theatre productions and a critical review of recent developments in the performing arts in over 50 countries.
978-1-55936-407-2 $20.00
**Another Telepathic Thing**  
*Kris Kosmas*  
Two companion pieces from Kris Kosmas, combining illicitly recorded audition tapes with Mark Twain’s spooky parable, *The Mysterious Stranger*. *Another Telepathic Thing* exemplifies Big Dance Theater’s ability to find the resonances between far-flung artifacts of human action and memory. The script is supplemented by interviews with company co-directors Paul Lazar and Annie-B Parson.  
978-0-9897393-0-6 $20.00

**Another Tree Dance**  
*Karinne Keithley Syers*  
*Another Tree Dance* is a poet’s essay, an essay for a room, for the mouth, the hand, the ear, a philosophy housed not in concepts but in sentences, storyboards, gestures, slides, songs, visible and invisible things. With additional essays on performance.  
978-0-987573-8-6 $16.00

**Neil Medlyn’s Pop Star Series Book**  
*Neil Medlyn*  
Neal Medlyn created a series of seven shows built around the music, lives, and personas of seven pop stars, ranging from Lionel Richie to Miley Cyrus to Insane Clown Posse to Michael Jackson, into a grand fairy tale of stardom, epic attempts, slippery narration, hope, and conflict, pulling from a wide range of intuitively related sources. Includes performance images.  
978-0-9897393-3-7 $30.00

**Life and Times: Episode 4.5**  
*Nature Theater of Oklahoma*  
Nature Theater of Oklahoma’s epic *Life and Times* series continues with Episode 4.5 (high school chemistry, more cats). Nature Theater of Oklahoma presented this episode as a drawn animation, so in keeping with the spirit of the live event, 53rd State Press is publishing the drawings from 4.5 alongside the text, in the form of a coloring book.  
978-0-9897393-2-0 $12.00

**Seagull (Thinking of You) with Family and Away Uniform**  
*Tina Satter*  
This is the first collection of plays by OBIE award winning Tina Satter, described as a “rising experimental star” by the *New York Times*. *Seagull (Thinking of You)* is a personal look at performance, failure and attempted love—ultimately an unexpected meditation on why we ever try to say something out loud. This volume includes the plays Family and Away Uniform.  
978-0-9857577-9-3 $16.00

**There There**  
*Kris Kosmas*  
A wildly unpredictable text about being the completely wrong person in the totally wrong place at the exact wrong time doing all the most wrong things, written by one of theater’s great poets of failure and surprise. Christopher Walken, on tour in Russia, mysteriously falls off the ladder and is unable to perform. Karen, who apparently proofread the script once, is asked to go on in Walken’s place. A precarious bilingual performance duet ensues between Karen and her Russian interpreter, Leo. This volume includes both the Russian and the English text.  
978-0-987573-7-9 $16.00
Rob Erickson
Off the Hozzle
A play about golf or thinking or spirit animals, or a play about the sublime fixations that technique requires. Lumberob (Rob Erickson) is a singular phenomenon of language, looping and manic-obssessive performance intensity, and his writing employs a syntax wholly his own. Off the Hozzle is lurching, digressing, doing-undoing, and unlike any other play you have ever seen.
978-0-9817533-7-9 $12.00

Miguel Gutierrez
When You Rise Up Performance Texts
A collection of texts by choreographer Miguel Gutierrez, a relentlessly exploratory figure in the contemporary dance scene. Gutierrez engages artistic community in a radical sense, interrogating physical encounter at all scales, from the collaborating performers to the world where the work takes place. Standing alone from their original contexts, these pieces radiate with the physical urgency of a life committed to art and performance.
978-0-9817533-4-8 $12.00

Kristen Kosmas
The Mayor of Baltimore and Anthem
Two companion pieces from Kristen Kosmas, whose writing invents its poetry from the blunt, the found and the discarded. At a party in a forgotten American city, a coterie of friends and strangers gather to celebrate a modest electoral victory. Oblique poetry alternates with the syncopated clatter of small talk. A brokenhearted refrain of disappointment underscores, and a tiny aria of self-revelation hangs in the empty space after the guests leave.
978-0-9857577-0-0 $14.00

Sibyl Kempson
Crime or Emergency
An annual series with a guest editor/provocateur from within the experimenting, inquiring community, ranging across disciplines and locations, comprising a distributed state of mind portrait of a community of people making theater and a volume that will fit in your pocket and agitate your mind. For the inaugural Occasional, Paul Lazar, director and actor, poses the question.
978-0-9857577-4-8 $12.00

Nature Theater of Oklahoma Life and Times: Episode 1
This is the first episode of Nature Theater of Oklahoma’s decalogue, a portrait of an unremarkable life. An epic narrative along the lines of Proust’s Remembrance of Things Past, Life and Times is a deep map of memory that takes us on a journey into our own forgotten history. The first two episodes are a musical, using parts of a verbatim transcript of over 16 hours of recorded telephone conversations as libretto. Episode 1 covers the early years of childhood, from birth to age 8.
978-0-9857577-3-1 $12.00

Life and Times: Episode 2
The second episode finishes the musical portion of Nature Theater of Oklahoma’s epic tale generated from the single simple question, asked of a friend: “Can you tell me your life story?” The first four parts of the Life and Times cycle enjoyed a widely acclaimed run in New York’s Under the Radar Festival in January 2013, produced by Soho Rep, NYC.
978-0-9857577-5-5 $12.00

Life and Times: Episodes 3 & 4
Parts 3 and 4 of Nature Theater of Oklahoma’s grand theatrical presentation of an unremarkable life, of which Charles Isherwood of the New York Times wrote, “Entrancing, maddening, heartbreaking, sidesplitting, even, in its humble way, awe-inspiring… An ambitious, brilliantly executed production from one of the most innovative theater companies in New York.”
978-0-9857577-6-2 $12.00

No Dice
A transcription of the company’s triumphant four-hour dinner theater event. The dinner is a bologna sandwich and a Dr. Pepper. Obsessive, persuasive and enduring, Nature Theater has remade the epic form into something newly familiar and contemporary. “No Dice is a tour de force. Its limited, deeply human characters express the grandiose desire to engage in the ‘universal cosmic murmur.’ Instead, they embody it. Resistance is futile.”
—New York Times
978-0-9817533-1-7 $16.00

Rambo Solo
Continues Nature Theater’s investigation into transcription as epic theater. Zachary Oberzan’s exhaustive retelling of David Morrell’s First Blood unfurls along a vein of spectacular psychic charge. Simultaneously giving John Rambo’s life Homeric form, performing Oberzan’s own relationship to the book, and anticipating his planned solo remake of the movie, Rambo Solo obliterates distinctions between the ridiculous and the Redemptive.
978-0-9817533-3-1 $16.00
NEW TITLES

The British Beat Explosion
Rock ‘N’ Roll Island
Edited by JC Wheatley
The undiscovered gem of the UK Beat scene, West London’s Eel Pie Hotel, is unearthed here. This great ’60s club played host to acts that would later make a global name for themselves: The Rolling Stones, The Who, Pink Floyd, David Bowie, The Kinks, and many others. This book traces the origins of a scene long overdue for recognition.
978-1-906582-47-0 $22.95 Non-Fiction

The Collector of Tears and Other Monologues
Sean Burn
Unable to age until she has cried, Tanya must collect the tears of others in glass bottles down through the centuries and through her stories, bear witness to the pain and suffering of the people. Tanya is an outcast, hunted by those who misunderstand her until the day comes when she finally stands up to be counted.
978-1-906582-91-3 $20.95

Durban Dialogues, Indian Voice
Five South African Plays
Ashwin Singh
An anthology of five engaging and eclectic South African plays that reflect on the complexities and contradictions of life in post-Apartheid South Africa, and focus particularly on people of Indian origin and their relationship with other South African communities.
978-1-906582-42-5 $34.95

The Evolutionist
Avi Sirlin
In 1852, Alfred Wallace, a brilliant young collector of scientific specimens, pursues his pioneering fieldwork in the Malay archipelago, crystallizing his ideas about evolutionary theory—for which he will never be credited. This fascinating historical novel explores a key thinker on evolution and raises important questions about a neglected scientific figure.
978-1-906582-53-1 $22.95 Fiction

Celluloid Ceiling
Women Film Directors
Breaking Through
Edited by Gabrielle Kelly and Cheryl Robson
Highlighting rising women directors alongside ground-breaking pioneers, this is a one-stop guide to the leading women film directors in the 21st century, and those who inspired them. This collection of essays, by an impressive array of international writers, examines the progress of women film directors around the world, and arrives at some surprising conclusions.
978-0-9566329-0-6 $34.95

From Docks to Desktops
Simon Startin
Surrey Docks in southeast London was once a thriving commercial hub. But with the decline of the docks in the 1970s, factories closed down or relocated, work patterns changed, and redevelopment began. Created from dozens of personal testimonies, this play is the story of urban change and renewal in one community.
978-1-906582-54-8 $20.95

From the Mouths of Mothers
Amanda Stuart Fisher
A powerful and devastating verbatim play, created from the testimonies of seven mothers whose children were sexually abused. These harrowing stories depict a society in denial, a system ill-equipped to help, and these women’s ongoing struggle to access medical and social services for their families as well as justice from the courts.
978-1-906582-99-9 $20.95

Hard Times
Charles Way
Adapted from Charles Dickens
Hard Times celebrates the importance of the human heart in an age obsessed with materialism. Circus, music, and dark comedy abound in this Dickensian theatrical tale.
978-1-906582-48-7 $20.95
The Leipzig Affair
Fiona Rintoul
A tale of personal and political betrayal, set in 1980s communist East Germany. When Robert travels from St. Andrews to Leipzig University on a student exchange and falls in love with Magda, an enigmatic linguist with a hidden agenda, he enters a world he doesn’t understand. Winner of the Virginia Prize for Fiction.
978-1-906582-97-5 $20.95 Fiction

Plays for Today By Women
Edited by Cheryl Robson
Includes: Yours Abundantly by Gillian Plowman; From the Mouths of Mothers by Amanda Stuart Fisher; Welcome to Ramallah by Sonja Linden; River of Fire by Rukhsana Ahmad; Making Capital by Clare Bayley; and Secret by Caroline Hume.
978-1-906582-11-1 $28.95

Provence
People, Places, Food: A Cultural Guide
Martin N. Gilbert
Edited by Cheryl Robson
An essential guide for any culture-conscious traveler heading to Provence, full of color photographs and authentic local recipes. Learn about the extraordinary range of people who have found inspiration in the mountains, valleys, rocky coves and verdant islands.
978-1-906582-33-3 $22.95 Travel Color Photographs Throughout

Project XXX
Kim Wiltshire and Paul Hine
During a rainy summer, feminist teen blogger Amy resolves to show that sexual choice is firmly in the hands of women, by persuading new love interest Callum to film her first time. A dark romantic comedy about the increasing influence of pornography, developed through a two-year workshop series with young people.
978-1-906582-55-5 $20.95

The River’s Song
Suchen Christine Lim
Set in 1970s Singapore, The River’s Song reveals the untold story of the squatters, boatmen and hawkers who resisted eviction from the Singapore River during a massive clean-up operation that threatened to wash away the vibrancy of traditional culture and many livelihoods along the river.
978-1-906582-98-2 $22.95 Fiction

Tracks
Racing the Sun
Sandro Martini
An epic historical novel about the birth of motor racing, based on the true story of rivalry between champions. Motor-racing heroes of Fascist Italy and Nazi Germany battle on switchback roads in this thrilling tail of triumphs and disasters.
978-1-906582-43-2 $22.95 Fiction

The Trouble with Asian Men
Sudha Bhuchar, Kristine Landon-Smith and Louise Wallinger
Self-made entrepreneurs, pukka professionals and high-powered executives: successful, soulful and spirited Asian men have come a long way from their origins, but they’ve all got roots! A vital, tender and hilarious insight into lives that surround us everyday.
978-1-906582-41-8 $20.95 Fiction

Women of Asia
Asa Palomera
A new play about sex trade, human trafficking and modern day slavery. Inspired by true stories and presented through a highly theatrical mixture of dance, comedy and tragedy, this play explores contemporary abuse and exploitation of Asian women and their struggles to obtain freedom.
978-1-906582-94-4 $18.95 Fiction
Aristophanes
Lystristrata
The Sex Strike
Adapted by Germaine Greer and Phil Wilmott
Aristophanes’ classic battle of the sexes is given an up-to-the-minute plundering by the world’s leading feminist raconteur, polemicist and wit.
978-0-9536757-0-8 $18.95

Julia Downes (Editor)
Women Make Noise
Girl Bands from Motown to the Modern
Musicians, promoters, journalists and fans explore the best girl bands of the last fifty years, from the original ‘60s girl groups to classic punk outfits to the household names of today.
978-0-9566329-1-3 $34.95
Photographs Non-Fiction

Sonja Linden
I Have Before Me a Remarkable Document Given To Me By a Young Lady From Rwanda
“Sonja Linden’s new play is a remarkable achievement.” —Time Out London
A burnt-out English poet, on a creative writing residency in London, meets and becomes attached to a young woman who is trying to write a book about her experience of surviving the massacre in Rwanda.
978-0-9546912-3-3 $20.90

Manjula Padmanabhan
Harvest
A futuristic satire on the trade in live organs from the Third World to the West. Harvest won first prize in the first Onassis Cultural Competition of Theatre.
978-0-9536757-7-7 $16.95

Robin Soans
The Arab-Israeli Cookbook
(Play text)
The Arab-Israeli Cookbook is a drama created from the everyday realities of the Israeli-Palestinian conflict. In a research trip to the Occupied Territories and Israel by the writer Robin Soans and directors Rimi Bihti and Tim Roseman, they met and interviewed people drawn from the widest possible background of culture, class and creed.
978-0-9542330-9-9 $18.95

The Arab-Israeli Cookbook
(Rewards)
Foreword by Claudia Roden
A companion to Soans’ play The Arab-Israeli Cookbook, this volume collects the actual recipes offered from people in Israel and Palestine.
978-0-9515877-5-1 $22.95
Photographs

Sanne Lindberg
Cochon Flambé
An up-to-date biography of the man whose puritanical, controlling off-screen behavior matched his fiery on-screen persona.
Includes exclusive interviews and photographs.
978-0-9566329-2-0 $28.95

Sarah Burton
How To Put On A Community Play
A unique and comprehensive guide to putting on a community play. Includes essential tips on the creative process, administrative hurdles and technical headaches that must be overcome.
978-1-906582-5-9 $28.95

Irene Cockroft and Susan Croft
Art, Theatre and Women’s Suffrage
An overview of the artists, designers, writers and actors involved in the long campaign for women’s suffrage. Writers and artists included: Cicely Hamilton, Chris St. John, Inez Bensusan, Elizabeth Robins, Sylvia Pankhurst, Ernestine Mills, Pamela Colman Smith, Mary Lowndes and Emily Ford.
978-1-906582-08-1 $18.95

ANTHOLOGIES

Balkan Plots
New Plays from Central and Eastern Europe
Edited by Cheryl Robson
Includes: The Body of a Woman by Matei Vagneic, translated by Alison Sinclair; Corin by Nebojsa Romcevic, translated by Sladajana Vujovic; When I Want to Whistle, I Whistle… by Andrea Valean, translated by Cheryl Robson and Claudiu Trandafir; Snap Opera by Gyorgy Spirö, translated by Andrew Bock.
978-0-9536757-3-9 $22.95

Best of the Fest
Edited by Phil Setren
Includes: Wild Turkey by Joe Penhall; Everlasting Rose by Judy Upton; Maison Splendide by Laura Bridgemeen; Strindberg Knew My Father by Mark Jenkins; In the Fields of Acidama by Naomi Wallace and Two Horsemen by Bjiy Bandele.
978-0-9515877-8-2 $28.99

Black and Asian Plays Anthology
Edited by Cheryl Robson
Introduction by Afia Nkrumah with an important bibliography by Susan Slater.
978-0-9515877-9-9 $28.95

Classic Plays by Women
Edited by Dr. Susan Croft
This is an important new student source book for colleges, universities and libraries. An anthology of the best plays by female dramatists from 1600–2000 in the UK. Includes: De Montfort by Joanna Baillie; A Bold Stroke For a Wife by Susanna Centlivre; Top Girls (extract) by Caryl Churchill; Paphnutius (extract) by Hrovitha; Stones in His Pocket by Marie Jones and Rutherford and Son by Githa Sowerby.
978-1-906582-00-5 $36.95

Seven Plays from Central and Eastern Europe
Edited by Siân Evans and Cheryl Robson
Seven plays from women playwrights of Central and Eastern Europe. Includes: Jennifer (Her step-daughter) by Gabriela Preissova (Czech); The Umbilical Cord by Krystyna Kofa (Poland); Tulip Doctor by Vera Filo (Hungary); The Tender Mercier by Sladajana Vujovic (Montenegro); Nascendo by Alina Neleagia (Romania); The Chosen Ones by Elena Popova (Belorussia) and Belgrade Trilogy by Biljana Srbjanovic (Yugoslavia).
978-0-9515877-6-0 $28.95

Graeae Plays
New Plays Redefining Disability
Edited by Jenny Sealey MBE, Co-director Paralympics 2012
Includes: Hound by Maria Oshodi; Soft Vengeance by April de Angelis; Sympathy for the Devil by Ray Harrison Graham; Fittings: The Last Frightshow by Mike Kenny; Into the Mystic by Peter Wolf and Peeling by Kate O’Reilly.
978-0-9536757-5-0 $28.95

New South African Plays
Edited by Charles J. Fourie
Includes Time Out Critics’ Choice The Playground by Beverley Naidoo; award-winning play Green Man Flashing by Mike Van Graan; Taxi by Sibusiso Mamba; To House by Ashwin Singh; Rooje Burning by James Whyte and What The Water Gave Me by Rehane Abrahams.
978-0-9542330-1-3 $26.95

Plays by Mediterranean Women
Edited by Marion Baraitser
Includes: Twelve Women in a Cell by Nawal el Saadawi, translated by Marion Baraitser and Cheryl Robson; The End of the Dream Season by Miriam Kainy, translated by Helen Kaye and Miriam Kainy; Liberation by Lluisa Cunill, translated by Lola Lopez Ruiz; Mephisto by Klaus Mann, adapted by Ariane Mnouchkine, translated by Timberlake Wertenbaker; Harsh Angel by Maria Avramidou, translated by Rhea Frangofinou and Veronica Franco by Dacia Maraini, translated by Siân Williams and Marion Baraitser.
978-0-9515877-3-7 $22.95

Seven Plays by Women
Edited by Cheryl Robson
Includes: Codon Flambe by Eva Lewin; Cruc by April de Angelis; Cut it Out by Jan Ruppe; Ibaca by Nina Rapi; Forced Out by Jean Abbott; The Taking of Liberty by Cheryl Robson and FailSafe by Ayse Raif.
978-0-9515877-1-3 $14.95

Eastern Promise
Seven Plays from Central and Eastern Europe
Edited by Siân Evans and Cheryl Robson
Seven plays from women playwrights of Central and Eastern Europe. Includes: Jennifer (Her step-daughter) by Gabriela Preissova (Czech); The Umbilical Cord by Krystyna Kofa (Poland); Tulip Doctor by Vera Filo (Hungary); The Tender Mercier by Sladajana Vujovic (Montenegro); Nascendo by Alina Neleagia (Romania); The Chosen Ones by Elena Popova (Belorussia) and Belgrade Trilogy by Biljana Srbjanovic (Yugoslavia).
978-0-9515877-9-9 $28.95

Graeae Plays
New Plays Redefining Disability
Edited by Jenny Sealey MBE, Co-director Paralympics 2012
Includes: Hound by Maria Oshodi; Soft Vengeance by April de Angelis; Sympathy for the Devil by Ray Harrison Graham; Fittings: The Last Frightshow by Mike Kenny; Into the Mystic by Peter Wolf and Peeling by Kate O’Reilly.
978-0-9536757-5-0 $28.95

New South African Plays
Edited by Charles J. Fourie
Includes Time Out Critics’ Choice The Playground by Beverley Naidoo; award-winning play Green Man Flashing by Mike Van Graan; Taxi by Sibusiso Mamba; To House by Ashwin Singh; Rooje Burning by James Whyte and What The Water Gave Me by Rehane Abrahams.
978-0-9542330-1-3 $26.95

Plays by Mediterranean Women
Edited by Marion Baraitser
Includes: Twelve Women in a Cell by Nawal el Saadawi, translated by Marion Baraitser and Cheryl Robson; The End of the Dream Season by Miriam Kainy, translated by Helen Kaye and Miriam Kainy; Liberation by Lluisa Cunill, translated by Lola Lopez Ruiz; Mephisto by Klaus Mann, adapted by Ariane Mnouchkine, translated by Timberlake Wertenbaker; Harsh Angel by Maria Avramidou, translated by Rhea Frangofinou and Veronica Franco by Dacia Maraini, translated by Siân Williams and Marion Baraitser.
978-0-9515877-3-7 $22.95

Seven Plays by Women
Edited by Cheryl Robson
Includes: Codon Flambe by Eva Lewin; Cruc by April de Angelis; Cut it Out by Jan Ruppe; Ibaca by Nina Rapi; Forced Out by Jean Abbott; The Taking of Liberty by Cheryl Robson and FailSafe by Ayse Raif.
978-0-9515877-1-3 $14.95
Six Plays by Black and Asian Women
Edited by Kadja George
Includes: A Hero’s Welcome by Winsome Pinnock; Monsoon by Maya Chowdhry; Leonora’s Dance by Zindika; My Sister Wife by Meera Syal; Song for a Sanctuary by Rukhsana Ahmad and Running Dream by Trish Cooke.
978-0-9515877-2-0 $28.95

Theatre Centre: Plays for Young People
Edited by Rosamunde Hurt
Suitable for use with the 11+ range, these plays will become essential texts for schools, colleges and youth theatres. Includes: Listen To Your Parents by Benjamin Zephaniah; Gorgeous by Anna Fors; Wise Guys by Philip Osment; Look at Me by Anna Reynolds; Precious by Angela Turvey and Souls by Roy Williams.
978-0-954231230-1 $28.95

A Touch of the Dutch
Edited by Cheryl Robson
The best of contemporary theatre in the Netherlands. Includes: Write Me in the Sand by Inez Van Dullumen, translated by Anthony Akerman; The Caracal by Judith Herzberg, translated by Rina Vergano; A Thread in the Dark by Hella S. Haasse, translated by Delta Couling; Eat by Matin van Veldhuizen, translated by Rina Vergano and Doester: Ronald Ackerman by Suzanne van Lohuizen, translated by Saskia Bosch.
978-0-9515877-7-5 $22.95

Votes for Women and Other Plays
Edited by Susan Croft
An anthology of the best short plays by female dramatists concerning women’s suffrage. Includes: The Apple by Inez Bensusan; At the Gates by Alice Chapin; How the Vote was Won by Cicely Hamilton and Chris St. John; In the Workhouse by Margaret Wynne Nevinson; A Change of Tenant by Helen Margaret Nightingale; Jim’s Leg by L.S. Phibbs and Votes for Women by Elizabeth Robins.
978-1-906582-0-1-2 $28.95

Young Blood
Edited by Sally Goldsworthy
Five plays for young performers. Includes: The Girl Who Fell Through a Hole in Her Jumper by Naomi Wallace and Bruce McLeod; In Search of Odysseus by Charles Way; Darker The Berry by JB Rose; Geraniums by Sheila Yeger and Out of Their Heads by Marcus Romer.
978-0-9515877-6-8 $28.95

Élëtte Abécassis
Sacred
978-0-9536575-7-8 $18.95
Fiction

Rukhsana Ahmad
Mistaken...
Annie Besant In India
978-0-9551566-9-4 $18.95
Large Casts
978-1-9065820-6-7 $28.95
Young Adult

Wayne Buchanan
Under Their Influence
978-0-9515877-5-3 $18.95

Jean-Claude Carrierre
The Little Black Book
Trans. Solvène Tiffou
978-9-0423300-3-5 $18.95

Francesco D’Adamo
My Brother Johnny
Trans. Siân Williams
978-0-9515166-3-2 $18.95
Young Adult Fiction

Stig Dalager
David’s Story
978-1-906582-0-4-3 $18.95
Young Adult Fiction

Enrique Perez Diaz
Letters From Alain
978-0-9551566-4-0 $18.95
Young Adult Fiction

Lutz van Dijk
Thembia
A Boy Called Hope
978-1-906582-21-0 $18.95
Young Adult Fiction

Neil Duffield
A Christmas Carol
Adapted from Charles Dickens
978-0-9515166-8-7 $20.95
Family

The Snow Queen
Adapted from Hans Christian Andersen
978-1-9065820-4-1 $20.95
Family

Kevin Dyer
The Bomb
978-0-9546912-7-1 $20.95
Children’s Drama

The Monster Under the Bed
978-1-9065820-7-4 $20.95
Children’s Drama

Thomas Feibel
Black Mail
Trans. Penny Black
978-0-9551566-2-5 $18.95
Young Adult Fiction

Sarah Le Fanu (Editor)
How Maxine Learned to Love Her Legs
978-0-9515877-4-4 $20.95
Family

Short Stories

Patrick Gooch
Mosaic Deceptions
978-1-9065821-1-2 $20.95
Fiction

Laurent Graff
The Scream
978-1-9065825-8-3 $20.95
Fiction

Noël Greig
Tin Soldier and Other Plays for Children
Includes: The Tin Soldier, Hood in the Wood and A Tasty Tale.
978-1-9065821-9-7 $22.95

Mary Hamer
Kipling & Trix
978-1-9065823-4-0 $22.95
Fiction

Sonja Linden
Crocodile Seeking
978-0-9546912-9-5 $20.95

Malcolm McKay
Thistown
978-0-9546912-5-7 $18.95
Children’s Fiction

Paul Harman (Editor)
A Guide to UK Theatre for Young Audiences
978-1-9065829-8-9 $18.95

Carole Hayman
Hard Choices
978-0-9546912-9-5 $20.95
Fiction

David Hill
Coming Back
978-0-9542330-2-0 $18.95
Young Adult Fiction

Rudyard Kipling
The Jungle Book
Adapted by Neil Duffield
978-1-9065826-5-0 $20.95
Family

M6 Theatre Company (Editors)
All Talk Monologues for Young People
978-0-9551566-5-6 $18.95
Young Adult

Raman Mundair
The Algebra of Freedom
978-0-9551566-6-3 $18.95

Jean Molla
Sobibor
978-0-9546912-4-0 $16.95
Young Adult Fiction

Jonathan Moore
Three Plays
Includes: Fall from Light, This Other Eden and Treatment.
978-0-9536577-2-2 $24.95

Brendan Murray
Big Theatre in Small Spaces: Little Britain
978-1-9065821-8-0 $28.95

Arthur Ransome
We Didn’t Mean to Go to Sea
Adapt. Nick Wood
978-1-9065820-5-0 $22.95
Family

James Spence
Silly Beggar
978-1-906582-0-3-6 $22.95
Fiction/Letters

Simon Starling
Blackbirds
978-1-906582-29-6 $20.95

Pat Swindells
Junk Food Hero
978-1-9065820-2-9 $18.95
Children’s Fiction

Charles Way
The Classic Fairy Tales Retold for the Stage
Includes: Sleeping Beauty, Cinderella and Beauty and the Beast.
978-0-9542330-0-6 $25.95
Family

Classic Fairy Tales 2 Retold for the Stage
978-0-9542330-1-3 $26.95
Family

The Dutiful Daughter
978-0-9546912-6-4 $18.95
Young Adult
Dual English/Mandarin Texts

Merlin and the Cave of Dreams
978-0-9551566-0-1 $18.95
Children’s Drama

Plays for Young People
978-0-9536575-1-5 $22.95
Young Adult

Spell of Cold Weather
978-0-9542330-8-2 $18.95
Children’s Drama

Nick Wood
Warrior Square
978-0-9546912-0-2 $18.95
Young Adult

Alki Zei
Tina’s Web
978-0-9551566-1-8 $18.95
Young Adult Fiction
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Women in Theatre: Dialogues with Notable Women in American Theatre is a unique television series that highlights the accomplishments of women on the American stage. The playwrights, directors, designers, producers and performers interviewed on the programs encompass generational, disciplinary and ethnic diversity; they share their thoughts and vision, their career paths and professional choices. From the 52 interviews that comprise the first four years of this series, the producers have selected 13 for the introductory set of DVDs of Women in Theatre, affording to a wider audience a unique look into the lives of some of the gifted women who create and sustain theatre in the United States. Interviews include: Suzan-Lori Parks, Anna Deavere Smith, Wendy Wasserstein, Ruby Dee, Rosemary Harris, Audra McDonald, Elizabeth McCann, Carey Perloff, Heidi Ettinger, Julie Taymor, Jennifer Tipton and Graciela Daniele, and a panel with Martha Lavey, Lois Smith and Joan Allen from Chicago's Steppenwolf Theatre Company.

978-0-9773074-0-1 $48.99 three DVD set

Broadway Revealed Behind the Theater Curtain
Photographs by Stephen Joseph
What happens behind the scenes of a Broadway production? Broadway Revealed shines the limelight on the men and women who make it all happen. This book showcases photographer Stephen Joseph’s sweeping panorama images of studios, designers, and workshops, revealing the process and complexity of creating theater. Directors, set designers, lighting designers, sound designers, costume designers, props artisans, tailors, milliners, wigmakers and more are depicted alongside their work and workspaces in these stunning full-color images.

978-0-9905694-9-7 $29.95 Color Photographs

Chance Magazine: Issue 3 Couture/Stage
In Issue 3: Couture/Stage, the Chance editorial team traveled to Europe for fresh shoots of the work of Eiko Ishioka and Rudolf Nureyev. They developed beautiful portfolios on the work of Simon Doonan, Ming Cho Lee and Mark Wendland. More comprehensively, they look at the career of Kenneth Collins of Temporary Distortion, while Charles Renfro gives fresh insights into DSR’s redesign of Lincoln Center. Then they head off the grid, downtown, for performance shoots of Company ZIV and The Mad Ones.

978-0-9905694-0-4 $29.95 Color Photographs

Chance Magazine: Issue 4 Unbound
In Issue 4: Unbound, new spaces mean new ideas, and the reactivation of theatre as a literary contact sport. Chance 4 includes Kathryn Hamilton’s Sister Sylvester; the Comedie-Francaise and Virginie Gervaise; The Chekhov Project at Lake Lucille; Rita Ryack’s Casa Valentina; Tim Etchells’ and Hugo Glendinning’s Empty Stages; James Thompson’s work in the Democratic Republic of the Congo; Sandrine Philippe’s stage-ready couture; design legend Eugene Lee’s library; the Toneelgroep’s scenographer Jan Versweyveld and video designer Tal Yarden; Hugh Hardy’s new buildings for LCT3 and TFANA; Kristen Robinson’s broken space for Nora; and Jeff Hinchee’s paper theatre kit.

978-0-9905694-1-1 $29.95 Color Photographs

Chance is a photography magazine and serialized art book that looks at the world through the lens of theater and design. A calm, noise-free place to engage with the aesthetics of design in detail, Chance integrates all of the arts, material and non-material, into a single space where the poetry of human thought can expand our desire for a more provocative and lifted engagement with design.

The team at Chance produces an original photo shoot of nearly every production they cover, and believe that a more thorough glimpse into the world of design can change the way people think and write about the theater and the artists who create for it. Started in 2012 by a group of designers, writers and artists, Chance is more than a magazine. As a thoroughly stylized and high-quality publication, Chance is an immersive, image-rich, serialized art-book on contemporary events in performance and design that comprehensively redefines the relationship between theater and print.
Five Arab Hamlet Plays
Edited by Marvin Carlson and Margaret Litvin
978-0-9846160-2-2 $20.00

Four Plays from Syria
Sa’dallah Wannous
Four full-length plays by Sa’dallah Wannous, the leading Syrian dramatist of the twentieth century, published in English for the first time: Rituals of Signs and Transformations, The Evening Party for the Fifth of June, The Adventure of the Mamlik Jabir’s Head, and The Drunken Days. Together they represent three decades of Wannous’s remarkable career and indicate the range of his political, social, personal, and metatheatrical contributions to modern drama.
978-0-9846160-8-4 $29.00

New Plays from Spain
Eight Works by Seven Playwrights
Edited by Frank Hentschker
Includes: Pakita by Ernesto Caballero, Promised Land by Guíllem Chua, Happily Ever After and Typing by Cristina Colema, Numbers by Mar Gómez Glez, Picasso and his Barber by Borja Ortiz de Gondra, On the Moon by Alfredo Sastrol, and Smartphones by Emilio Williams.
978-0-9846160-5-3 $20.00

Five Arab Hamlet Plays
Edited by Marvin Carlson and Margaret Litvin
978-0-9846160-2-2 $20.00

Four Plays from Syria
Sa’dallah Wannous
Four full-length plays by Sa’dallah Wannous, the leading Syrian dramatist of the twentieth century, published in English for the first time: Rituals of Signs and Transformations, The Evening Party for the Fifth of June, The Adventure of the Mamlik Jabir’s Head, and The Drunken Days. Together they represent three decades of Wannous’s remarkable career and indicate the range of his political, social, personal, and metatheatrical contributions to modern drama.
978-0-9846160-8-4 $29.00

New Plays from Spain
Eight Works by Seven Playwrights
Edited by Frank Hentschker
Includes: Pakita by Ernesto Caballero, Promised Land by Guíllem Chua, Happily Ever After and Typing by Cristina Colema, Numbers by Mar Gómez Glez, Picasso and his Barber by Borja Ortiz de Gondra, On the Moon by Alfredo Sastrol, and Smartphones by Emilio Williams.
978-0-9846160-5-3 $20.00

Hugo Claus
Four Works for the Theatre
Translated by David Willinger, Luk Truyts and Luc Deneulin
Four taboo-tackling plays from the foremost writer of Dutch theatre, poetry and prose. Includes: The Temptation, Friday, Serenade and The Hair of the Dog.
978-0-9666152-1-0 $15.00

Marvin Carlson (Editor)
Theatre Research Resources in New York City
A Complete Guide to Over 100 Libraries and Special Collections in New York City
978-0-9790570-0-7 $10.00

Jean-François Ducis
Shakespeare Made French Three Tragedies by Jean-François Ducis
Edited with a translation by Marvin Carlson
An exciting collection of Ducis’ radical reworkings of Shakespeare’s most famous tragedies, penned on the eve of the French Revolution. Includes: Hamlet, Romeo and Juliette and King Lear.
978-0-9846160-3-9 $20.00

Meghan Duffy and Daniel Gerould (Editors)
Comedy
A Bibliography of Critical Studies in English on the Theory and Practice of Comedy in Drama, Theatre and Performance
978-0-9666152-9-6 $10.00

Jan Fabre
Jan Fabre: The Servant of Beauty
Seven Monologues for the Theatre
Edited with a foreword by Frank Hentschker
Includes: We Need Heroes Now (2010), Little Body on the Wall (1996), The Emperor of Loss (1994), She was and She is, Even (1975) and others.
978-0-9846160-1-5 $15.00

Daniel Gerould (Editor)
Quick Change: Theatre Essays and Translations
Contains previously uncollected writings, including articles about Wikacy’s doubles, historical and medical simulations, the Battleship Potemkin, comédie rosse at the Grand Guignol, Polish theatre, Grotowski and Kantor, Mrozek and Rózewicz, Polish and Russian Symbolists and erotic French puppets.
978-0-9790570-9-0 $20.00

Josep M. Benet i Jornet
Benet i Jornet: Two Plays
Fleeting, a disturbing “tragedy-within—a- play”, and Stages, with its monolithic recall of a dead actress, provide an introduction to a playwright whose experiments in dramatic form and treatment of provocative themes have made him a major figure in contemporary European theater.
978-0-9790570-5-2 $15.00
ANTHOLOGIES

The Arab Oedipus: Four Plays
Edited by Marvin Carlson
This volume contains dramas based on the Oedipus legend by four leading dramatists of the Arab world, Tawfiq Al-Hakim’s King Oedipus; Ali Ahmed Bakathir’s The Tragedy of Oedipus; Ali Salim’s The Comedy of Oedipus and Walid Ikhlas’s Oedipus, as well as Al-Hakim’s preface to his Oedipus on the subject of Arabic tragedy and a preface on translating Bakathir by Dalia Basiouny.
978-0-9790570-3-8 $20.00

BAIT: Buenos Aires in Translation
Four Plays from Argentina
Edited and Translated by Jean Graham-Jones
This book includes: Women Dreamt, Horses by Daniel Veronese; A Kingdom, a Country or a Wasteland in the Snow by Loli Arias; Ex-Antrace by Federico León and Panic by Rafael Sregelburlud.
978-0-9790570-3-8 $20.00

Barcelona Plays
A Collection of New Plays by Catalan Playwrights
Translated by Marion Peter Holt and Sharon G. Feldman
Plays included are: Salamander by Josep M. Benet i Jornet; Strangers by Sergi Belbel; Barcelona, Map of Shadows by Lluisa Cunillé; and It’s Raining in Barcelona by Pau Miró.
978-0-9790570-4-5 $20.00

Contemporary Theatre in Egypt
Edited by Marvin Carlson
Includes: Alfred Farag’s The Last Walk; Gamal Maqshoud’s The Absent One and Lenin El-Ramley’s The Nightmare.
978-0-966152-7-2 $12.00

Czech Plays: Seven New Works
Edited by Marcy Arlin, Gwynn MacDonald and Daniel Gerould
978-0-9790570-6-9 $20.00

Four Plays from North Africa
Edited by Marvin Carlson
Includes: Abdelkader Alloulâ’s The Veil; Jalila Baccar’s Araberken; Fatima Gallaire’s House of Wives and Tayeb Saddiki’s The Folies Berbers.
978-0-9790570-2-1 $20.00

The Heirs of Molière
Four French Comedies of the 17th and 18th Centuries
Translated and Edited by Marvin Carlson
Includes: Jean-François Regnard’s The Absent-Minded Lover; Philippe Néricault Destouches’ The Conceited Count; Pierre Nivelle De La Chaussee’s The Fashionable Prejudice and Jean-Louis Laya’s The Friend of the Laws.
978-0-966152-5-8 $20.00

Plays Before the Fall: Eastern European Drama in Times of Revolution
Edited by Daniel Gerould
The first multi-author international anthology of Eastern European plays to deal with the fall of communism. Includes: Portrait, Slawomir Mrozek, (Poland); Chickenhead, György Spiró (Hungary); Military Secret, Dušan Jovanović (Serbia); Horses at the Windue, Matei Vi niec (Romania); Sorrez, Sorrez, Fear, the Rope, and the Pit, Karel Steigerwald (Czechoslovakia).
978-0-9790570-8-3 $20.00

roMANIA after 2000
Five New Romanian Plays
Edited by Saviana Stanescu and Daniel Gerould
The first anthology of new Romanian drama published in the United States. Includes: Stop the Tempo by Gianina Carbunariu; Romania. Kiss Me! by Bogdan Georgescu; Vitamins by Vera Ion; Romania 21 by Peca Stefan and Waxing West by Saviana Stanescu.
978-0-9790570-1-4 $20.00
NEW TITLES

#aiww: The Arrest of Ai Weiwei
Howard Brenton
Acclaimed playwright Howard Brenton's timely play tells the true story of imprisoned Nobel Laureate Ai Weiwei. By turns surreal, hilarious, and terrifying, this portrait of the artist in extreme conditions is also an affirmation of the centrality of art and freedom of speech in civilized society.
978-1-84842-331-2 $20.95

Acting Through Song
Technique and Exercises for Musical-Theatre Actors
Paul Harvard
An impassioned and invaluable guide for actors and students of musical theatre. Paul Harvard takes the techniques of modern actor training and applies them to the fundamental component of musical theatre: singing.
978-1-84842-407-4 $26.95

Advice from the Players
Laura Barnett
Essential advice from stars of stage and screen. Advice from the Players features a host of tips and guidance on every aspect of the actor's craft, direct from some of the best-known stars of stage and screen, including Julie Walters, Harriet Walter, Simon Callow, David Harewood, Simon Russell Beale, Lesley Manville, and many others.
978-1-84842-358-9 $20.95

100 Great Plays for Women
Lucy Kerbel
Foreword by Kate Mosse
An inspiring guide to plays that put women center stage. This personal and wide-ranging reappraisal of the theatrical canon celebrates the wealth of drama for women to perform, from the familiar to the lesser-known and the ancient to the contemporary.
978-1-84842-185-1 $22.95

The Actor and the Camera
Denis Lawson
Foreword by Ewan McGregor
Drawing on his long career in front of the camera, Denis Lawson offers a wonderfully accessible introduction to acting for film and TV. For the young actor hoping to break into the industry—whether in a drama series, soap or sitcom—this book is the ultimate insider's guide.
978-1-84842-345-9 $22.95

The Authorised Kate Bane
Ella Hickson
In this painfully comic excavation of a family history, Kate Bane returns home to her parents for a winter weekend to introduce her new boyfriend and finds herself searching with increasing desperation for the truth about her family's past. Are her memories fact, or are they continually shifting acts of imagination?
978-1-84842-309-1 $20.95

Ayub Khan Din: Plays One
Ayub Khan Din
This collection of plays written and introduced by actor-turned-writer Ayub Khan Din charts the development of a writer able to turn the tumultuous experience of life in modern Britain into satisfying, humane and often richly comic drama. Includes: East Is East; Notes on Falling Leaves; All the Way Home; and To Sir, With Love.
978-1-84842-424-1 $30.95

Becoming an Actor
Thomasina Unsworth
Becoming an Actor takes you step by step, technique by technique, through everything you can expect to encounter at drama school and in your first year as a professional actor. Stuffed with exercises and full of practical advice, it is the ideal handbook to accompany young actors' training.
978-1-84842-156-1 $22.95

Blue Stockings
Jessica Swale
A moving, comic and eye-opening story of four young women fighting for education and self-determination against the larger backdrop of women’s suffrage. The play follows Tess Moffat and her fellow first years over one tumultuous academic year, in their fight to change the future of education.
978-1-84842-156-1 $22.95
Bracken Moor  
Alexi Kaye Campbell  
A chilling horror tale set against the economic crisis of the 1930s. After years apart, two families come together to rediscover their lost friendship. Instead, they conjure up the spirit of a buried tragedy.  
978-1-84842-332-9 $20.95

The Complete Brecht Toolkit  
Stephen Unwin  
A practical, hands-on guide to Brecht’s theory and practice of theatre, with a full set of exercises to help put theory into practice. Great for actors, directors, teachers, students, and anyone looking understand the ideas and vocabulary of Brechtian theatre.  
978-1-85459-550-8 $22.95

Chekhov Shorts  
Anton Chekhov  
Translated by Stephen Mulrine  
This collection features Chekhov’s best-known short plays in brand new translations: three farces, two comic duologues and a monologue. Highly entertaining, these comic shorts offer a fascinating insight into Chekhov’s development as a dramatist.  
978-1-84842-291-9 $20.95

Chimerica  
Lucy Kirkwood  
A powerful, provocative play about international relations and the shifting balance of power between East and West. A gripping political examination and an engaging personal drama, Chimerica examines the changing fortunes of two countries whose futures will shape the whole world. Chimerica earned a 2013 Evening Standard Award and a 2014 Olivier Award for Best New Play, and the 2014 Susan Smith Blackburn Prize.  
978-1-84842-350-3 $20.95

Diane Samuels’ Kindertransport  
The Author’s Guide to the Play  
Diane Samuels  
The author’s guide to Kindertransport is an invaluable and uniquely authoritative resource for anyone studying, teaching or performing the play. Playwright Diane Samuels investigates the historical background, explores the creative processes that shaped the play through successive drafts, and presents detailed accounts from her collaborators.  
978-1-84842-284-1 $20.95

Eternal Love  
Howard Brenton  
A spellbinding new telling of a passionate and legendary love story, previously published and produced as In Extremis. Abelard is already on thin ice with the church over his contentious views. When his brilliant student Heloise bears his child out of wedlock, their affair becomes the scandal of the age  
978-1-84842-384-8 $20.95

Everything You Always Wanted to Know About Acting But Were Afraid to Ask, Dear West End Producer  
West End Producer  
Packed with gossip and insider knowledge of the theatre business, and containing enough savvy advice on acting to kickstart a career, West End Producer’s book offers tips both practical and deliciously impractical. The author behind the anonymous Twitter sensation deploys his mischievous wit as he explains how to get ahead in show business.  
978-1-84842-347-3 $22.95
The Excellent Audition Guide
Andy Johnson
An engaging, upbeat guide for any student thinking of applying to drama school. A reassuring, encouraging ‘how to’ book that demystifies an often scary-looking process, The Excellent Audition Guide is ideal not just for applicants themselves, but also for parents, teachers and careers advisors. 978-1-84842-297-1 $20.95

Fleabag
Phoebe Waller-Bridge
Phoebe Waller-Bridge’s debut play is an outrageously funny but poignant look at responsibility and sexuality in today’s young people. A rip-roaring account of some sort of a female living her sort of life, this comic monologue for a female performer won a Fringe First at the Edinburgh Festival Fringe 2013, and a 2014 Susan Smith Blackburn Prize Special Commendation. 978-1-84842-364-0 $18.95

A Hard Rain
Jon Bradfield and Martin Hooper
A play about what happens when you push things underground, set in 1969 New York in the sweltering few days before the eruption of the Stonewall riots. Jon Bradfield and Martin Hooper’s vibrant drama unfolds in a mafia-run bar greased with smart-talking queers, bribe-happy cops and nervous Wall Street high-flyers. 978-1-84842-396-1 $20.95

If Only
David Edgar
An explosive, topical drama from one of the UK’s top political playwrights. Three politicians meet on the verge of a major election. One of them knows something that might change the course of history. Should it be revealed? And at what cost? 978-1-84842-333-6 $20.95

In Skagway
Karen Ardiff
A compelling and lyrical tale of the desires and loyalties of women in an American wilderness. As the gold rush draws to a close, Francis and her companion May must choose between facing a bleak future or giving into the past. 978-1-84842-394-7 $20.95

The Herd
Rory Kinnear
It’s Andy Griffith’s twenty-first birthday. Not that he’s counting. But his mother Carol is. A witty and heartfelt look at a family falling apart—but pulling together—when life doesn’t turn out quite the way they imagined. This debut play from acclaimed actor Rory Kinnear makes it US premiere at Steppenwolf Theatre Company in 2015. 978-1-84842-334-3 $20.95

In Skagway
Karen Ardiff
A compelling and lyrical tale of the desires and loyalties of women in an American wilderness. As the gold rush draws to a close, Francis and her companion May must choose between facing a bleak future or giving into the past. 978-1-84842-394-7 $20.95

The Integrated Voice
A Complete Voice Course for Actors
Sarah Case
The Integrated Voice is a unique new approach to the understanding and training of the actor’s voice. Structured as a series of practical workshops, and accompanied by a 110-minute DVD, the book is a systematic and rigorous course to train and improve one of an actor’s most important instruments. 978-1-84842-184-4 $34.95
Includes DVD

Irish Shorts
Two-Handers from the Abbey Theatre, Ireland
Selected and introduced by Aideen Howard
A collection of short plays for two actors by exciting new Irish writers, selected and introduced by the literary manager of the Abbey Theatre in Dublin. Includes work from Gary Duggan, Stacey Gregg, Nancy Harris, Rosemary Jenkinson, Dirdre Kinahan, Lisa McGee, Phillip McMahon and Elaine Murphy. 978-1-84842-317-6 $26.95

NICKHERNBOOKS
The James Plays
Rona Munro
An epic exploration of the history and shaping of Scotland, from one of the country’s most successful playwrights. This vividly imagined trilogy depicts three generations of Stewart kings who ruled Scotland in the tumultuous fifteenth century. Each play stands as a unique vision of a country tussling with its past and future; together, they form a complex narrative on Scottish nationhood.
978-1-84842-420-3 $26.95

Journal of the Plague Year
Max Stafford-Clark
A truthful, personal and insightful exploration of the state of arts funding and carrying on in the face of adversity, by the renowned founder of Out of Joint. By turns funny, alarming and deeply personal, Journal of the Plague Year offers a fascinating exposé of the often Kafkaesque workings of arts subsidy in England, and the financial and artistic maneuverings which are a fact of life for every arts organization today.
978-1-84842-179-0 $26.95

King Charles III
Mike Bartlett
Mike Bartlett’s controversial ‘future history play’ explores the people beneath the crowns, the unwritten rules of democracy, and the conscience of Britain’s most famous family. Queen Elizabeth II is dead. After a lifetime of waiting, her son ascends the throne. A future of power. But how to rule?
King Charles III premiered at the Almeida Theatre to rapturous (and scandalized) reviews, before transferring to London’s West End, and St. Ann’s Warehouse in New York.
978-1-84842-441-8 $20.95

Let the Right One In
John Ajvide Lindqvist
Adapted by Jack Thorne
A dark and visceral coming-of-age vampire love story, based on the acclaimed novel and film. This “ravishing little romance of the undead that’s guaranteed to warm—and break—your heart, even as it chills your blood” (New York Times) has been seen at the National Theatre of Scotland, London’s Royal Court Theatre and West End, and St. Ann’s Warehouse in New York.
978-1-84842-432-6 $20.95

Jumpers for Goalposts
Tom Wells
A hilarious and poignant new comedy about football, friendship and finding your way. Luke wants Danny, but Danny’s got a secret. Joe’s happy in goal but Geoff wants a headline gig. Viv just wants to beat the lesbians to the league title. Game on.
978-1-84842-326-8 $20.95

Little Revolution
Alecky Blythe
An explosive verbatim play about the 2011 London Riots, by the author of the award-winning London Road. From the helicopters circling overhead to the burnt-out buildings on the street, Little Revolution records the voices and stories of a community from when the riots happened up to their present-day aftermath.
978-1-84842-432-6 $20.95

The Machine Gunners
Robert Westall
Adapted by Ali Taylor
A thrilling stage adaptation of the beloved, award-winning children’s novel. It’s 1940 and Britain is at war. Amidst bombs and air raids, a group of boys discover friendship, test loyalty, and court adventure.
978-1-84842-314-5 $20.95

Making Theatre
The Frazzled Drama Teacher’s Guide to Devising
Joss Bennathan
An inspiring, practical handbook for anyone working with young people to devise theatre. Provides a framework for a stress-free process that will help students to realize their full creative potential.
978-1-84842-305-3 $30.95

Meisner in Practice
A Guide for Actors, Directors and Teachers
Nick Moseley
Meisner in Practice offers actors a step-by-step introduction to the salient features of the technique, and puts these to the test through a succession of increasingly challenging practical exercises. The book also addresses pitfalls and problems that the author has encountered over many years of teaching Meisner in drama schools.
978-1-84842-087-8 $26.95
**Microcosm**  
**Matt Hartley**  
A blackly comic and gripping new play from a young writer making his mark on television and in theatre. Alex has a home and is building a life with Clare. All he wishes is that those kids would stop hanging round outside his house. But they are just kids, right?  
978-1-84842-398-5 $20.95

**The One**  
**Vicky Jones**  
A viciously funny play about a couple trapped in a destructive cycle of love and lust. Harry and Jo are up all night drawing the battle lines of a relationship based on desire, dependency and dirty games.  
978-1-84842-381-7 $20.95

**My First Play**  
An Anthology of Theatrical Beginnings  
Compiled by Nick Hern  
My First Play is a unique collection of pieces by playwrights, actors and theatre directors in response to the simplest of briefs: write about your first play. Candid, hilarious, and often sharply revealing, the resulting pieces combine to prove the power of theatre to entrance us, and hold us captive in its spell. Includes pieces by Simon Callow, Caryl Churchill, Richard Eyre, Larry Kramer, Conor McPherson, Bruce Norris, Nina Raine, Harriet Walter, and many more.  
978-1-84842-339-8 $20.95

**Pronoun**  
**Evan Placey**  
A love story about transition, testosterone, and James Dean. Josh and Isabella are childhood sweethearts. They were meant to spend their gap year together, they were meant to be together forever. But Isabella has now become a boy.  
978-1-84842-391-6 $20.95

**Regeneration**  
**Pat Barker**  
Adapted by Nicholas Wright  
A powerful anthem for the youth of World War One that offers a compassionate look at war and its devastating effects. Adapted from Pat Barker’s Booker Prize-nominated novel.  
978-1-84842-440-1 $20.95

**Richard III**  
**William Shakespeare**  
Edited by Jamie Lloyd  
This official tie-in edition of Richard III was published alongside director Jamie Lloyd’s 2014 production, starring Martin Freeman. Includes the version of Shakespeare’s text performed in the production, as well as an exclusive rehearsal diary and an interview with the director.  
978-1-84842-426-5 $16.95

**Shakespeare in 100 Objects**  
Treasures from the Victoria and Albert Museum  
Edited by Janet Birkett  
A fascinating selection of 100 objects from London’s Victoria and Albert Museum that afford unique insight into the world of Shakespeare and his plays. Each object is illustrated and accompanied by a compact essays on its history, provenance, and what it can tell us about Shakespeare’s work. The resulting book reveals Shakespeare’s astonishing legacy in material things, a substantial pageant that has not faded.  
978-1-84842-361-9 $40.95

---

**Monty Python at Work**  
**Michael Palin**  
Drawn from his published diaries, this is Michael Palin’s account of the making of the Monty Python TV and stage shows, films, books and albums. It will delight Python fans everywhere, and be a source of instruction and inspiration to those who seek to follow in their footsteps.  
978-1-84842-360-2 $20.95

**nut**  
**debbie tucker green**  
Elayne doesn’t want company but company won’t leave her alone. Everyone’s got an opinion but no one’s listening and things are starting to slip. nut premiered at The Shed at the National Theatre in October 2013, directed by the author.  
978-1-84842-335-0 $20.95

---

**Photographs**

---

36 NEW TITLES
Shakespeare Monologues for Young Men
Edited by Luke Dixon
These collections of Shakespeare monologues for young actors each contain forty pieces drawn from across the Shakespearean canon. Each speech comes with a summary of contextual information, plot descriptions, tips and advice, and a glossary. The books also include user-friendly introductions to selecting monologues, tackling Shakespeare's language, and approaching the audition.
978-1-84842-265-0 $18.95 MEN
978-1-84842-266-7 $18.95 WOMEN

Speaking the Speech
An Actor's Guide to Shakespeare
Giles Block
Foreword by Mark Rylance
The most authoritative, most comprehensive book yet written on speaking Shakespeare's words. Speaking the Speech is a book for actors and directors who want to improve their understanding of Shakespeare's language in order to speak it better. It is also a fascinating read for anyone who wants to deepen their appreciation of Shakespeare's language and the way it comes to life when spoken aloud.
978-1-84842-191-2 $30.95

Table
Tanya Ronder
Six generations, twenty-three characters one very special piece of furniture. Tanya Ronder's thrilling play is an epic tale of belonging, identity and the things we pass on.
978-1-84842-328-2 $20.95

Then What Happens?
Storytelling and Adapting for the Theatre
Mike AlfrEds
A practical investigation into the art of telling stories through theatre. Author Mike AlfrEds explores the process of adapting for the stage, and suggests over two hundred exercises, improvisations and workshops. AlfrEds shows how each story demands its own particular set of dramatic choices, opening up endless possibilities for performance.
978-1-84842-270-4 $22.95

Therese Raquin
Émile Zola
Adapted by Helen Edmundson
A story of lust, madness and destruction set in the backstreets of Paris. Helen Edmundson's sensuous adaptation of the classic novel will open on Broadway in 2015, starring Keira Knightley.
978-1-84842-411-1 $20.95

Wendy & Peter Pan
Ella Hickson
Adapted from the book by J.M. Barrie
Ella Hickson's version of the much-loved story puts the character of Wendy firmly center stage, in an adaptation that is refreshingly modern but never loses the charm of the original. Wendy & Peter Pan premiered in 2013 at the Royal Shakespeare Company.
978-1-84842-377-0 $20.95

What Do I Know?
People, Politics and the Arts
Richard Eyre
Richard Eyre’s career as a director of film, theatre and opera has made him a leading cultural figure and a hugely respected commentator on the arts. This book collects over fifty short pieces written by Eyre about people he has known and worked with, ideas he has struggled with, things that have moved, delighted or infuriated him. Includes reflections on working with Arthur Miller, Harold Pinter, Judi Dench, Kate Winslet, Marlon Brando, Margaret Thatcher, and many others.
978-1-84842-418-0 $40.95 Hardcover

To learn more about the options open to interested young people.
978-1-84842-191-2 $30.95

Wendy & Peter Pan
Ella Hickson
Adapted from the book by J.M. Barrie
Ella Hickson’s version of the much-loved story puts the character of Wendy firmly center stage, in an adaptation that is refreshingly modern but never loses the charm of the original. Wendy & Peter Pan premiered in 2013 at the Royal Shakespeare Company.
978-1-84842-377-0 $20.95

What Do I Know?
People, Politics and the Arts
Richard Eyre
Richard Eyre’s career as a director of film, theatre and opera has made him a leading cultural figure and a hugely respected commentator on the arts. This book collects over fifty short pieces written by Eyre about people he has known and worked with, ideas he has struggled with, things that have moved, delighted or infuriated him. Includes reflections on working with Arthur Miller, Harold Pinter, Judi Dench, Kate Winslet, Marlon Brando, Margaret Thatcher, and many others.
978-1-84842-418-0 $40.95 Hardcover

So You Want to Work in Theatre?
Susan Elkin
An essential guide for young people who want to work in the theatre—but aren’t sure exactly what they want to do, or how to get to do it. Written in a clear, no-nonsense style, this book is an ideal starting point for students considering a career in theatre, but also a useful tool for parents, teachers and career-advisers looking to learn more about the options open to interested young people.
978-1-84842-274-2 $20.95

NEW TITLES 37
**The Acting Book**  
John Abbott  
Abbott’s third essential guide to acting introduces the best performance techniques, both old and new. An invaluable tool for aspiring actors, professionals and educators.  
978-1-84842-144-8 $22.95

**The Improvisation Book**  
Mike Bartlett  
A step-by-step, session-by-session guide through a series of improvisation exercises. Starting with the first class, it adds a new element at each stage until even the most inhibited students have gained a full vocabulary of improvisational techniques. Comes with a full set of improvisation cards to use in any session.  
978-1-85459-961-2 $22.95

**Improvisation in Rehearsal**  
Foreword by Mark Rylance  
Packed with useful exercises, improvisation scenarios, and examples from a wide variety of plays, this book reveals how improvisation enriches and enlivens the creation of characters, back-stories, relationships, shared histories and emotional lives.  
978-1-85459-523-2 $22.95

**Different Every Night**  
Mike Alfreds  
A top-ranking director sets out his rehearsal techniques in this invaluable handbook for actors and directors. It offers a vital masterclass, full of sound practical advice and guidance, and packed with techniques for bringing the text to life and keeping it alive, both in rehearsal and performance.  
978-1-85459-967-4 $30.95

**Abandonment**  
Kate Atkinson  
The first play by the highly acclaimed British novelist and winner of the Whitbread Book of the Year for *Behind the Scenes at the Museum*.  
978-1-84842-601-7 $20.95

**Bull**  
Mike Bartlett  
A savage new work from one of the United Kingdom’s most exciting dramatists and author of the off-Broadway smash hit *Cook*. Razor sharp and blackly comic, *Bull* is a savage and insightful play about office politics or playground bullying, depending which side you’re on. Genuinely thrilling, daring and inventive, it probes the dark side of the modern workplace.  
978-1-84842-280-3 $18.95

**Through a Glass Darkly**  
Adapted by Jenny Worton  
This is a poignant and sensuous stage adaptation of the 1961 Oscar-winning film written and directed by Ingmar Bergman.  
978-1-84842-123-3 $20.95

**Alecly Blythe and Adam Cork**  
London Road  
An astonishing new musical, based on the 2006 murders that shook the rural town of Ipswich. London Road is an experimental and challenging work that reveals how even the darkest experiences can engender a greater sense of our mutual dependence.  
978-1-84842-176-9 $20.95

**When the Rain Stops Falling**  
Andrew Bovell  
A heartrending drama about family, betrayal and forgiveness, spanning four generations and two hemispheres.  
978-1-84842-034-2 $18.95

**Inventing the Truth**  
Mike Bradwell  
Devising and Directing for the Theatre  
A comprehensive training course in devising and directing, divided into five step-by-step workshops. Includes a 90-minute DVD showing all of the work in action.  
978-1-84842-055-7 $30.95  
**Churchill: Plays Three**  
Caryl Churchill  
Includes: *Ice Cream, Mad Forest, The Skriker, Lives of the Great Poiso...*  
978-1-85459-342-9 $30.95

**Adventures in Alternative Theatre**  
The Reluctant Escapologist  
A new short play from one of the world’s greatest dramatists. “A nationalist epic in shorthand”  
978-1-84842-303-9 $16.95

**The Pride**  
Alexi Kaye Campbell  
The Pride examines changing attitudes towards sexuality over a period of 50 years. An exploration of intimacy, identity, and the courage it takes to be who you really are. “A remarkable debut from a daring dramatist.”  
—*Telegraph*  
978-1-84842-356-5 $20.95

**The Hound of the Baskervilles**  
Adapted from Arthur Conan Doyle  
978-1-84842-242-1 $20.95

**A Screen Acting Workshop**  
Foreword by Jeremy Irons  
A comprehensive training course in screen acting, divided into five step-by-step workshops. Includes a 90-minute DVD showing all of the work in action.  
978-1-84842-055-7 $30.95  
**Churchill: Plays Four**  
Includes: *Cloud 9, Bliss, Hotel, This is a Chair, Blue Heart, Far Away, A Number, Drunk Enough to Say I Love You? and A Dream Play.*  
978-1-85459-540-9 $30.95

**Ding Dong the Wicked**  
A new short play from one of the world’s greatest dramatists. “A nationalist epic in shorthand”  
—*Whatsonstage.com*  
978-1-84842-303-9 $16.95

**Noughts & Crosses**  
Dominic Cooke  
Adapted from Malorie Blackman  
Adapted from Blackman’s bestselling novel, this is an electrifying, bittersweet love story with echoes of *Romeo and Juliet*, set in a society divided by racial bigotry and a world rocked by terrorism.  
978-1-84849-939-1 $18.95

---

**Featurred Titles**

**Different Every Night**  
Mike Alfreds  
Foreword by Mark Rylance  
Packed with useful exercises, improvisation scenarios, and examples from a wide variety of plays, this book reveals how improvisation enriches and enlivens the creation of characters, back-stories, relationships, shared histories and emotional lives.  
978-1-85459-523-2 $22.95

**The Improvisation Book**  
Mike Bartlett  
A step-by-step, session-by-session guide through a series of improvisation exercises. Starting with the first class, it adds a new element at each stage until even the most inhibited students have gained a full vocabulary of improvisational techniques. Comes with a full set of improvisation cards to use in any session.  
978-1-85459-961-2 $22.95

**Improvisation in Rehearsal**  
Foreword by Mark Rylance  
Packed with useful exercises, improvisation scenarios, and examples from a wide variety of plays, this book reveals how improvisation enriches and enlivens the creation of characters, back-stories, relationships, shared histories and emotional lives.  
978-1-85459-523-2 $22.95

---

**Life is a Dream**  
Pedro Calderón de la Barca  
Adapted by Helen Edmundson  
A classic from the Spanish Golden Age, Calderón’s richly poetic, epic masterpiece explores illusion, reality, fate and destiny against the backdrop of a mythical Polish kingdom.  
978-1-84842-060-1 $18.95

**The Pride**  
Alexi Kaye Campbell  
The Pride examines changing attitudes towards sexuality over a period of 50 years. An exploration of intimacy, identity, and the courage it takes to be who you really are. “A remarkable debut from a daring dramatist.”  
—*Telegraph*  
978-1-84842-356-5 $20.95

---

**Churchill: Plays Three**  
Caryl Churchill  
Includes: *Ice Cream, Mad Forest, The Skriker, Lives of the Great Poiso...*  
978-1-85459-342-9 $30.95

**Churchill: Plays Four**  
Includes: *Cloud 9, Bliss, Hotel, This is a Chair, Blue Heart, Far Away, A Number, Drunk Enough to Say I Love You? and A Dream Play.*  
978-1-85459-540-9 $30.95

**Ding Dong the Wicked**  
A new short play from one of the world’s greatest dramatists. “A nationalist epic in shorthand”  
—*Whatsonstage.com*  
978-1-84842-303-9 $16.95

---

**Noughts & Crosses**  
Dominic Cooke  
Adapted from Malorie Blackman  
Adapted from Blackman’s bestselling novel, this is an electrifying, bittersweet love story with echoes of *Romeo and Juliet*, set in a society divided by racial bigotry and a world rocked by terrorism.  
978-1-84849-939-1 $18.95
Julian Curry  
**Shakespeare on Stage**  
Foreword by Trevor Nunn
Thirteen leading actors (including Judi Dench, Ralph Fiennes, Jude Law, Ian McKellen, Helen Mirren, Kevin Spacey and Patrick Stewart) take us behind the scenes, each of them recreating in detail a memorable performance they have given in one of Shakespeare's major roles.
978-1-84842-077-9 $30.95

Oliver Ford Davies  
**Performing Shakespeare**
An authoritative, hands-on guide to the practical challenges involved in performing Shakespeare. The three core sections take us through the process of preparation, rehearsal and performance, preceded by discussions of the Elizabethan actor and Shakespeare's language.
978-1-85459-781-6 $22.95

Luke Dixon (Editor)  
**Shakespeare Monologues: The Good Audition Guides**
Fifty monologues drawn from across the Shakespeare canon. Each is prefaced with an easy-to-use guide to Who is speaking, Where, When and To Whom, What has just happened in the play and What are the character's objectives. Also includes uniquely formatted summarizations to each piece. Men 978-1-84842-005-2 $18.95  Women 978-1-84842-007-6 $18.95

Gregory Doran  
**Shakespeare's Lost Play In Search of Cardenio**
The Royal Shakespeare Company's new artistic director takes the reader on a fascinating search through the fog of literary history on his quest to discover and stage the play that many consider Shakespeare's missing masterpiece.
978-1-84842-208-7 $30.95

David Edgar  
**How Plays Work**
The book analyzes the basic elements of dramatic structure, action, plot, character, dialogue and genre, through historical and modern examples.
978-1-85459-371-9 $22.95

Pentecost
A response to the tragedy of Sarajevo, *Pentecost* balances metaphor with reality in an intellectual thriller set in a complex political arena.
978-1-85459-292-7 $22.95

Helen Edmundson  
**Coram Boy**
Adapted from Jamila Gavin Set in the eighteenth century, *Coram Boy* is a tale of two cities and a tale of two boys.
978-1-85459-894-3 $20.95

Kevin Elyot  
**My Night with Reg**
Deliciously funny and bittersweet, this Olivier and Evening Standard Award-winning comedy captures the fragility of friendship, happiness, and life itself.
978-1-84842-430-2 $20.95

Richard Eyre  
**Talking Theatre: Interviews with Theatre People**
Forty-two candid interviews with leading theatre people, offering rare insights 'behind the scenes'. Includes interviews with: Peter Brook, Judi Dench, John Gielgud, Tony Kushner, Arthur Miller, Liam Neeson, Harold Pinter, Vanessa Redgrave, Fiona Shaw, Stephen Sondheim, August Wilson and more.
978-1-84842-138-7 $20.95

Tim Fountain  
**So You Want To Be A Playwright?**
Playwright and former literary manager Tim Fountain guides the emerging playwright over the many hurdles involved in getting a play up. From finding a story that only you know, through the detailed construction of the play, and on to the strategies you can use to get it on stage.
978-1-84842-716-8 $20.95

William Gaskill  
**Words into Action Finding the Life of the Play**
A fascinating read and vital masterclass from a bright new generation of theatre practitioners and an essential handbook for anyone who wants to follow in Shakespeare's language.
978-1-84842-223-0 $20.95

Ella Hickson  
**Precious Little Talent & Hot Mess**
Two acclaimed plays by award-winning playwright Ella Hickson. “A rising star of British theatre… she has a gorgeous way with words and a head full of bewitching ideas. Hickson remains a red-hot one to watch.” —Independent
978-1-84842-166-0 $20.95

Russ Hope  
**Getting Directions**
A Fly-on-the-Wall Guide for Emerging Theatre Directors
Eight of the United Kingdom's best young directors provide insight into the creative process. The result is a masterclass from a bright generation of theatre practitioners and an essential handbook for anyone who wants to follow in their footsteps.
978-1-84842-182-0 $26.95

Barbara Houseman  
**Finding Your Voice**
A Step-by-Step Guide for Actors
A simple, step-by-step manual, written by an RSC voice coach, which offers everything that an actor needs to work on their voice. Suitable for actors at all levels.
978-1-85459-659-8 $25.95

debbie tucker green  
**Born Bad**
A hard-hitting family drama full of wit, ferocity and verbal dexterity.
978-1-85459-740-3 $18.95

Nancy Harris  
**Our New Girl**
A witty and startling psychological drama about the darker side of modern parenting.
978-1-84842-223-0 $20.95

Ruthie Henshall and  
Daniel Bowling  
**So You Want To Be In Musicals?**
Celebrated actress Ruthie Henshall brings her extraordinary knowledge and personal experiences to this essential guide to turning dreams into reality in a very tough business.
978-1-84842-150-9 $20.95

Ella Hickson  
**Precious Little Talent & Hot Mess**
Two acclaimed plays by award-winning playwright Ella Hickson. “A rising star of British theatre… she has a gorgeous way with words and a head full of bewitching ideas. Hickson remains a red-hot one to watch.” —Independent
978-1-84842-166-0 $20.95

Russ Hope  
**Getting Directions**
A Fly-on-the-Wall Guide for Emerging Theatre Directors
Eight of the United Kingdom's best young directors provide insight into the creative process. The result is a masterclass from a bright generation of theatre practitioners and an essential handbook for anyone who wants to follow in their footsteps.
978-1-84842-182-0 $26.95

Barbara Houseman  
**Finding Your Voice**
A Step-by-Step Guide for Actors
A simple, step-by-step manual, written by an RSC voice coach, which offers everything that an actor needs to work on their voice. Suitable for actors at all levels.
978-1-85459-659-8 $25.95

Tackling Text (and subtext)  
Preface by Kenneth Branagh
An intensely practical handbook for actors on how to cope with text, subtext, character and situation. This is an indispensable guide for any actor working with text, from acting students and young professionals, to experienced actors tackling specific problems and acting coaches discovering new ways of enabling their students.
978-1-85459-799-1 $26.95
Henrik Ibsen
The Master Builder
Adapted by David Edgar
An enthralling version of Ibsen’s late masterpiece about an aging architect and the darker side of ambition. Part psychological thriller, part Gothic tragedy. 978-1-84842-106-6 $18.95

Vicky Ireland
The Lottie Project
Adapted from Jacqueline Wilson
Charlie discovers that her troubles are not so different from those of Lottie, the Victorian-era serving girl who is the subject of Charlie's school history project. 978-1-85459-911-7 $16.95 Young Adult

Secrets
Adapted from Jacqueline Wilson
Best friends India and Treasure escape from their problems by writing diaries, but they soon find themselves in deeper trouble. 978-1-84842-012-0 $16.95 Young Adult

Stephen Jeffreys
The Libertine
This sexually charged comedy based on John Wilmot, Earl of Rochester’s life is both an accurate portrait of the period and a comedy of manners. 978-1-84842-387-9 $20.95

Chris Johnston
Drama Games For Those Who Like to Say No
90 robust and engaging games that teachers and workshop leaders can use when working with difficult or reluctant students. 978-1-84842-049-6 $18.95

Fin Kennedy
How to Disappear Completely and Never Be Found
This play follows one man’s desperate attempts to buck the system, and asks what really makes us what we are in the 21st-century. 978-1-84842-002-1 $20.95

Ayub Khan-Din
East Is East
The play that gave birth to the smash-hit film. A wonderful comedy about growing up in multiracial Salford, England. 978-1-84842-425-8 $18.95

Lucy Kirkwood
NSFW
NSFW is “Not Safe for Work.” A sharp, biting, satirical new comedy that takes a scathing and hilarious look at the media and, in particular, how magazines objectify women. 978-1-84842-290-2 $20.95

Elizabeth Kutti
The Sugar Wife
Winner of the 2006 Susan Smith Blackburn Prize
A devout Quaker, her wealthy husband, a freed American slave and her emancipator come together in 1840s Dublin. 978-1-85459-863-9 $18.95

Gotthold Lessing
Nathan the Wise
Translated by Edward Kemp
Lessing’s 18th-century masterpiece is a passionate plea for religious tolerance. 978-1-85459-765-6 $18.95

Federico García Lorca
Blood Wedding
Adapted by Tanya Ronder
Lorca’s drama about the shattering effects of emotional repression on a family of cloistered daughters. 978-1-85459-459-4 $18.95

Nick Moseley
Acting and Reacting
Tools for the Modern Actor
Developed by the head of acting at the Italia Conti Academy, Nick Moseley. He takes the best of Stanislavsky, David Mamet and Meisner to fuel his own intensely practical approach. 978-1-85459-803-5 $25.95

Chloë Moss
This Wide Night
Written for Clean Break, a theatre company working with women whose lives have been affected by the criminal justice system. This Wide Night is a tender portrayal of two damaged women trying to repair their broken lives. 978-1-84842-002-1 $20.95

Joanna Murray-Smith
Bombshells
Six funny and perceptive monologues about the stresses of modern female life. 978-1-85459-850-9 $18.95

The Female of the Species
Adapted by Tanya Ronder
García Lorca’s blood-soaked story of doomed love. 978-1-85459-855-4 $20.95

Bruce Norris
The Low Road
The newest play from Bruce Norris, author of the international hit Clybourne Park, which won the 2011 Pulitzer Prize for Drama and the 2012 Tony Award for Best New Play, among other honors. In The Low Road, a fable of free market economics and cut-throat capitalism, a young entrepreneur sets out on a quest for wealth with priceless ambition and a purse of gold. 978-1-84842-318-3 $20.95

Andy Nyman
The Golden Rules of Acting
An accessible, invaluable treasure trove of advice, support and encouragement that no performer should be without. “Christians have the Bible, now actors have this book. At last, everyone is happy.” — Simon Pegg 978-1-84842-253-7 $12.95

Mark O’Rowe
Terminus
A blackly comic vision of a demon-infested Dublin. Hold on tight as the ordinary turns extraordinary in this urban fantasy from the acclaimed author of Howie the Rookie. 978-1-84842-174-5 $18.95

Gail Pallin
Stage Management: The Essential Handbook (Revised Edition)
This is the highly successful “Bible for any stage manager” in a revised and updated edition. Complete with illustrations, diagrams and checklists, it takes the reader through a typical production, week by week. 978-1-84842-014-4 $30.95 Illustrated

Stuart Paterson
Kensuke’s Kingdom
Adapted from Michael Morpurgo
The story of a young boy’s fantastic adventure after being washed up on a pacific island. 978-1-85459-969-8 $18.95

Michael Pennington
Sweet William
Twenty Thousand Hours with Shakespeare
A unique, personal guide to Shakespeare’s life and work, told through the experience of a leading classical actor. Pennington illuminates each of Shakespeare’s plays with his own considerable insight and understanding. 978-1-85459-568-3 $40.95 Hardcover 978-1-84842-344-2 $22.95 Paperback
**ANTHOLOGIES**

**The Crack in the Emerald**

**New Irish Plays**
Edited by David Grant
Includes: *The Lament for Arthur Cleary* by Dermot Bolger; *Low in the Dark* by Marina Carr; *Misogynist* by Michael Harding and *The Hamster Wheel* by Marie Jones.
978-1-85459-227-8 $31.95

**Family: Three Plays**
Includes: *Acts* by Riccardo Galgani; *One Good Beating* by Linda McLean and *The Visitor* by Iain Crichton Smith.
978-1-85459-438-9 $18.95

**Latin-American Plays**
Edited and Translated by Sebastian Doqgart
Includes: *Rapaccini’s Daughter* by Octavio Paz; *Night of the Assassins* by José T riana; *Saying Yes* by Griselda Gambaro; *Orchids in the Moonlight* by Carlos Fuentes and *Mistress of Desire* by Mario Vargas Llosa.
978-1-85459-249-1 $34.95

**Mexican Plays**
Edited by Elyse Dodgson
A collection of five surprising and exciting plays from Mexico, selected by the Royal Court Theatre in London. Plays included are: *On Insomnia and Midnight* by Edgar Chías; *The Sánchez Huerta Girl Killed Herself* by Claudia Rios; *Seven-Eleven* by Iván Olivares; *Little Certainties* by Bárbara Colio and *Used Blood Junkyard* by Alberto Villarreal.
978-1-85459-947-6 $30.95

**Plays from the Arab World**
Edited by Elyse Dodgson
Plays that explore and reflect contemporary life across the Near East and North Africa. Includes *Withdrawal* by Mohammad Al Attar (Syria); *603* by Imad Farajin (Palestine); *Damage* by Kamal Khalladi (Morocco); *The House* by Arzé Khodr (Lebanon) and *Egyptian Products* by Laila Soliman (Egypt).
978-1-84842-097-7 $30.95

**Scot-Free**

**New Scottish Plays**
Edited by Alasdair Cameron
Includes: *Writer’s Cramp* by John Byrne; *Losing Venier* by John Clifford; *Elizabeth Gordon Quinn* by Chris Haman; *The Letter Box* by Ann Marie di Mambro; *Dead Dad Dog* by John McKay and *The Steamie* by Tony Roper.
978-1-85459-017-9 $22.95

**Scottish Shorts**
Edited by Philip Howard
Includes: *Wormwood* by Catharine Czerkawaska; *Brothers of Thunder* by Ann Marie di Mambro; *Passing Places* by Stephen Greenhorn; *One Way Street* by David Greig; *Quelques Fleurs* by Liz Lochhead; *One Good Beating* by Linda McLean and *Lazybed* by Iain Crichton Smith.
978-1-85459-383-2 $22.95

**Spanish Plays**
Edited by Elyse Dodgson and Mary Peate
Includes: Sergio Bello’s *Caresses*, translated by John London; Juan Mayorga’s *The Scorched Garden*, translated by Nick Darke; David Planell’s *Bazaar*, translated by John Clifford; Antonio Onetti’s *Bleeding Hearts*, translated by Oscar Ceballos and Mary Peate; Lluisa Cunillé’s *Rodeo*, translated by Oscar Ceballos and Mary Peate; Paloma Pedroso’s *Wolf Kid*, translated by Roxanna Silbert.
978-1-85459-418-1 $29.95

**Women, Power and Politics: Now**
Compiled by Indhu Rubasingham
A collection of wide-ranging and ambitious short plays reflecting the complexities of women and political power in the United Kingdom. Includes Joy Wilkinson’s *Acting Leader*; Bola Agbaje’s *Playing the Game*; Zinnie Harris’ *The Panel*; Sam Holcroft’s *Pink and Sue Townsend’s You, Me and Wiz*.
978-1-84842-117-2 $20.95

**Women, Power and Politics: Then**
Compiled by Indhu Rubasingham
Includes: Rebecca Lenkiewicz’s *The Lioness*; Marie Jones’s *The Milliner and the Weaver*; Moira Buffini’s *Handbagged* and Lucy Kirkwood’s *Bloody Wimmin*.
978-1-84842-116-5 $20.95
Drama Classics aims to offer the world’s greatest plays in affordable Paperback editions for students, actors and theatergoers. The hallmarks of the series are accessible introductions, uncluttered and uncut texts and an overall theatrical perspective.

The Alchemist
Ben Jonson
978-1-85459-262-0 $10.95

All for Love
John Dryden
978-1-85459-372-6 $10.95

Andromache
Euripides
Trans. Marianne McDonald and J. Michael Walton
978-1-85459-638-3 $10.95

Antigone
Sophocles
Trans. Marianne McDonald
978-1-85459-304-7 $10.95

The Beaux Stratagem
George Farquhar
978-1-85459-154-8 $10.95

The Beggar’s Opera
John Gay
978-1-85459-914-8 $10.95

Blood Wedding
Federico García Lorca
Trans. Jo Clifford
978-1-85459-771-7 $10.95

Celestina
Fernando de Rojas
Trans. John Clifford
978-1-85459-818-9 $10.95

The Changeling
Thomas Middleton
978-1-85459-192-0 $10.95

A Chaste Maid in Cheapside
Thomas Middleton
978-1-85459-966-7 $10.95

Chekhov: Four Plays
Anton Chekhov
Trans. Stephen Mulrine
978-1-85459-845-5 $14.95

The Cherry Orchard
Anton Chekhov
Trans. Stephen Mulrine
978-1-85459-412-9 $10.95

Children of the Sun
Maxim Gorky
Trans. Stephen Mulrine
978-1-85459-429-7 $10.95

The Country Wife
William Wycherley
978-1-85459-225-5 $10.95

The Dance of Death
August Strindberg
Trans. Stephen Mulrine
978-1-85459-750-2 $10.95

The Devil is an Ass
Ben Jonson
978-1-85459-268-2 $10.95

Doctor Faustus
Christopher Marlowe
978-1-85459-335-1 $10.95

A Doll’s House
Henrik Ibsen
Trans. Kenneth McLeish
978-1-85459-236-1 $10.95

Don Juan
Molière
Trans. Kenneth McLeish
978-1-85459-356-6 $10.95

The Duchess of Malfi
John Webster
978-1-85459-215-6 $10.95

Edward II
Christopher Marlowe
978-1-85459-410-5 $10.95

Electra
Sophocles
Trans. Marianne McDonald and J. Michael Walton
978-1-85459-749-6 $10.95

Electra
Sophocles
Trans. Marianne McDonald and J. Michael Walton
978-1-85459-756-4 $10.95

An Enemy of the People
Henrik Ibsen
978-1-85459-300-9 $10.95

Everyman
Anonymous
978-1-85459-386-3 $10.95

Faust
Johann Wolfgang Von Goethe
Trans. John Clifford
978-1-85459-922-3 $14.95

A Flea in Her Ear
Georges Feydeau
Trans. Kenneth McLeish
978-1-85459-440-2 $10.95

Fuente Ovejuna
Lope de Vega
Trans. Laurence Boswell
978-1-84824-023-6 $10.95

The Game of Love and Chance
Pierre Marivaux
Trans. Stephen Mulrine
978-1-85459-896-7 $10.95

The Government Inspector
Nikolai Gogol
Trans. Stephen Mulrine
978-1-85459-714-6 $10.95

Greek Tragedy
Euripides and Sophocles
Trans. Kenneth McLeish, Frederic Raphael, J. Michael Walton and Marianne McDonald
978-1-85459-847-9 $14.95

Hecuba
Euripides
Trans. Marianne McDonald
978-1-85459-868-4 $10.95

Hedda Gabler
Henrik Ibsen
Trans. Kenneth McLeish
978-1-85459-184-5 $10.95

The House of Bernarda Alba
Federico García Lorca
Trans. Jo Clifford
978-1-84824-181-3 $10.95

The Hypochondriac
Molière
Trans. Martin Sorrell
978-1-85459-197-5 $10.95

Ibsen: Three Plays
Henrik Ibsen
978-1-85459-846-2 $14.95

An Ideal Husband
Oscar Wilde
978-1-85459-460-0 $10.95

The Importance of Being Earnest
Oscar Wilde
978-1-85459-220-0 $10.95

An Italian Straw Hat
Eugene Labiche
Trans. Kenneth McLeish
978-1-85459-300-9 $10.95

Ivanov
Anton Chekhov
Trans. Stephen Mulrine
978-1-84824-068-7 $10.95

The Jew of Malta
Christopher Marlowe
978-1-85459-199-9 $10.95

The Knight of the Burning Pestle
Francis Beaumont
978-1-85459-624-6 $10.95

The Lady from the Sea
Henrik Ibsen
Trans. Kenneth McLeish
978-1-85459-493-8 $10.95

The Lady Windermere’s Fan
Oscar Wilde
978-1-85459-771-7 $10.95

The Learned Ladies
Molière
Trans. A.R. Waller
978-1-85459-375-7 $10.95

Life is a Dream
Pedro Calderon de la Barca
Trans. John Clifford
978-1-85459-188-3 $10.95

London Assurance
Dion Boucicault
Adapt. Richard Bean
978-1-84824-086-1 $10.95

Lysistrata
Aristophanes
Trans. Patric Dickinson
978-1-85459-325-2 $10.95

Man of Mode
George Etherege
978-1-85459-965-0 $10.95

The Marriage of Figaro
Pierre de Beaumarchais
Trans. Stephen Mulrine
978-1-85459-492-1 $10.95

The Master Builder
Henrik Ibsen
Trans. Kenneth McLeish
978-1-85459-351-1 $10.95

Medea
Euripides
Trans. Kenneth McLeish and Frederic Raphael
978-1-85459-164-7 $10.95

The Misanthrope
Molière
Trans. Stephen Mulrine
978-1-85459-787-8 $10.95

The Miser
Molière
Trans. Martin Sorrell
978-1-85459-748-9 $10.95

Miss Julie
August Strindberg
Trans. Kenneth McLeish
978-1-85459-205-7 $10.95

Oedipus
Sophocles
Trans. Kenneth McLeish
978-1-85459-610-9 $10.95

The Oresteia
Aeschylus
Trans. Marianne McDonald and J. Michael Walton
978-1-85459-173-9 $10.95

Peer Gynt
Henrik Ibsen
978-1-85459-435-8 $10.95

Phèdre
Jean Racine
Trans. Julie Rose
978-1-85459-094-7 $10.95

Playboy of the Western World
John Millington Synge
978-1-85459-210-1 $10.95

The Recruiting Officer
George Farquhar
978-1-85459-340-5 $10.95
“That Was Us”  
Contemporary Irish Theatre and Performance  
Edited by Fintan Walsh  
*That Was Us* features a wide, rich range of critical essays and artist reflections that strive to make sense of some of the most significant shifts and trends in contemporary Irish theatre. In bringing together critics and artists to think side by side, *That Was Us* is indispensable for anyone interested in Irish theatre’s contemporary practices and cultural politics.  
978-1-78319-035-5 $29.95

**Acting: Cut the Crap, Cue the Truth**  
Living the Life and Doing the Job  
*Natalie Burt*  
This book fills a gap in the drama school curriculum, tackling many areas that often go unaddressed during training. Rejecting gimmicks and quick fixes, it encourages entrepreneurialism using an informal, unapologetic and humorous tone.  
978-1-84943-479-9 $26.95

**Adler & Gibb**  
*Tim Crouch*  
*Adler & Gibb* tells the story of Janet Adler and Margaret Gibb, uncompromising conceptual artists working in New York. When Adler dies, a raid (on a house, a life, a reality and a legacy) begins. This thrilling story of misappropriation premiered at the Royal Court Theatre in 2014.  
978-1-78319-092-8 $17.95

**1984**  
Adapted by Duncan Macmillan and Robert Icke  
The definitive novel of the twentieth century is reexamined in a radical new stage adaptation that explores why Orwell’s vision of the future is still as relevant as ever. Macmillan and Icke’s adaptation of 1984 enjoyed a successful 2014 run on London’s West End.  
978-1-78319-061-4 $17.95

**Acting Shakespeare’s Language**  
*Andy Hinds*  
In this inspirational new manual, author Andy Hinds uses simple steps to bring the reader to a full understanding of how Shakespeare’s language ‘works’, lucidly outlines a number of practical guidelines, and provides simple, test-proven exercises to put each guideline into practice.  
978-1-78319-008-9 $26.95

**Belarus Free Theatre: New Plays from Central Europe**  
*The VII International Contest of Contemporary Drama*  
*Belarus Free Theatre*  
Four award-winning plays from Belarus Free Theatre’s International Contest of Contemporary Drama. This publication is dedicated to promoting the works of the winning playwrights, and is published to coincide with an award ceremony at the Young Vic Theatre in London.  
978-1-78319-125-3 $30.95

**Ben Travers: Three Farces and a Comedy**  
*Ben Travers*  
The four plays in this collection are representative of Travers’ work at its best and most characteristic. The plays include the classic farces *Rookery Nook* (1926), *Thark* (1927), *Plunder* (1927) and *The Bed Before Yesterday* (1977).  
978-1-84943-443-0 $29.95

**Bhatti: Plays One**  
*Gurpreet Kaur Bhatti*  
The first collection of plays from Gurpreet Kaur Bhatti, a brilliant and controversial playwright. Includes the plays *Behzti* (Dishonour), *Behud* (Beyond Belief), *Besharam* (Shameless), *Fourteen*, and *Khandan* (Family).  
978-1-78319-130-7 $34.95

**Bitch Boxer**  
*Charlotte Josephine*  
London, 2012. Women will step into the Olympic boxing ring for the first time. As Chloe trains for the fight of her life, she is left winded by two life-changing events. Winner of the Holden Street Theatres Award 2013 at the Edinburgh Fringe Festival.  
978-1-84943-477-5 $17.95
Blonde Poison
Gail Louw
A powerful play about evil, based on the true story of a WWII Jewish woman who betrayed 3000 fellow Jews. Gail Louw's play examines the motivation of evil.
978-1-84943-415-7 $17.95

The Boss of It All
Lars Von Trier
Adapted by Jack McNamara
A critically acclaimed, smart and fast-paced comedy about faked identities and explosive office politics, adapted from Lars von Trier's cult classic film. Kristoffer, an out-of-work actor, has been asked to stand in as the head of an IT firm to take the rap for the management's unpopular decisions. He gets more than he bargained for.
978-1-78319-139-0 $17.95

Bryden & Clark
Lives in the Theatre
Words by Bill Bryden;
Photographs by Nobby Clark
With characteristic wit, British theatre director Bill Bryden shares his favorite memories of some of the 20th century's biggest stars of stage and screen, including Tennessee Williams, Arthur Miller, Laurence Olivier and Helen Mirren. Each is accompanied by exclusive photographs by Nobby Clark. The result is an intimate and often hilarious portrait of lives in the theatre.
978-1-78319-083-6 $34.95

The Body of an American
Dan O'Brien
Winner, 2013 Edward M. Kennedy Prize for Drama Inspired by American History
Winner, 2014 Horton Foote Prize for Outstanding New American Play
A powerful, theatrical duologue based on real historical events, in a story that ranges widely in time and place. Flying from Kabul to the Canadian High Arctic, The Body of an American sees two actors jump between more than thirty roles in an exhilarating new form of documentary drama. It urgently places these two men's battles—both public and private—against a backdrop of some of the world's most iconic images of war.
978-1-78319-091-1 $17.95

A Boy and His Soul
Colman Domingo
Propelled by the beat of classic soul, smooth R&B and disco, this is the soundtrack of a boy's coming of age in 70s and 80s Philadelphia. Music, family and an unforgettable era are brought to life in this charming solo show from acclaimed actor-playwright Colman Domingo.
978-1-78319-058-4 $17.95

The Captain of Köpenick
Carl Zuckmayer
Translated by Ron Hutchinson
A nation heads blindly towards war as the misfit takes on the state in Ron Hutchinson's savagely funny new version of Carl Zuckmayer's The Captain of Köpenick, first staged in Germany in 1931.
978-1-84943-458-4 $17.95

Charles Dickens
Charles Dickens
Adapted by Neil Bartlett
Using only Charles Dickens’ extraordinary words and a chameleon ensemble of actors, Neil Bartlett’s powerful stage versions of Dickens have gathered wide critical acclaim. This collection includes: Great Expectations; A Christmas Carol; and Oliver Twist.
978-1-78319-079-9 $30.95

Covering Shakespeare
An Actor’s Saga of Near Misses and Dogged Endurance
David Weston
Esteemed actor David Weston traces his sixty-two year association with the Bard in this witty and engrossing book of anecdotes, reminiscences, and advice for young actors. From major Shakespeare companies to the outmost limits of the Fringe, from Hollywood to Hong Kong, Weston recalls all of the productions—the great, the mediocre, and the forgotten.
978-1-78319-064-5 $26.95
Cyrano de Bergerac
Edmond Rostand
Adapted by Glyn Maxwell
Dueling foes, powerful rivals and a war against Spain put our hero to the test before he finds his way at last into his lady’s arms. One of the most celebrated of contemporary British poets offers up a new verse translation of the swashbuckling classic.
978-1-78319-033-1 $17.95

Dancers
Behind the Scenes with the Royal Ballet
Andrej Uspenski
This beautifully produced new book by Royal Ballet dancer Andrej Uspenski is a collection of exclusive photographs which shines the spotlight on ballet, the most beautiful of art forms. These exquisite photographs feature some of the finest dancers on stage today, bringing the reader into the magical world of ballet.
978-1-84943-388-4 $63.00 Hardcover Photographs

Dancers: Andrej Uspenski

Dennis Kelly: Plays Two
Dennis Kelly
Dennis Kelly is one of England’s finest contemporary dramatists. This second collected volume of his work includes: Our Teacher’s a Troll, Orphans, Taking Care of Baby, DNA and The Gods Weep. Also features a foreword by journalist, author and critic, Aleks Sierz.
978-1-78319-012-6 $26.95

Directing: A Miscellany
Simon Usher
"There is no more essential book for an actor thinking of working on film today. " Simon Stephens

Directing: A Miscellany is about survival: how to remain creative in good times and bad; how to remain alive as a director in any circumstance. Commenting extensively on the process of acting, Shakespeare and the classics, working with writers and designers, directing techniques, the trials and tribulations of working with others, the book is an aid to reflection for readers.
978-1-78319-085-0 $10.95

The Edge of Our Bodies
Adam Rapp
On a bitter winter night, sixteen-year-old Bernadette boards a train to New York carrying her notebook and important news for her boyfriend. In this searing and poetic coming-of-age story from acclaimed playwright Adam Rapp, Bernadette intimately shares her encounters along the way and the devastating result of her visit, a journey punctuated by both a desire to be heard and an aching need to disappear.
978-1-78319-185-7 $17.95

The Empress
Tanika Gupta
Written by Tanika Gupta for the Royal Shakespeare Company, The Empress uncovers remarkable unknown stories of 19th century Britain, the growth of Indian nationalism and the romantic proclivities of one of our most surprising monarchs.
978-1-84943-490-4 $17.95

Doctor Faustus
Christopher Marlowe
Adapted by Colin Teevan
This new adaptation combines Christopher Marlowe’s original acts with a re-imagining by Colin Teevan. Firmly placing this classic story within a present context, the universal truths held in the 400-year-old cautionary tale resonate powerfully with the greed of today’s consumer-led society.
978-1-84943-413-3 $17.95

Farber: Plays One
Yael Farber
The first collection of plays from award-winning South African playwright Yael Farber, featuring three fresh adaptations of classical theater texts. Includes: Molora, a reworking of Aeschylus’s Oresteia; RAM, a potent revisioning of The Ramayana by Valmiki; and Miss Julie, which reimagines August Strindberg’s Miss Julie against the backdrop of post-apartheid South Africa.
978-1-78319-151-2 $30.95
Five Plays By The TEAM
The TEAM
An American collective with a reputation for devised work that is aggressively athletic, intellectually relentless, and emotionally rich, the TEAM celebrates ten years together with this anthology and retrospective. Includes the plays: Give Up! Start Over! (In the darkest of times I look to Richard Nixon for hope); A Thousand Natural Shocks; Particularly in the Heartland; Architecting; and Mission Drift, as well as photos and candid reflections from the company's history.
978-1-78319-190-1 $30.95

Fosse: Plays Six
Jon Fosse
Translated by May-Brit Akerholt
Jon Fosse has been called ‘the Beckett of the 21st century’ (Le Monde). Fosse: Plays Six marks the culmination of this Norwegian playwright’s body of work for the stage to be published in the English language. The volume includes the plays Rambuku, Freedom, Over There, These Eyes, Girl in Yellow Raincoat, Christmas Tree Song and Sea.
978-1-78319-086-7 $30.95

Grounded
George Brant
Seamlessly blending the personal and the political, this tour-de-force one-woman play tells the story of a hot-rod F16 fighter pilot whose unexpected pregnancy leads to a job flying remote-controlled drones from a Las Vegas trailer. Grounded flies from the heights of lyricism to the shallows of workaday existence, targeting our assumptions about war, family, and the power of storytelling. George Brant’s powerful new plays has been produced nearly 30 times since its 2013 premiere, gracing stages in Scotland, London, Australia, Sweden, and cities across the United States.
978-1-78319-039-3 $17.95

The Forest and the Field
Chris Goode
The Forest and the Field is a polemical thinking-through of the whole concept of theatre as a ‘space’, and a politically motivated exploration of how, and where, that theatrical space meets the real world that surrounds and suffuses it.
978-1-84943-475-1 $23.95

The Full Monty
Simon Beaufoy
Adapting his own BAFTA award-winning film for the stage, Oscar-winning screenwriter Simon Beaufoy returns to Sheffield (where it all started) to rediscover the men, the women, the heartache and the hilarity of a city on the dole.
978-1-84943-446-1 $17.95

How to Write Everything
David Quantick
The ultimate writer's handbook, from the award-winning writer of Veep and other shows. How To Write Everything covers journalism to screenwriting, speeches to sketches, sitcoms to novels, and explores every aspect of writing: from having an idea to getting the idea out into the world and getting paid for it, too.
978-1-84943-395-2 $19.95
**Khandan (Family)**
*Gurpreet Kaur Bhatti*
What happens when the legacy of a father collides with the dreams of his son? A bold, warm, and extremely funny tale of contemporary extended family life, from an acclaimed and controversial playwright.

978-1-78319-093-5 $17.95

---

**Lee Harvey Oswald**
*Michael Hastings*
Could a man who never did anything on his own murder a President? Told through the eyes of Oswald’s wife and mother, coupled with extracts from the Warren Commission’s report, we follow the unsettled drifting life of Lee Harvey Oswald.

978-1-78319-077-5 $17.95

---

**London Wall**
*John Van Druten*
A wryly comic look at the life of women office workers in the 1930s. First performed in the West End in 1931 starring a young John Mills, filmed in 1932, televised in 1963, but unseen since then until 2013, *London Wall* is a surprisingly modern look at men’s continuing inability to see women as professional equals and colleagues.

978-1-84943-461-4 $17.95

---

**The Lovesong of Alfred J. Hitchcock**
*David Rudkin*
Alfred Hitchcock, at the height of his powers, is possessed by a dreamlike vision of a woman. From his director’s chair the sixty year old Hitchcock begins to unravel some of the defining films of our time. This poetic new play takes a unique look at the way a great filmmaker developed the ideas for his most famous films.

978-1-78319-074-4 $17.95

---

**Lippy**
*Mark O’Halleran, Bush Moukarzel, Dead Centre*
“A very smart, very chilly play… Lippy cunningly reminds us that all art is presumptuous in trying to decipher life’s mysteries. This willfully self-sabotaging show also lets us remember that it’s fun— and necessary—to keep trying.” —New York Times
A play about authorship and the role of the writer. Lippy won the Irish Times Theatre Award for Best Production (2013) and a Scotsman Fringe First Award at the Edinburgh Fringe Festival (2014).

978-1-78319-163-5 $17.95

---

**Mission Drift**
*The TEAM*
Mission Drift is a pioneering journey across the USA in pursuit of the soul of American capitalism, created in the blazing heat of a Las Vegas June. Told through atomic blasts, lizard ballet, and original music that fuses Las Vegas glitz with Western ballads and Southern blues, it features two intertwearing love stories: the epic saga of an immortal teenage Dutch couple as they travel from 1624 Amsterdam to modern-day Las Vegas, and the intimate portrait of a cocktail waitress and a cowboy grappling with the 2008 recession and their crumbling American dreams.

978-1-78319-025-6 $17.95

---

**The Mistress Contract**
*Abi Morgan*
An incredible new play from the screenwriter of *The Iron Lady* (starring Meryl Streep) and *Shame* (starring Michael Fassbender). Based on reams of tape recordings made over a 30-year secret relationship, *The Mistress Contract* is a remarkable document of an unconventional couple, and the contract that kept them bound together to this day.

978-1-78319-053-9 $17.95

---

**Natalia Osipova: Becoming a Swan**
*Andrej Uspenski*
An intimate portrait of the work of a ballet superstar, and the story told in pictures of how she prepares for the most iconic role in all of ballet. Features over 150 black and white images of Osipova behind the scenes and on stage, including unique glimpses taken from the wings at Covent Garden.

978-1-78319-022-5 $26.95

---

**The Live Art Almanac: Volume 3**
*Edited by Lois Keidan and Aaron Wright*
*The Live Art Almanac: Volume 3* is a collection of ‘found’ writings about and around Live Art that were originally published, shared, sent, spread and read between January 2010 and December 2011.

978-1-84943-396-9 $18.00
The Oberon Anthology of Contemporary American Plays: Volume Two
Ann Marie Healy, Nick Jones, Adam Rapp, Suzan Lori-Parks
Edited by Mark Subias
Some of the best new writing from contemporary American playwrights, introduced by other acclaimed writers. Includes: The Edge of Our Bodies by Adam Rapp (introduced by AM Homes), The Coward by Nick Jones (introduced by Marsha Norman), The Book of Grace by Suzan-Lori Parks, and What Once We Felt by Ann Marie Healy (introduced by Paula Vogel).
978-1-84943-169-9 $30.95

The Oberon Book of Monologues for Black Actors
Classical and Contemporary Speeches from Black British Plays
Selected and edited by Simelia Hodge-Dalloway
An invaluable resource for monologues from the best cutting-edge plays written by black British playwrights over the last sixty years. Each collection features over twenty speeches by Britain’s most prominent black dramatists, including Barry Reckord, Lydia Adetunji, Roy Williams, Courttia Newland, Errol John, Ade Solanke, Trevor Rhone, Inua Ellams, Biyi Bandele and Arinze Kene.
978-1-78319-057-7 $17.95 MEN
978-1-78319-056-0 $17.95 WOMEN

Our Time of Day
My Life with Corin Redgrave
Kika Markham
An intimate look at the lives of married actors Kika Markham and Corin Redgrave. With great empathy and wit, Markham records their lives on and offstage, draws upon both of their personal diaries, and charts the poignant trajectory of Corin’s health struggles. A brutally honest and moving look at two great actors, through years both wonderful and troubled.
978-1-78319-100-0 $36.00 Hardcover

Pitcairn
Richard Bean
The newest play from acclaimed playwright Richard Bean vividly explores the conflict between personal freedoms and public responsibilities. Pitcairn is a brutal telling of the colonization of a remote island, where social, racial, and sexual schisms rendered a former paradise into a hotbed of discord and bloody violence.
978-1-78319-107-9 $17.95

Programme Notes
Case Studies for Locating Experimental Theatre
Edited by Lois Keidan and CJ Mitchell
A collection of commissioned essays, case studies and interviews reflecting the exciting and complex relationships between ‘mainstream’ stages and ‘experimental’ theatre practices. Features the writing of many UK theatre practitioners and profiles of the leading UK theatre companies.
978-1-84943-459-1 $18.00
The Ritual Slaughter of Gorge Mastromas

Dennis Kelly

From the early promise of the ‘70s through to unrelenting capitalism of the ‘80s and ‘90s, follow George on the journey from innocence to savage greed and knotted honesty, as he invents three golden rule for success, whatever the cost. An electrifying dark tale, this new play from award-winning writer Dennis Kelly marked his Royal Court Theatre debut.

978-1-78319-047-8 $17.95

Royal Ballet Yearbook: 2014-15

The Royal Ballet

Featuring lavish photographs of last season’s performances, a special preview of the new season and lively and informative articles, The Royal Ballet Yearbook: 2014-15 is a richly illustrated companion to The Royal Ballet, its history, repertory, dancers and staff.

978-1-78319-081-2 $31.95 Hardcover Photographs

Socrates and His Clouds

William Lyons

Socrates and His Clouds, inspired by Aristophanes’ Clouds and Plato’s Dialogues, is a serio-comic drama about the fragility of morality, the hazards of education and the burdens of being a teacher.

978-1-78319-006-5 $17.95

Somehow Fun

Jenny Schwartz

Rosemary and Evelyn met “a hundred thousand years ago” in Central Park. Thirty-five years later, each finds herself face-to-face with the terrors, joys, and surprises of life and time. Jenny Schwartz’s surreal play received an acclaimed world premiere off-Broadway in summer 2013.

978-1-78319-015-7 $17.95

Tips for Actors

Fergus Craig

Foreword by Ellen Page

In the most important theatrical book of this or any other decade, moderate twitter sensation @tips4actors (unrestrained by a 140-character limit) gives you all the advice you need to take your acting to the next level. How to upstage your fellow cast members; why you should never read the script; what to wear on the first day of rehearsals; and a guide to the finest places to poo in London’s West End—it’s all in here!

978-1-78319-118-5 $16.95

Tantalus

The Greek Epic Cycle Retold in Ten Plays

John Barton

A new, revised and streamlined edition of Tantalus, John Barton’s epic ten-play cycle of human life. Inspired by ancient myths, Barton’s magnum opus takes on the story of the Trojan War through modern retellings.

978-1-78319-028-7 $33.95

The Voiceover Book

Don’t Eat Toast

David Hodge, Stephen Kemble

A concise handbook outlining the skills, the know-how and the business of voiceovers. Business insiders offer specialist advice on all areas of voiceover work, including commercials, narration, audio books, animation, and dubbing. With tips on everything from knowing your voice to professional protocol and terminology, this is an ideal guide for anyone curious about—or interested in breaking into—the voiceover industry.

978-1-78319-054-6 $23.95
FEATURED TITLES

Nick Asbury
White Hart, Red Lion
A unique geographical exploration of Shakespeare’s eight history plays that insightfully explores the places and personalities that formed and informed them.
978-1-84943-241-2 $26.95

Kate Bassett
In Two Minds: Jonathan Miller
A Biography
The authoritative story of Jonathan Miller, one of post-war Britain’s most intriguing polymaths, who forged an incredible career as an actor, opera director, satirist, public intellectual and TV personality.
978-1-84943-451-5 $36.00 Hardcover
978-1-78319-089-8 $23.95 Paperback

Cicely Berry
From Word To Play
A Textual Handbook for Actors and Directors
In Cicely Berry’s astonishing book, she looks closely at the interchange between sound and rhythm in language, showing how it can change the nuance of the meaning and take the director, actor and audience further into the world of the play.
978-1-84002-693-1 $18.95

Richard Bean
Roadkill
A powerful account of the terrifying complexities of contemporary sex trafficking, based on real stories. This explosive multi-media site-specific experience is both intimate and immersive.
978-1-84943-198-9 $17.95

Lee Blessing
A Walk in the Woods
Set in the midst of the Cold War, Blessing’s powerful and startling play dramatizes a stand-off between U.S. and Soviet arms negotiators. In this revised version, a woman plays the role of the U.S. negotiator.
978-1-84943-181-1 $17.95

Victoria Brittain and Gillian Slovo
Guantanamo
Honor Bound to Defend Freedom
Looks at the questions surrounding the detentions in Guantanamo Bay and asks how much damage is being done to Western democratic values during the “war-on-terror.”
978-1-84002-474-6 $16.95

The Bush Theatre
Sixty-Six Books
21st Century Writers Speak to the King James Bible
66 writers, including Billy Bragg, Anne Carson, Carol Ann Duffy, Neil LaBute, Tim Rice, Christopher Shinn, Wole Soyinka and Enda Walsh lend their bold voices to this fresh theatrical interpretation of the King James Bible, assembled for the occasion of its 400th anniversary.
978-1-84943-227-6 $30.95

The Red Balloon
Adapted from Albert Lamorisse
Follows the adventures of a lonely Parisian boy and a stray balloon which befriends him.
978-1-84002-079-3 $16.95

Dee Cannon
In-Depth Acting
This essential handbook offers a methodical and systematic approach to tackling the Stanislavski technique and guides the reader through various stages of the auditioning and acting process.
978-1-84943-232-0 $26.95

Complicité
A Disappearing Number
“With touching emotion and unnerving disquietude, A Disappearing Number forces the spectator to consider the fact of love, death and belonging, within the space of his or her own personal universe.”
—New Statesman
978-1-84002-830-0 $20.95

Thomas Conway (editor)
The Oberon Anthology of Contemporary Irish Plays
“This Is Just This. This Is Not Real. It’s Just Money”
Includes: HEROIN by Grace Dyas; Trade by Mark O’Halloran; The Art of Swimming by Lynda Radley; Pineapple by Phillip McMahon; I Alice by Amy Conroy; The Big Deal, edited by Una McKevitt; Oedipus Loves You by Simon Doyle and Gavin Quinn and The Year of Magical Wanking by Neil Watkins.
978-1-84943-391-4 $28.95

Steven Cosson and The Civilians
(I am) Nobody’s Lunch/
Gone Missing
Written and directed by Steven Cosson with songs by Michael Friedman for The Civilians, a New York-based theatre company. Nobody’s Lunch is a dark ride through the landscape of American public culture.
978-1-84002-693-1 $18.95

Tim Crouch
The Author
About the abuse carried out in the name of the spectator. A story of hope, violence and exploitation.
978-1-84002-950-5 $18.95

England
The grateful recipient of a heart transplant travels 4,000 miles to thank the widow of the donor, and to present her with a very special gift.
978-1-84002-799-0 $18.95

I, Shakespeare
Tim Crouch’s playful and inventive takes on four of Shakespeare’s classic plays, through the eyes of secondary characters: Malvolio, Banquo, Caliban and Paeziblossom. Wonderful theatre for audiences of all ages.
978-1-84943-126-2 $22.95
FEATURED TITLES

**OBERONBOOKS**

**Tanika Gupta**

**Great Expectations**
Adapted from Charles Dickens
A vivid, theatrical retelling of Dickens’ beloved masterpiece. Pip’s journey is relocated to nineteenth-century India, but the adaptation remains faithful to the period of the book and to the richness of Dickens’ language.
978-1-84943-122-4 $18.95

**Dario Fo**

**The Pope/The Witch**
Translated by Ed Emery
Two plays by the winner of the 1997 Nobel Prize for Literature and one of Europe’s greatest comic writers.
978-1-84002-797-6 $18.95

**Jon Fosse**

**I Am the Wind**
Translated by Simon Stephens
“This play is fresh, forlorn and haunting... Simon Stephens’ translation finds Fosse’s sardonic humour as well as his chiming,lapping rhythms. I was thrilled by its epic intimacy.”
—Sunday Times
978-1-84943-071-5 $20.95

**Lisa Goldman**

**The No Rules Handbook for Writers**
(*know the rules so you can break them*)
All writing is an act of rebelling. Learn the rules of classical structure, then break them in order to find your own unique voice.
978-1-84943-111-8 $26.95

**Carlo Goldoni**

**Two Plays: The Venetian Twins and Mirandolina**
Translated by Robert David MacDonald
978-0-948230-63-9 $20.95

**Mick Gordon**

**Grace**
978-1-84002-797-6 $18.95

**On Ego**
A startling expose of the illusion of self.
978-1-84002-609-2 $18.95

**Yael Farber**

**Mies Julie**
Based on August Strindberg’s *Miss Julie*
A celebrated, explosive new adaptation of *Miss Julie*, transposed into the world of post-apartheid South Africa, where a brutal and tender night unfolds between a black farm laborer, the daughter of his master and the woman who has raised them both.
978-1-84943-489-8 $17.95

**Noah Haidle**

**Haidle: Three Plays**
*Rag and Bone*, in which two brothers run an under-the-counter business in human hearts and emotions, has “delightful moments of absurdity” (*New York Times*). *Mr. Marmalade*, in which four-year-old Lucy delivers a crash-course in contemporary relationships, is “alternately hilarious and heartbreaking” (*The New Yorker*). *Vigils* is “a simple, sweet exploration of human memory and grief” (*Variety*).
978-1-84002-750-1 $21.95

**Will Hammond and Dan Steward**

(*Editors*)
**Verbatim**
Techniques in Contemporary Documentary Theatre
Verbatim plays are constructed by the playwright from precise words spoken by people interviewed about a particular event or topic, in order to lend the play an authority that shifts the theatre from mere entertainment to a form of reportage, politicizing the audience.
978-1-84002-697-9 $30.95

**Anthony Horowitz**

**Mindgame**
This is one play where seeing isn’t quite believing and reading the text is the only way to uncover all the clues.
978-1-84002-173-8 $16.95

**Ron Hutchinson**

**Moonlight and Magnolias**
An insight into 1930s Hollywood and an era of laughter. David O. Selznick is determined to rewrite *Gone with the Wind*. He engages the services of “script doctor” Ben Hecht, who has never read the book, and director Victor Fleming, poached straight from the set of *The Wizard of Oz*.
978-1-84002-810-2 $18.95

**Henrik Ibsen**

**A Doll’s House**
Adapted by Bryony Lavery
An intense struggle between love and truth, honour and betrayal, and finally, between a desperate husband and his once innocent wife.
978-1-84002-432-6 $16.95

**Elfriede Jelinek**

**Sports Play**
Translated by Penny Black
The first English translation of Nobel laureate Elfriede Jelinek’s astonishing play, a post-dramatic theatrical exploration of the making, marketing and sale of the human body.
978-1-84943-402-7 $17.95

**Dennis Kelly**

**Dennis Kelly: Plays One**
The four plays in this first collection by Dennis Kelly are linked by their characters’ desperate need to believe that there is more to life than the often brutal worlds in which they find themselves. Includes: *Debris*, *Osama the Hero*, *After the End* and *Love and Money*.
978-1-84002-803-4 $29.95

**Mark Leipacher**

**Catching the Light: Simon Russell Beale and Sam Mendes**
A must-have for all theatre aficionados, this new publication throws light on an intriguing and unique twenty-year partnership between actor Simon Russell Beale and director Sam Mendes.
978-1-84002-969-7 $30.95

**Brian Lobel**

**BALL and Other Funny Stories About Cancer**
Sometimes inappropriate, often salacious and always funny, honest and open, U.S. author Lobel’s provocative trilogy subverts all expectations.
978-1-84943-168-2 $17.95

**John Logan**

**I’ll Eat You Last**
A Chat with Sue Mengers
Bette Midler made her long-awaited return to Broadway in this one-woman play about legendary super-agent Sue Mengers, an American original armed with puck, charm, and a legendary wit. By the 1970s, Mengers represented most of Hollywood’s brightest stars. But now it’s 1981. The glory days are fading. How does a powerful woman face a treacheroously shifting landscape?
978-1-84943-389-1 $17.95
Peter and Alice
It’s 1932, and the inspiration for Alice in Wonderland comes face-to-face with the inspiration for Peter Pan. Enchantment and reality collide and a brief encounter lays bare the lives of two extraordinary characters in this new play from John Logan, author of the celebrated Red. 978-1-84943-474-4 $17.95

Red
Winner of six Tony Awards in 2010 including Best New Play
The compelling tale of the artist Mark Rothko and his young assistant. “A fresh, exciting portrait of a brilliant mind.” —Ben Brantley, New York Times. 978-1-84002-944-4 $18.95

Tim Luscombe
Pride and Prejudice
Adapted from Jane Austen
A delightful stage adaptation of Jane Austen’s sparkling and beloved comedy. 978-1-84002-951-2 $17.95

Duncan Macmillan
Lungs
A young couple wants a child, but they are running out of time. What are the right reasons to build a family in an era of global anxiety, terrorism, erratic weather and political unrest? 978-1-84943-145-3 $20.95

Mervyn Millar
The Horse’s Mouth
How Handspring and the National Theatre Made War Horse
The fascinating behind-the-scenes story of War Horse, the Tony Award-winning Broadway hit that became a celebrated film. Follow the makers of this modern classic from their early concept workshops to the astonishing production. 978-1-84943-059-3 $25.95

Abi Morgan
Lovesong
A haunting and beautiful tale of togetherness that portrays a single couple at both the dawn and twilight of their relationship. “Lovesong is compelling, understated perfection.” —The Stage 978-1-84943-161-3 $20.95

Charles Morgan
Dramatic Critic
Selected Reviews (1922-1939)
Edited by Roger Morgan
A collection of beautifully written reviews from Charles Morgan, chief critic for the London Times and widely regarded as the most influential critic of his day. 978-1-84943-135-4 $26.95

Toni Morrison
Desdemona
Lyrics by Rokia Traoré
Foreword by Peter Sellars
Shakespeare’s doomed heroine speaks from the grave about the traumas of race, class, gender, war and the transformative power of love in this intimate dialogue of words and music. 978-1-84943-389-1 $17.95

Dominique Morisseau
Detroit ‘67
Detroit, 1967. Chelle and her brother Lank are making ends meet by turning their basement into an after-hours joint. But when a mysterious woman finds her way into their lives, the siblings clash over more much than the family business. As their pent-up feelings erupt, so do their city, and they find themselves caught in the middle of riots. 978-1-87319-000-3 $17.95

Sunset Baby
A former black revolutionary and political prisoner struggles to connect with his estranged daughter in this energized, vibrant look at the point where the personal and political collide, penned by a rapidly rising star on the American playwriting scene. 978-1-84943-387-7 $17.95

Benedict Nightingale
Great Moments in the Theatre
A vast array of informative and engaging essays covering this renowned critic’s greatest moments from the past 2,500 years of theatre. 978-1-84943-474-4 $17.95

Hideki Noda
The Bee
Translated by Colin Tovey
A highly charged, tragic satire. The Bee asks what happens when the victim becomes the aggressor, the weak become powerful and the victim becomes the aggressor. 978-1-84002-681-8 $18.95

Richard Norton-Taylor
Bloody Sunday
Scenes from the Saville Inquiry. 978-1-84002-579-8 $18.95

The Colour of Justice
Based on the harrowing transcripts of the public inquiry into the 1993 hate crime against teenager Stephen Lawrence. 978-1-84002-107-3 $16.95

John Osborne
Before Anger
Edited with an Introduction by Jamie Andrews
Two never-before-published works. The Devil Inside Him, written in 1950, is a melodrama with a poetic edge about a Welsh boarding house, Lorded over by a self righteous, religious bigot of a father. Personal Enemy, written with Anthony Creighton, is set in America at the height of the McCarthy communist witch-hunts. 978-1-84002-903-1 $22.95

Simon Reade
Little Women
Adapted from Louisa May Alcott
“A delightful adaptation, faithful to the spirit of Louisa May Alcott.” —Sunday Telegraph 978-1-84002-523-1 $16.95

Daniel Rosenthal
The National Theatre Story
The comprehensive history of The National Theatre, covering its origins, the difficulties of its official opening during the strike-ridden days of the 1970s, and the different approaches of its artistic directors, as well as numerous interviews. 978-1-84002-768-7 $55.00 Hardcover

Jan Haydn Rowles and Edda Sharpe
How to Do Accents (Second Edition)
The book comes with a free CD to help guide the reader through the process, and to put together a wide range of accents. 978-1-84002-957-4 $38.95

Friedrich Schiller
Mary Stuart
Translated by Peter Oswald
Peter Oswald’s new version, mixing poetry and prose, premiered at the Donmar Warehouse before a successful run on Broadway. 978-1-84002-529-8 $18.95

Adriano Shaplin
Pugilist Specialist
“Something new and exhilarating in the theatre.” —Tony Kushner 978-1-84002-410-4 $16.95

Rokia Traoré
Desdemona
Lyrics by Rokia Traoré
The fascinating behind-the-scenes story of the Donmar Warehouse before a successful run on Broadway. 978-1-84002-990-1 $38.95
Alban Lomaso
*The Well Read Play*

Structured to teach the reader how to identify context, structure, significance and character. Its principle aim is to help the reader develop abilities to understand and enjoy reading plays.

978-1-84002-770-9 $30.95

The Bomb: A Partial History

A collection of plays charting the political history of the nuclear bomb and its proliferation over the last seventy years. Includes plays by John Donnelly, Elena Gremina, Amit Gupta, Zinnie Harris, Ron Hutchinson, Lee Blessing, Ryan Craig, David Greig, Diana Son and Colin Teeven.

978-1-84943-152-1 $26.95

Lope de Vega

*The Dog in the Manger* Translated by David Johnston

A court comedy written in 1613-15.

978-1-84002-435-7 $20.95

Fuente Ovejuna/Lost in a Mirror

Adapted by Adrian Mitchell

Both plays are highly charged emotional works, full of Vega’s vitality.

978-0-948230-23-3 $19.95

Laura Wade

*Posh*

Acclaimed playwright Laura Wade explores the lives of the young, wealthy and privileged.

978-1-84002-984-0 $18.95

Rachel Wagstaff

*Birdsong*

Adapted from Sebastian Faulks

An adaptation of the novel which has been one of the most successful selling books of the last decade. This is a beautiful and terrible story about love, courage and the endurance of the human spirit.

978-1-84943-068-5 $18.95

Anne Washburn

*The Internationalist* a foreign comedy

Lost-in-translation business trips and global travel are put under the microscope in The Internationalist, a play of wit, romance, misunderstandings and the mysteries of communication.

978-1-84002-854-6 $20.95

Catherine Weate

*Classic Voice*

An essential guide for teachers, students and actors who are approaching classical texts. This is a unique resource that provides information, ideas and plans for dealing with the vocal demands of classical text in workshop contexts.

978-1-84002-827-0 $30.95

Modern Voice

*Working with Actors on Contemporary Text*

Weate’s follow up to the popular Classic Voice offers up a myriad of ideas for exploring the demands of contemporary texts and rhythms.

978-1-84943-171-2 $26.95

The Oberon Book of Modern Duologues

A unique and useful resource for amateur, student and professional actors alike, participating in acting classes, contests, auditions and rehearsals. Arranged according to age suitability, it sets the plays and individual speeches in their dramatic and performance context.

978-1-84002-828-7 $26.95

The Oberon Book of Modern Monologues Volume Two

Following up on the best-selling first volumes, these new books showcase selected monologues from leading contemporary playwrights. Includes monologues by Mojisola Adeyabo, Richard Bean, Lee Blessing, Tim Crouch, Will Eno, John Logan, Dennis Kelly, Meredith Oakes, Judith Thompson, Laura Wade and Arnold Wesker, among others.

Men 978-1-84943-436-2 $17.95

Women 978-1-84943-452-2 $17.95

Phil Willmott

*Treasure Island*

Adapted from Robert Louis Stevenson

This is the first adaptation of Treasure Island with great parts for both male and female performers. Inspired by real-life female adventurers, Phil Willmott has changed the gender of several of the central characters without compromising the spirit of Stevenson’s classic novel.

978-1-84002-692-4 $18.95

Young Adult

Lanford Wilson

*Serenading Louie*

A portrait of two suburban American couples exploring the destruction of their dreams and the loss of passion and purpose by the bomb and its proliferation over the last seventy years. Includes plays by John Donnelly, Elena Gremina, Amit Gupta, Zinnie Harris, Ron Hutchinson, Lee Blessing, Ryan Craig, David Greig, Diana Son and Colin Teeven.

978-1-84943-152-1 $26.95

Lanford Wilson

*Posh*

Acclaimed playwright Laura Wade explores the lives of the young, wealthy and privileged.

978-1-84002-984-0 $18.95
OBERON MASTERS SERIES

The Oberon Masters Series brings you closer to movers, shakers and thinkers in the arts. In these elegant, pocket-sized hardbacks we gain firsthand insight into experts’ lives, work and creativity in all aspects of the performing arts. This lively series encompasses many branches of creativity, including theatre, dance, music, philosophy and the visual arts.

Against All Gods
Six Polemics on Religion and an Essay on Kindness
A C Grayling
978-1-84002-728-0 $18.95
Hardcover

The Art of Translation
Ranjit Bolt
978-1-84002-865-2 $20.95
Hardcover

Behind the Curtain
Peter Bowles
978-1-84943-151-4 $23.95
Hardcover

OBERON OPERA HOUSE

HERITAGE SERIES

This series published by Oberon Books celebrates some of the legendary figures from the world of ballet and opera associated with the Royal Opera House and its resident companies: The Royal Ballet and The Royal Opera.

Frederick Ashton
Cristina Franchi
978-1-84002-461-6 $40.00
Illustrated

Margot Fonteyn
Cristina Franchi
978-1-84002-460-9 $40.00
Illustrated

Placido Domingo and The Royal Opera
Cristina Franchi
978-1-84002-622-1 $40.00
Illustrated

Rudolf Nureyev
Cristina Franchi
978-1-84002-462-3 $40.00
Illustrated

BACKLIST TITLES

Michael Abbensetts
Four Plays: Abbensetts
Includes: Sweet Talk, Alterations, In the Mood and El Dorado.
978-1-84002-179-0 $25.95

Hassan Abdulrazzak
Baghdad Wedding
978-1-84002-783-9 $18.95

The Prophet
978-1-84943-149-2 $17.95

Peter Ackerman
things you shouldn’t say past midnight
A Comedy in Three Beds
978-1-84002-354-1 $16.95

Rodney Ackland
Absolute Hell
978-1-870259-19-4 $16.95

Ackland: Plays One
Includes: The Dark River and After October.
978-1-870259-54-5 $18.95

Ackland: Plays Two
Includes: Strange Orchestra, The Other Place and Smitherens.
978-1-84002-088-5 $26.95

Carlos Acosta
Tocororo
A Cuban Tale
Photographs by Angela Taylor
978-1-84002-488-3 $40.00
Illustrated

Arthur Adamov
Spring 71/Dead Souls
Trans. Peter Meyer
978-1-84002-684-9 $25.95

Emma Adams
Ugly
978-1-84943-021-0 $18.95

Judith Adams
Queening for Everest
978-1-84002-154-7 $16.95

Will Adomdza
Neil Haigh, Matthew Steer and John Wright
The Summer House
978-1-84943-175-0 $17.95

Mojiola Adebayo
Mojisola Adebayo:
Plays One
Includes: Moj of the Antarctic, Desert Boy, Matt Henson: North Star and Muhammad Ali and Me.
978-1-84943-073-5 $32.95

Kay Adshead
Animal
978-1-84002-393-0 $16.95

Bites
978-1-84002-536-1 $16.95

The Bogus Woman
978-1-84002-209-4 $16.95

Bones
978-1-84002-689-4 $18.95

Aeschylus
Suppliants/Ajax
Trans. James Kerr
978-1-84002-105-9 $18.95

Oladipo Agboluaje:
The Christ of Coldharbour Lane
978-1-84002-785-3 $18.95

The Estate
978-1-84002-653-5 $18.95

The Hounding of David Olwale
Adapted from Kester Aspden
978-1-84002-902-4 $18.95

Iya-Ile (The First Wife)
978-1-84002-925-3 $18.95

Oladipo Agboluaje:
Plays One
Includes: Early Morning; The Estate; The Christ of Coldharbour Lane; The Hounding of David Olwale and Iya-Ile (The First Wife).
978-1-84943-239-9 $28.95

Analogue
(Hannah Barker, Lewis Hetherington, Liam Jarvis, Emma Jowett and Dan Rebellato)
Beachy Head
978-1-84943-012-8 $18.95

Analogue
(Hannah Barker, Lewis Hetherington and Liam Jarvis)
2401 Objects
978-1-84943-195-8 $20.95

Gunilla Andersson
Europe on Stage
Translation and Theatre
978-1-84002-220-9 $40.00

Tariq Ali
The Illustrious Corpse
978-1-84002-382-4 $16.95

Tariq Ali,
Howard Brenton and Andy de la Tour
Collateral Damage
978-1-84002-126-4 $8.95

Arifstophanes
Lyistrata
Adapt. Ranjit Bolt
978-1-84002-645-0 $16.95
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author/Contributor</th>
<th>ISBN</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Everyday Maps for Everyday Use</td>
<td>Tom Morton-Smith</td>
<td>978-1-84943-441-6</td>
<td>$17.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doggerland</td>
<td>Tom Morton-Smith</td>
<td>978-1-87391-065-2</td>
<td>$17.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salt Meets Wound</td>
<td>Gregory Motton</td>
<td>978-1-84002-752-5</td>
<td>$18.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ambulance and Downfall</td>
<td>Gregory Motton</td>
<td>978-1-870259-613-3</td>
<td>$18.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genghis Among the Pygmies</td>
<td>God’s Island</td>
<td>978-1-84002-346-6</td>
<td>$16.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A Holiday in the Sun</td>
<td>Motton: Plays Two</td>
<td>978-1-84002-520-0</td>
<td>$0.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motton: Plays Three</td>
<td>Includes: Looking at You (Received) Again, A Message for the Broken Hearted, The Terrible Voice of Satan and Lazy Brit.</td>
<td>978-1-84002-020-5</td>
<td>$5.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The World’s Biggest Diamond</td>
<td>Janet Munsil</td>
<td>978-1-84002-625-2</td>
<td>$18.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smoking with Lulu</td>
<td>Darren Murphy</td>
<td>978-1-84943-094-4</td>
<td>$20.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Irish Blood, English Heart</td>
<td>Tabloid Caligula</td>
<td>978-1-84002-573-6</td>
<td>$16.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Hen Night Epiphany</td>
<td>Jimmy Murphy</td>
<td>978-1-84943-178-1</td>
<td>$20.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Two Plays</td>
<td>Includes: The Kings of the Kilkarn High Road and Brothers of the Brush.</td>
<td>978-1-84002-184-4</td>
<td>$19.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How to Direct A Play</td>
<td>Braham Murray</td>
<td>978-1-84943-041-8</td>
<td>$26.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seven Plays</td>
<td>Alfred de Musset</td>
<td>978-1-84943-041-8</td>
<td>$26.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mare Rider</td>
<td>Leyla Nazli</td>
<td>978-1-84943-430-0</td>
<td>$17.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Babel</td>
<td>Patrick Neate</td>
<td>978-1-84002-981-9</td>
<td>$18.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Car Thieves</td>
<td>Ákos Németh</td>
<td>978-1-84002-470-8</td>
<td>$21.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Red Demon</td>
<td>Hideki Noda</td>
<td>978-1-84002-668-3</td>
<td>$18.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Diver</td>
<td>Hideki Noda and Colin Teevan</td>
<td>978-1-84002-668-3</td>
<td>$18.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guilty Secret</td>
<td>John Mortimer</td>
<td>978-1-84002-410-2</td>
<td>$16.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>My Father</td>
<td>Mark Norfolk</td>
<td>978-1-84943-019-7</td>
<td>$18.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The World’s Biggest Diamond</td>
<td>Where the Flowers Grow</td>
<td>978-1-84943-046-3</td>
<td>$21.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smoking with Lulu</td>
<td>Wrong Place</td>
<td>978-1-84002-400-5</td>
<td>$16.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Irish Blood, English Heart</td>
<td>Barney Norris</td>
<td>978-1-84943-104-8</td>
<td>$17.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Hen Night Epiphany</td>
<td>Robin Norton-Hale</td>
<td>978-1-84943-019-7</td>
<td>$18.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Two Plays</td>
<td>Richard Norton-Taylor</td>
<td>978-1-84002-745-7</td>
<td>$18.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How to Direct A Play</td>
<td>Justifying War from the Hutton Inquiry</td>
<td>978-1-84002-417-3</td>
<td>$16.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A Masterclass in Comedy, Tragedy, Farce, Shakespeare, New Plays, Opera and Musicals</td>
<td>Amélie Nothomb Human Rites</td>
<td>978-1-84943-031-9</td>
<td>$20.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alfred de Musset</td>
<td>Michael Nunn and William Trevitt</td>
<td>978-1-84943-539-2</td>
<td>$16.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seven Plays</td>
<td>Ballet Boy</td>
<td>978-1-84943-050-0</td>
<td>$40.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Where’s Vietnam?</td>
<td>Alice Nutter</td>
<td>978-1-84002-870-6</td>
<td>$18.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Editing Process</td>
<td>Meredith Oakes</td>
<td>978-1-870259-46-0</td>
<td>$16.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Faith</td>
<td>978-1-870259-80-4</td>
<td>$16.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collected Plays</td>
<td>Includes: The Neighbour; The Editing Process; Faith; Her Mother and Bartok; Shadowmouth; Glide and The Mind of the Meeting.</td>
<td>978-1-84002-966-6</td>
<td>$30.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Back of Beyond</td>
<td>Scenes from the Back of Beyond</td>
<td>978-1-84002-708-2</td>
<td>$18.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shadowmouth</td>
<td>978-1-84002-679-5</td>
<td>$18.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Hutton Inquiry</td>
<td>Tamsin Oglesby</td>
<td>978-1-84943-548-4</td>
<td>$16.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Visitors</td>
<td>Street Trilogy</td>
<td>978-1-84002-389-3</td>
<td>$19.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Visitors</td>
<td>Tall Phoenix</td>
<td>978-1-84002-511-8</td>
<td>$16.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adapted from Russell Hoban</td>
<td>Zero</td>
<td>978-1-84002-881-2</td>
<td>$18.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adapted from Russell Hoban</td>
<td>Tamsin Oglesby</td>
<td>978-1-84943-655-2</td>
<td>$17.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Young Adult</td>
<td>My Best Friend</td>
<td>978-1-84943-060-9</td>
<td>$20.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adapted from Henry Fielding</td>
<td>Really Old, Like 45</td>
<td>978-1-84002-982-6</td>
<td>$18.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adapted from Russell Hoban</td>
<td>The War Next Door</td>
<td>978-1-84002-729-7</td>
<td>$18.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Actors’ Voices</td>
<td>Patrick O’Kane</td>
<td>978-1-84002-822-5</td>
<td>$18.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The People Behind the Performance</td>
<td>Cosh Omar</td>
<td>978-1-84002-712-7</td>
<td>$16.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Battle of Green Lanes</td>
<td>Neil Onram</td>
<td>978-1-84002-722-7</td>
<td>$18.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All Work and No Plays Blueprints for Nine Theatre Performances</td>
<td>Ontoerend Goed</td>
<td>978-1-84002-738-9</td>
<td>$19.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Something Written in the State of Denmark</td>
<td>Keith Osborne</td>
<td>978-1-84002-794-9</td>
<td>$22.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>An Actor’s Year with the Royal Shakespeare Company</td>
<td>Deirdre Osborne</td>
<td>978-1-84002-834-9</td>
<td>$30.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Something Written in the State of Denmark</td>
<td>Hinton Gems</td>
<td>978-1-84002-834-9</td>
<td>$30.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Includes: B is for Black by Courtnia Newland, Myj of the Antarctic by Mojisola Adebayo, The Son of Charlie Purna by Lennie James, Brown Girl in the Ring by Valerie Mason-John, Something Dark by Lenn Sissy and 33 Cents by Paul Anthony Morris.</td>
<td>978-1-84002-834-9</td>
<td>$30.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Osborne: Four Plays</td>
<td>The Picture of Dorian Gray</td>
<td>978-1-84002-103-5</td>
<td>$21.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Includes: In The End of Mr Old Cigar, A Sense of Detachment, A Place Calling Itself Rome and Heli and Jack.</td>
<td>978-1-84002-104-4</td>
<td>$20.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adapted from Oscar Wilde</td>
<td>Philip Osment</td>
<td>978-1-84002-622-5</td>
<td>$18.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duck!</td>
<td>Tom Jones</td>
<td>978-1-84002-987-1</td>
<td>$18.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adapted from Henry Fielding</td>
<td>Little Violet and the Angel</td>
<td>978-1-84002-217-9</td>
<td>$14.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adapted from Philip Osment</td>
<td>Palace of Fear</td>
<td>978-1-84002-505-7</td>
<td>$16.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Young Adult</td>
<td>Plays Young People</td>
<td>978-1-84002-272-8</td>
<td>$32.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Includes: Who’s Breaking?, Listen, Sleeping Dog and Wise Guys.</td>
<td>The Undertaking</td>
<td>978-1-870259-87-3</td>
<td>$16.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whole</td>
<td>978-1-84943-445-4</td>
<td>$17.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

OBERONBOOKS
I Might Be the Person You Are Talking To
Short Plays from the Los Angeles Underground
978-0-9907256-1-9 $18.95

Villon and Other Plays
Murray Mednick
Four new plays from the Off-Off-Broadway pioneer and Obie Award-winner Murray Mednick, including the 15th century historical tragicomedy Villon, reveal a master at the top of his game.
978-0-9907256-0-2 $17.95

FEATURED TITLES

Murray Mednick
Beneath the Dusty Trees
The Gary Plays, an Octet
An octet of plays portraying economic and spiritual distress in the contemporary urban wilderness of Los Angeles. The series was inspired by a friend of the playwright, whose son died in a drug deal gone wrong under the “dusty trees” of the San Fernando Valley.
978-0-9630126-8-5 $16.95

The Coyote Cycle
Seven Plays by Murray Mednick
“It permanently reshaped my vision of what theatre could achieve—ritual, magic, playfulness and respect for the playwright-actor bond entered my creative vocabulary and have been my resources ever since... in a day when much of the public has come to doubt the power of theatre, Murray Mednick’s Coyote Cycle is proof the best of it can still change lives.”
—David Henry Hwang
978-0-9630126-1-6 $15.95

Hipsters in Distress
Are You Lookin? and Other Plays
Six plays about life on the edge by one of America’s leading avant-garde playwrights, and a defining voice of his generation. Mednick is writing at the top of his form. Includes: Are You Lookin?, Scar, Heads, Skinwalkers, Dictator, Switchback and Shatter ‘n’ Wade.
978-0-9630126-7-8 $14.95

3 Plays
Includes: Joe & Betty, 16 Routines and Mrs. Feuerstein. Brooklyn-born Murray Mednick founded the Padua Hills Playwrights Workshop/Festival (now Padua Playwrights) in 1978.
978-0-9630126-2-3 $14.95

ANTHOLOGIES

Best of the West, Volume I
Includes: Bondage by Susan Champagne; Our Witness by Martin Epstein; Oscar and Bertha by Maria Irene Fornes; Almost Aisde by Julie Hebert; Kindling by Leon Martell; Shatter ‘n’ Wade by Murray Mednick; Cities Out of Print by Susan Mosakowski; Storyland by John Stepping; Theory of Miracles by John Stepping; Ball and Chain by Kelly Stuart.
978-0-9630126-4-7 $18.95

Fever Dreams
New Work from Padua Playwrights
This seminal Los Angeles-based group brings the Off-Off Broadway tradition to the twenty-first century in ten new plays. Includes: Dog Mouth by John Stepping; Wilfredo by Wesley Walker; Times Like These by John O’Keefe; G-Nome by Murray Mednick; Vagrant by Guy Zimmerman and The Apple Juice Man by Sarah Koskoff.
978-0-9630126-6-1 $18.95

Plays from the Padua Hills Playwrights Festival, 1991-1995
Includes: Failure to Thrive by Neena Beber; Terra Incognita by Maria Irene Fornes; Steak Knife Bacchae by Joe Goodrich; Heads by Murray Mednick; The Chemistry of Change by Marlene Meyer; The Tight Fit by Susan Mosakowski; Disgrace by John O’Keefe; Understanding the Dead by John Stepping and Demonology by Kelly Stuart.
978-0-9630126-4-7 $18.95
NEW TITLES

Conversations with Meredith Monk
Evolution of the Performance Aesthetic
Bonnie Marranca
The second of PAJ Publications’ titles to join the group of small-sized books under the rubric “Performance Ideas.” Celebrating five decades of Meredith Monk’s work, this volume of conversations covers her entire career and working processes, and includes reflections on performance, Buddhism, sight, and voice from the internationally renowned composer, performer, director and filmmaker.
978-1-55554-159-0 $15.00
Performance Ideas Series

FEATURED TITLES

Johannes Birringer
Performance, Technology and Science
This ground-breaking work of scholarship explores interactive performance, installation and internet art in richly illustrated essays on performance, dance, architecture, fashion, games, music, robotics, and artificial intelligence. The work of influential artists, theatre and dance companies is used to show how scientific concepts influence digital performance globally.
978-1-55554-079-1 $24.95
Illustrated

Michael Chekhov
Lessons for the Professional Actor
This volume collects the brilliant lectures which the great actor Michael Chekhov presented at his studio classes in New York in 1941. Under such titles as The Psycholgical Gesture, The Imagination and Continuous Acting, the Chekhov teaching method of psycho-physical exercises, improvisations, scene study and “Questions and Answers” reveals its continued importance for actor training today.
978-0-933826-80-9 $15.95

Thomas Bradshaw
The Bereaved/Mary
In explosive dramatic situations each play of Thomas Bradshaw cracks open wider the cliches of each play of Thomas Bradshaw
In explosive dramatic situations Thomas Bradshaw
Illustrated
978-1-55554-150-7 $14.95

Rainer Werner Fassbinder
Fassbinder: Plays
Translated by Denis Calandra
Includes: The Bitter Tears of Petra van Kant; Katzelmacher; Garbage, the City and Death; Bremen Freedom; Blood on the Cat’s Neck and Pre-Paradise Sorry Now.
978-0-933826-82-3 $14.95

Maria Irene Fornes
Fefu and Her Friends
Following the lives of eight women in five different environments, this is one of the best-loved Off-Broadway plays of recent decades.
978-1-55554-052-4 $15.95

Letters from Cuba and Other Plays
“You would be taxed to find a show with a sweeter temper,” wrote the New York Times critic about Letters from Cuba, which spotlights a young dancer and her Cuban family through their highly personal correspondence. Terra Incognita features young Americans in a café in Spain, musing on history and war. The multimedia opera Manual for a Desperate Crossing, is based on interviews with Cuban men and women who risked their lives in the Florida straits.
978-1-55554-076-0 $15.95

Plays: Maria Irene Fornes
Includes: Mud, The Danube, Sarita and The Conduct of Life.
978-0-933826-83-0 $15.95

Promenade and Other Plays
Includes: The Successful Life of 3, Tango Palace, Promenade, Dr. Kheal, A Vietnamese Wedding and Molly’s Dream.
978-1-55554-014-2 $13.95

What of the Night? Selected Plays
What of the Night?, an epic of four short dramas of love, sorrow, and poverty. The volume also features one of Fornes’s best-known works, Abingdon Square, and Enter the Night, in which three friends learn the healing power of art as a form of spiritual renewal. Also included is the previously unpublished The Summer in Gassens.
978-1-55554-080-7 $18.95

Daniel C. Gerould (Editor)
American Melodrama
Includes: The Poor of New York; The Bitter Tears of Petra van Kant; Katzelmacher; Garbage, the City and Death; Bremen Freedom; Blood on the Cat’s Neck and Pre-Paradise Sorry Now.
978-0-933826-82-3 $14.95

John Jesurun
Shatterhand Massacre and Other Media Texts
Includes: Shatterhand Massacre, Slight Return, Snow and Firefall.
978-1-55554-084-5 $17.95

Stanley Kaufmann
Regarding Film Criticism and Comment
Kaufmann discusses films from major established directors, works from the iconoclastic world of independent cinema to the best of world cinema.
978-1-55554-070-8 $18.95

Theater Criticisms
A collection of reviews and essays from the seventies and eighties by one of America’s foremost arts critics.
978-0-933826-58-8 $14.95

Bonnie Marranca
Ecologies of Theater
Essays on Gertrude Stein landscapes, the mus/ecology of John Cage, and Robert Wilson’s dramaturgy as an ecology. Also includes reflections on Spalding Gray’s solo performances and Rachel Rosenthal’s autobiography and natural histories of Heiner Müller.
978-1-55554-157-6 $20.95

Performance Histories
Includes essays on Wallace Shawn, Robert Wilson, the theatre of food, and happenings. Conversations with Susan Sontag, Peter Sellars, Marianne Weems.
978-1-55554-077-7 $18.95

Theatrewritings
A collection of eighteen essays on such artists as Maria Irene Fornes, The Wooster Group, Meredith Monk, Richard Foreman, Sam Shepard, and Lillian Hellman, and pop singers Barbara Streisand and Judy Garland. Provocative readings of Pirandello and Chekhov.
978-0-933826-68-7 $15.95
**Heiner Müller**

**The Battle**

Plays, Prase, Poems

Edited and translated by Carl Weber


978-1-55554-049-4 $15.95

**Explosion of a Memory**

Edited and translated by Carl Weber


978-1-55554-040-1 $28.00 Hardcover

978-1-55554-041-8 $15.95 Paperback

**Hamletmachine and Other Texts for the Stage**

Edited and Translated by Carl Weber

This best-selling volume includes: Hamletmachine, Correction, The Task, Quartet, Despoiled Shore and Gunning’s Life.

978-1-55554-054-8 $16.95

**Heiner Müller**

**After Shakespeare**

Translated by Carl Weber and Paul David Young

A brand new volume of Müller’s celebrated and revolutionary Shakespeare adaptations. *Macbeth* offers numerous characters and scenes that do not appear in Shakespeare’s original, and *Anatomy Titus* sheds a bold light on Western culture. Also includes the short speech, *Shakespeare a Difference*.

978-1-55554-152-1 $16.95

**Patrice Pavis**

**Languages of the Stage**

Essays in the Semiology of the Theatre

Pavis explores both classical and contemporary drama, ranging widely over the works of the ancient Greeks, Marivaux, Artaud, Brecht, Brook, Handke and Wilson.

978-0-933826-15-1 $16.95

**Marc Robinson**

**The Other American Drama**

Insightful essays on Gertrude Stein, Tennessee Williams, Adrienne Kennedy and Sam Shepard.

978-1-55554-067-8 $18.95

**Sam Shepard**

**Hawk Moon**

Short Stories, Poems, and Monologues

In this collection of more than fifty monologues, short stories and poems, Shepard’s first, one of America’s most acclaimed writers and actors reflects on growing up in America, rock and roll, the sea of fishes and other topics.

978-0-933826-23-6 $11.95

**Victor Turner**

**The Anthropology of Performance**

Turner is all over the globe as he addresses issues of cultural performance, carnival, film, theatre, and “performing ethnography” to break new ground in anthropological thinking about event, spectacle and audience. One of his last writings, “Body, Brain, and Culture” links cerebral neurology and anthropology studies in a fascinating interface.

978-1-55554-001-2 $15.95

**From Ritual to Theatre: The Human Seriousness of Play**

In this influential book, Turner elaborates on ritual and theatre, persona and individual, role-playing and performing, taking examples from American, European and African societies for a greater understanding of culture and its symbols.

978-0-933826-17-5 $18.95

**Mac Wellman**

**Celpophane**

Includes: *Albanian Softshoe, Mister Original Bugg, Cleveland, Bad Penny, Celpophane, Three Americanisms, Fun Lau, Girl Gone, Hypatia, The Sandalwood Box and Cat’s Paw.*

978-1-55554-049-4 $15.95

**Dada Performance**

Edited by Mel Gordon

The only collection of its kind, this volume includes writings by leading Dadaists: Hugo Ball, Kurt Schwitters, Richard Huelsenbeck, Roger Vitrac, Tristan Tzara, Filippo Marinetti, Kurt Schwitters and many others.

978-1-55554-043-2 $15.95

**DramaContemporary: Czechoslovakia**

Edited by Marketa Goetz-Stankiewicz

Includes: Václav Havel’s *Protest* and Milan Kundera’s *Diderot Masterpiece, Jacques and His Master, Games* by Ivan Klíma; *Fire in the Basement* by Pavel Kohout; *The Detour* by Pavel Landovsky and A Blue Angel by Milan Uhe.  

978-0-933826-76-2 $16.95

**DramaContemporary: France**

Edited by Philippa Wehle

Includes: *Chez Marguerite Duras; Over Nothing at All by Nathalie Sarraute; Chamber Theatre* by Michel Vinaver; *The Gas Station* by Gildas Bourdet; *Exiles* by Enzo Caramia and *The Workroom* by Jean-Claude Grumberg.

978-0-933826-94-6 $18.95

**DramaContemporary: Hungary**

Edited by Eugene Brogyányi

Includes: *The Palm Sunday of a Horse Dealer* by András Sütő; *Soup* by Géza Piskándi; *Chesse Dumplings* by István Csurka; *Chickenhead* by György Spíró and *Kozma* by Mihály Kornis.

978-1-55554-057-9 $16.95

**Act French**

Contemporary Plays from France

Edited by Philippa Wehle

Includes: *Adranseled’s Monologue* by Valère Novarina; *A W.O.L.L. by Olivier Cadier; 11 September 2001/11 September 2001* by Michel Vinaver; *Pumpkin On The Air* by Michele Sigal; *We Were Sitting on The Shores of the World…* by José Priya; *Car* by Emmanuelle Marie and Inventories by Philippe Minyana.

978-1-55554-078-4 $18.95

**Cabaret Performance Europe, 1890-1920. Volume I Sketches, Songs, Monologues, Memoirs**

Edited by Laurence Senelick

Features writings by Aristide Bruant, Max Reinhardt, Frank Wedekind, Nikolay Evreinov, Tristan Tzara, Filippo Marinetti, Kurt Schwitters and many others.

978-1-55554-043-2 $15.95

**Anthologies**

**Act French**

Contemporary Plays from France

Edited by Philippa Wehle

Includes: *Adranseled’s Monologue* by Valère Novarina; *A W.O.L.L. by Olivier Cadier; 11 September 2001/11 September 2001* by Michel Vinaver; *Pumpkin On The Air* by Michele Sigal; *We Were Sitting on The Shores of the World…* by José Priya; *Car* by Emmanuelle Marie and Inventories by Philippe Minyana.

978-1-55554-078-4 $18.95

**Cabaret Performance Europe, 1890-1920. Volume I Sketches, Songs, Monologues, Memoirs**

Edited by Laurence Senelick

Features writings by Aristide Bruant, Max Reinhardt, Frank Wedekind, Nikolay Evreinov, Tristan Tzara, Filippo Marinetti, Kurt Schwitters and many others.

978-1-55554-043-2 $15.95
**DramaContemporary: Scandinavia**
Edited by Per Brask
Includes: *The Glass Mountain* by Tor Age Brinsvaerd; *Under Your Skin* by Olafur Haukur Simonarson; *And the Birds Are Singing Again* by Ulla Ryum; *For Julia* by Margareta Garpe and Mary Bloom by Jussi Kylätasku.
978-1-55554-050-0 $34.50 Hardcover
978-1-55554-051-7 $16.95 Paperback

**Expressionist Texts**
Edited by Mel Gordon
Includes: *Sphinks and the Stravman* by Oskar Kokoschka; *Sancta Susanna* by August Stramm; *From Morn to Midnight* by George Kaiser; *Ibaka* by Gottfried Benn; *The Sun* by Walter Hasenclever; *The Transfiguration* by Ernst Toller and *Crucifixion* by Lothar Schreyer.
978-1-55554-013-5 $14.95

**Futurist Performance**
Edited by Michael Kirby
Includes thirteen manifestos (such as "The Art of Noite", “The Futurist Synthetic Theatre”) by Filippo Marinetti, Enrico Prampolini and Luigi Russolo, and forty-eight performance texts (sintesi) by Giacomo Balla, Umberto Boccioni, Fortunato Depero, Francesco Cangiullo and Filippo Marinetti.
978-1-55554-009-8 $23.95 Illustrated

**New Europe: plays from the continent**
Edited by Bonnie Marranca and Malgorzata Semil
A ground-breaking volume of seven plays that explores issues of terrorism, immigration, youth, globalization, families, and post-communist culture in the years of globalization, families, and post-terrorism, immigration, youth. A ground-breaking volume of plays from the continent.
978-1-55554-085-2 $22.95

**Plays for the End of the Century**
Edited by Bonnie Marranca
Includes: *Motherhood 2000* by Adrienne Kennedy; *The Law of Remains* by Reza Abdoh; *Pangean Dreams: A Shamanic Journey* by Rachel Rosenthal; *Enter The Night* by Maria Irene Fornes; *Two Altars, Ten Funerals* (All Souls) by Erik Ehn; *A Girl's Guide to the Divine Comedy* by Shelley Berc; *Frank Depero*; *The Temptation of St. Antony* by The Wooster Group; *The Mind King* by Richard Foreman; *Cellophane* by Mac Wellman.
978-1-55554-068-5 $20.95

**Russian Satiric Comedy**
Edited by Laurence Senelick
Includes: *Ivan Vasilievich Bugulakov*; *The Fourth Wall* by Nikolay Evreinov; *The Miller's Shop* by Ivan Krylov; *The Headstrong Turk* by Kosma Prutkov; *The Pozver of Love* by Ilya Ilf and Evgeny Petrov and *Sundown* by Isaak Babel.
978-0-938326-53-3 $14.95

**Symbolist Drama**
Edited by Daniel C. Gerard
Includes plays by August Strindberg, Maurice Maeterlinck, Henrik Ibsen, and et al.
978-0-938326-78-6 $18.95

**The Theatre of Images**
Edited by Bonnie Marranca
A seminal book in American theatre. Included are the texts of Richard Foreman's *Pandering to the Masses: A Misrepresentation; Robert Wilson's A Letter for Queen Victoria; Lee Breuer's Red Horse Animation.*
978-1-55554-073-9 $20.95

**Wordplays Five**
New American Drama
Includes: *North Atlantic*, which James Strahs wrote for the Wooster Group; *The Birth of the Poet* by Kathy Acker; *James Lapine and Stephen Sondheim's hit Sunday in the Park with George*; *Deep Sleep* by multimedia artist John Jesurun and *The Death of von Richthofen as Witnessed from Earth* by director Des McAnuff.
978-1-55554-007-4 $15.95

**ART + PERFORMANCE**
A series featuring volumes on several of the most innovative artists working in performance and media, edited by important contemporary critics.

Bruce Nauman
Edited by Robert C. Morgan
Bruce Nauman is one of the most influential artists working in America, in the fields of sculpture, video and film, performance, installation and photography. This is the first book to combine the essential critical writings on Nauman, interviews with him, and the artist's own writings, organized around performance issues. There are more than forty individual selections in the volume, and several pages of illustrations.
978-1-55554-155-2 $22.95 Illustrated

Gary Hill
Edited by Robert C. Morgan
A major work of scholarship on the internationally celebrated video artist Gary Hill. This volume includes many of the important critical essays on his work over more than two decades, along with interviews with Hill and his own writings on video.
978-1-55554-083-8 $20.95 Illustrated

Mary Lucier
Edited by Melinda Barlow
A selection of Lucier's previously unpublished writings and drawings along with essays, reviews, interviews and photographs of her ephemeral installations and performances which create an absorbing portrait of one of America's most accomplished video pioneers.
978-1-55554-066-1 $19.95 Illustrated

Richard Foreman
Edited by Gerald Rabkin
This wide-ranging anthology includes a collection of reviews tracing Foreman's reception from the 1960s to today, informative interviews, critical essays and a selection of Foreman's writings (including the complete text of *My Head Was a Sledgehammer*).
978-1-55554-071-5 $19.95 Illustrated

Yvonne Rainer
Edited by Galen Joseph-Hunter
Features 150 artists notable for their concision, visual, and live works spanning early radio experiments of the 1880s up to the present. The volume is organized in sections dealing with performance, composition, installation, broadcast, public works and interactive networks projects. 300 illustrations. This unique volume places “transmission arts” in historical context, laying the groundwork for the definition of a new art genre. “An excellent and accessible introduction.” —Leonardo
978-1-55554-151-4 $19.95 Illustrated

**A Woman Who...**
Yvonne Rainer
A wide-ranging collection of Yvonne Rainer's personal writings and interviews on such topics as cultural politics, lesbianism, violence, breast cancer and many of her dances and films. It also features scripts of two of her films, *Privilege and MURDER and murder.*
978-1-55554-082-1 $21.95 Illustrated
NEW TITLES

Actor's Choice: Monologues for Women, Vol. 2
Edited by Sarah Bernstein and Erin Salvi
Foreword by Janet Zarish, Head of Graduate Acting, Tisch School of the Arts

Actor's Choice: Monologues for Teens, Volume 2
Edited by Sarah Bernstein and Gabriella Miyares
Foreword by casting director Jandiz Estrada
An brand new collection of unique and compelling monologues, carefully chosen to help savvy actors shine at auditions and get the part. Features monologues from fifty top contemporary playwrights, including Luis Alfaro, Lucy Alibar, Janet Allard, Trista Baldwin, Courtney Baron, Joshua Conkel, Jorge Igancio Cortiñas, Liz Flahive, Karen Hartman, Chisa Hutchinson, Jon Jory, Tom Kitt, Michael Mitnick, Marco Ramirez, Laura Schellhardt, Anne Washburn and Don Zolidis. 978-0-9819099-9-8 $14.95

Actor's Choice: Scenes for Teens
Edited by Jason Pizzarello
Looking for the perfect scene? From hilarious comedy to cutting-edge drama, this collection offers 40 exciting two-person scenes with plenty of fascinating characters for young actors. With works by Liz Flahive, Naomi Iizuka, David Lindsay-Abaire, Melanie Marnich, Itamar Moses, Dan O’Brien, Kathryn Walat, Don Zolidis and more. Also features “Tips for Student Actors” by Jon Jory. 978-0-9819099-4-3 $14.95

The Downtown Anthology
6 Hit Plays from New York’s Downtown Theaters
Edited by Morgan Gould and Erin Salvi
A collection of new and innovative plays from the downtown theater scene by up-and-coming young writers. Includes A Map of Virtue by Erin Courtney, We Are Proud to Present a Presentation by Jackie Sibblies Drury, Tregor by Nick Jones, The Lily’s Revenge by Taylor Mac, Alice In Slasherland by Qui Nguyen and Phoebe In Winter by Jen Silverman 978-1-62384-003-7 $19.95

Humana Festival 2013
The Complete Plays
Edited by Amy Wegener and Sarah Lunnie
Foreword by Les Waters
A remarkable array of work by new and established voices in the American theatre. Includes: Cry Old Kingdom by Jeff Augustin, O Guru Guru Guru, or why I don’t want to go to yoga class with you by Mallery Avildson; Guit by Wil Eno; Appropriate by Branden Jacobs-Jenkins; The Delling Shore by Sam Marks; Sleep Rock Thy Brain by Rinne Groff, Lucas Hnath and Anne Washburn; and ten-minute plays by Jonathan Josephson, Sarah Ruhl and Emily Schwend. 978-1-62384-002-0 $19.95

Humana Festival 2014
The Complete Plays
Edited by Amy Wegener and Kimberly Colburn
Foreword by Les Waters
This anthology brings together all nine scripts from the 2014 Humana Festival of New American Plays: Partners by Dorothy Fortenberry; The Grown-Up by Jordan Harrison; The Christians by Lucas Hnath; brownsville song (b-side for tray) by Kimber Lee; the Anne Bogart, Julia Wolfe, and SITI Company collaboration Steel Hammer, with original text by Kia Corthron, Will Power, Carl Hancock Rux, and Regina Taylor; Remix 38 by Jackie Sibblies Drury, Jandiz Estrada, Anne Washburn and many more. Also features “Tips for Student Actors” by Jon Jory. 978-1-62384-004-4 $19.95

FEATURED TITLES

Actor’s Choice: Monologues for Men
Edited by Erin Detrick
Foreword by Broadway casting director Kate Schwartz
Explore the work of today’s most celebrated theatrical voices, including Mac Wellman, Tanya Barfield, Adam Bock, Kathleen Tolan, Stephen Belber, Rinne Groff, J.T. Rogers, Allison Moore, Eric Coble, Jordan Harrison, Jeffrey Hatcher, Kirsten Greenidge, Rinne Groff, Craig Wright, Theresa Rebeck, Tony Award-winner David Henry Hwang and many more. 978-0-9709046-5-2 $14.95

Actor’s Choice: Monologues for Teens
Edited by Erin Detrick
Foreword by Broadway casting director Kate Schwartz
An extraordinary array of cutting-edge new monologues, from comedic to dramatic and everything in between. Features monologues from plays by Lucy Alibar, Jordan Harrison, Naomi Iizuka, Romulus Linney, Wendy MacLeod, Winter Miller, Allison Moore, Max Posner, Caridad Svich, Kathleen Tolan, Mac Wellman and many more. 978-0-9709046-6-9 $14.95

Actor’s Choice: Monologues for Teens, Volume 2
Edited by Sarah Bernstein and Gabriella Miyares
Foreword by casting director Jandiz Estrada
A brand new collection of unique and compelling monologues, carefully chosen to help savvy actors shine at auditions and get the part. Features monologues from fifty top contemporary playwrights, including Luis Alfaro, Lucy Alibar, Janet Allard, Trista Baldwin, Courtney Baron, Joshua Conkel, Jorge Igancio Cortiñas, Liz Flahive, Karen Hartman, Chisa Hutchinson, Jon Jory, Tom Kitt, Michael Mitnick, Marco Ramirez, Laura Schellhardt, Anne Washburn and Don Zolidis. 978-0-9819099-9-8 $14.95

Actor’s Choice: Monologues for Women
Edited by Erin Detrick
Foreword by Broadway casting director Kate Schwartz
Explore the work of today’s most celebrated women playwrights, including Mac Wellman, Tanya Barfield, Adam Bock, Kathleen Tolan, Stephen Belber, Rinne Groff, Allison Moore, Eric Coble, Jordan Harrison, Jeffrey Hatcher, Kirsten Greenidge, Rinne Groff, Craig Wright, Theresa Rebeck, Tony Award-winner David Henry Hwang and many more. 978-0-9709046-5-2 $14.95

Actor’s Choice: Monologues for Women, Vol. 2
Edited by Sarah Bernstein and Erin Salvi
Foreword by Janet Zarish, Head of Graduate Acting, Tisch School of the Arts

Actor’s Choice: Scenes for Teens
Edited by Jason Pizzarello
Looking for the perfect scene? From hilarious comedy to cutting-edge drama, this collection offers 40 exciting two-person scenes with plenty of fascinating characters for young actors. With works by Liz Flahive, Naomi Iizuka, David Lindsay-Abaire, Melanie Marnich, Itamar Moses, Dan O’Brien, Kathryn Walat, Don Zolidis and more. Also features “Tips for Student Actors” by Jon Jory. 978-0-9819099-4-3 $14.95

The Complete Plays
Edited by Amy Wegener and Sarah Lunnie
Foreword by Les Waters
A remarkable array of work by new and established voices in the American theatre. Includes: Cry Old Kingdom by Jeff Augustin, O Guru Guru Guru, or why I don’t want to go to yoga class with you by Mallery Avildson; Guit by Wil Eno; Appropriate by Branden Jacobs-Jenkins; The Delling Shore by Sam Marks; Sleep Rock Thy Brain by Rinne Groff, Lucas Hnath and Anne Washburn; and ten-minute plays by Jonathan Josephson, Sarah Ruhl and Emily Schwend. 978-1-62384-002-0 $19.95

Humana Festival 2014
The Complete Plays
Edited by Amy Wegener and Kimberly Colburn
Foreword by Les Waters
This anthology brings together all nine scripts from the 2014 Humana Festival of New American Plays: Partners by Dorothy Fortenberry; The Grown-Up by Jordan Harrison; The Christians by Lucas Hnath; brownsville song (b-side for tray) by Kimber Lee; the Anne Bogart, Julia Wolfe, and SITI Company collaboration Steel Hammer, with original text by Kia Corthron, Will Power, Carl Hancock Rux, and Regina Taylor; Remix 38 by Jackie Sibblies Drury, Jandiz Estrada, Anne Washburn and many more. Also features “Tips for Student Actors” by Jon Jory. 978-1-62384-004-4 $19.95

Humana Festival 2013
The Complete Plays
Edited by Amy Wegener and Sarah Lunnie
Foreword by Les Waters
A remarkable array of work by new and established voices in the American theatre. Includes: Cry Old Kingdom by Jeff Augustin, O Guru Guru Guru, or why I don’t want to go to yoga class with you by Mallery Avildson; Guit by Wil Eno; Appropriate by Branden Jacobs-Jenkins; The Delling Shore by Sam Marks; Sleep Rock Thy Brain by Rinne Groff, Lucas Hnath and Anne Washburn; and ten-minute plays by Jonathan Josephson, Sarah Ruhl and Emily Schwend. 978-1-62384-002-0 $19.95

Humana Festival 2014
The Complete Plays
Edited by Amy Wegener and Kimberly Colburn
Foreword by Les Waters
This anthology brings together all nine scripts from the 2014 Humana Festival of New American Plays: Partners by Dorothy Fortenberry; The Grown-Up by Jordan Harrison; The Christians by Lucas Hnath; brownsville song (b-side for tray) by Kimber Lee; the Anne Bogart, Julia Wolfe, and SITI Company collaboration Steel Hammer, with original text by Kia Corthron, Will Power, Carl Hancock Rux, and Regina Taylor; Remix 38 by Jackie Sibblies Drury, Jandiz Estrada, Anne Washburn and many more. Also features “Tips for Student Actors” by Jon Jory. 978-1-62384-004-4 $19.95
ANTHOLOGIES

The Civilians
An Anthology of Six Plays
Edited by Steven Cosson
Foreword by Oskar Eustis
Using methods that combine documentary and artistic practices, the New York–based theatre company The Civilians develop original projects based in the creative investigation of actual experience. Includes: Canard, Canard, Goose? by The Civilians; Gone Missing by The Civilians; (I am) Nobody's Lunch by The Civilians; The Ladies by Anne Washburn; Paris Commune by Steven Cosson and Michael Friedman and Shadow of Himself by Neil Bell.
978-0-9819099-0-5 $18.95

Funny, Strange, Provocative
Seven Plays from Clubbed Thumb
Edited by Maria Striar and Erin Dietrich
Foreword by Oskar Eustis
This anthology includes seven plays produced by Clubbed Thumb. Includes: The Typographer's Dream by Adam Bock; Crumble (Lay Me Down, Justin Timberlake) by Sheila Callaghan; Demon Baby by Erin Courtney; 16 Spells to Charm the Beast by Lisa D'Amour; Inky by Rinne Groff; Dearest Eugenia Haggis by Ann Marie Healy and Freakshow by Carson Kreitzer.
978-0-9709046-2-1 $19.95

Humana Festival 2012
The Complete Plays
Edited by Amy Wegener and Sarah Lunnie
Foreword by Les Waters
978-1-62384-000-6 $19.95

Humana Festival 2011
The Complete Plays
Edited by Amy Wegener and Sarah Lunnie
Foreword by Marc Masterson
This unique compilation brings together all ten scripts from the 2011 Humana Festival of New American Plays, and features an exceptional array of work by some of the most exciting new voices in American theatre.
978-0-9819099-3-6 $19.95

Humana Festival 2008
The Complete Plays
Edited by Adrien-Alice Hansel and Amy Wegener
This collection includes: Great Falls by Lee Blessing; The Civilians' This Beautiful City by Steven Cosson and Jim Lewis, with music and lyrics by Michael Friedman; Becky Shaw by Gina Gionfriddo; Neighborhood 3: Requiem of Down by Jennifer Haley; the break/s by Marc Bamuthi Joseph; All Hat Hurricane Gordo by Carly Mensch; and Game On by Zakriyat Alexander, Rolin Jones, Alice Tuan, Daryl Watson, Marisa Wegryn and Ken Weitzman, with music and lyrics by Jon Spurney. Also includes ten-minute plays by M. Thomas Cooper, Elaine Jarvik, Michael Lew and Naomi Wallace.
978-0-9709046-8-3 $19.95

Humana Festival 2007
The Complete Plays
Edited by Adrien-Alice Hansel and Julie Felse Dubiner
This collection includes: Strike-Lip by Naomi Iizuka; When Something Wonderful Ends by Sherry Kramer; Batch: An American Bachelor/ETTE Party Spectacle created by Alice Tuan, Whit MacLaughlin & New Paradise Laboratories; dark play or stories for boys by Carlos Murillo; The As If Body Loop by Ken Weitzman; The Unseen by Craig Wright; The Open Road Anthology by Constance Congdon, Kia Corrhton, Michael John Garcés, Rolin Jones, A. Rey Patamat and Kathryn Walat; with music by Groove.Lily. Also includes selections from playwrights Deb Margolin, Julie Marie Myatt and Marco Ramirez.
978-0-9709046-3-8 $19.95

Humana Festival 2006
The Complete Plays
30th Anniversary Edition
Edited by Adrien-Alice Hansel and Julie Felse Dubiner
The full-length plays include: Natural Selection by Eric Coble; Low by Rha Goddess; Act A Lady by Jordan Harrison; Hotel Cassiopeia by Charles L. Mee, Jr.; The Scene by Theresa Rebeck; Six Years by Sharr White and Noon Mirage by Liz Duffy Adams, Dan Dietz, Rick Hip-Flores, Julie Jensen, Lisa Kron, Tracey Scott Wilson and Chay Yew. Also includes three ten-minute plays from playwrights Robin Jones, Jane Martin and Adam Bock.
978-0-9709046-1-4 $19.95

Naked Angels Issues Projects
Collected Plays
Edited by Mark Armstrong and Geoffrey Nauffts
Foreword by Jon Robin Baitz
Short plays responding to resonant themes such as war, homelessness, the environment, guns, democracy and fear. Playwrights include: Theresa Rebeck, Frank Pugliese, Jon Robin Baitz, Craig Lucas, Kenneth Lonergan, Pippin Parker, Geoffrey Nauffts, José Rivera, Seth Zvi Rosenfeld, David Marshall Grant, Stephen Belber, Christopher Shinn, Iman Moses, Will Eno, Warren Leight, Lee Blessing and Steven Dietz, among others.
978-0-9819099-1-2 $18.95

Random Acts of Comedy
15 Hit One-Act Plays for Student Actors
Edited by Jason Pizzarello
Foreword by Saturday Night Live writer Bryan Tucker
A hilarious collection of large-cast comedies for young actors. Includes: The Seussification of Romeo and Juliet by Peter Bloedel; Shob and Spell by Julia Brownell; Darcy's Cinematic Life by Christa Crewdson; 15 Reasons Not To Be In a Play by Alan Hahnel; 13 Ways to Screw Up Your College Interview by Ian McWethy; Cut by Ed Monk; Aliens vs. Cheerleaders by Qui Nguyen; The Whole Shebang by Rich Rollof; A Funny Thing Happened on the Way to Fifth Period by Jason Pizzarello; Check Please by Jonathan Rand; Larz & Order: Fairy Tale Unit by Jonathan Rand; The Absolute Most Cleched Elevator Play in the History of the Entire Universe by Werner Trieschmann; Small World by Tracey Scott Wilson; The Audition by Don Zoledish; and The Brothers Grimm Spectacular (one-act) by Don Zoledish.
978-0-9819099-7-4 $19.95

24 by 24
The 24 Hour Plays Anthology
Edited by Mark Armstrong and Sarah Bisman
Foreword by Kevin Spacey
It began as a one-time event in 1995 by a group of writers, directors and actors who created and performed new short plays within a single day. Now after ten years and three hundred new works, their best is collected in this unusual anthology. Includes plays by John Belluso, Adam Bock, John Clancy, Mike Doughty, Will Eno, Robin Goldwasser, Tina Howe, David Ives, Laura Jacqmin, Lucy Kirkwood, Dan Kois, Richard LaGravenese, Warren Leight, David Lindsay-Abaire, Terrence McNally, Elizabeth Meriwether, Raven Metzner, Adam Rapp, Theresa Rebeck, Mac Rogers, Christopher Shinn, Lucy Thurber, Ian Williams and Stephen Winter.
978-0-9709046-9-0 $17.95

PLAYSCRIPTS, INC.
**NEW TITLES**

**Age of Minority: Three Solo Plays**
*Winner, 2014 Governor General’s Literary Award for Drama*

**Jordan Tannahill**
Three fresh and riveting works from Jordan Tannahill, one of Canada’s most acclaimed and talented young playwrights. Together, these solo plays explore the lives of queer youth and their resilience in the face of violence and intolerance. Includes *Get Yourself Home Skyler James*, *Peter Fechter: 59 Minutes* and *rihannaboi95*.

978-1-77091-194-9 $19.95

---

**Arigato, Tokyo**

**Daniel MacIvor**
From acclaimed author Daniel MacIvor comes a dark and meditative journey into the heart of forbidden Japan. A Canadian author visits Japan on a publicity tour, and finds himself falling in love as he straddles the fragmentary place between two cultures.

978-1-77091-207-6 $16.95

---

**Between the Sheets**

**Jordi Mand**
Armed with love notes between her husband and her son’s young teacher, Marion shows up at a parent-teacher interview ready for a confrontation. An intense power struggle between two women who may have more in common than they thought, *Between the Sheets* questions the definitions of right versus wrong, and what it means to be a mother, wife, and the other woman.

978-1-77091-210-6 $16.95

---

**The Best Brothers**

**Daniel MacIvor**
Bunny Best has met her unfortunate end after a parade mishap. In the bustle of obituary-writing, eulogy-giving, and dog-sitting, her two sons’ sibling rivalry quickly reaches its peak and years of buried contentions surface. *The Best Brothers* is a bittersweet comedy that explores the many ways in which we grieve and the love we find in unexpected places.

978-1-77091-154-3 $16.95

---

**Blood: A Scientific Romance**

**Meg Braem**
Twin sisters, Poubelle and Angelique, are orphaned along a prairie highway in a pool of blood. Brought home by Dr. Glass, they find themselves the subject of endless experiments with questionable practices. *Blood: A Scientific Romance* was a finalist for the 2013 Governor General’s Literary Award for Drama.

978-1-77091-171-0 $16.95

---

**An Almost Perfect Thing**

**Nicole Moeller**
A multi-perspective thriller about possession and desire, the need to own our stories, and our “right” to the truth. Greg is a journalist; Chloe is the missing girl he wrote about six years earlier who has just returned home. Instead of leading police to her captor, Chloe turns to Greg to share her story. But why won’t she name her kidnapper?

978-1-77091-194-9 $19.95

---

**The Goodnight Bird**

**Colleen Murphy**
A dark comedy about old love and new courage. Lilly and Morgan are comfortable in their routine until Parker, a homeless man, lands on the balcony of their new condo and pours himself into the holes of their relationship.

978-1-77091-120-8 $16.95

---

**Fronteras Vivientes**

**Eight Latina/o Canadian Plays**
Edited by Natalie Alvarez
The first anthology to showcase the work of established and emerging Latina/o playwrights in Canada. Includes: *Prometheus Bound According to Alberto Kurapel*, *The Guanaco Gauche* by Alberto Kurapel; *Fronteras Americanas* by Guillermo Verdecchia; *Leo* by Rosa Laborde; *Three Fingered Jack and the Legend of Joseyfournier* by Mariño Nunez; *Madre* by Beatris Pizano; *The Refugee Hotel* by Carmen Aguirre; *Journey to Mapu* by Lina de Guevara; and *Lizardboy* by Victor Gomez.

978-1-77091-147-5 $29.95
Heavens
Wajdi Mouawad
A colleague’s sudden suicide prompts a team of intelligence personnel to probe into their colleagues life in order to discover what he knew. In Heavens, the fourth and final instalment of his critically lauded Blood Promises cycle, Wajdi Mouawad crafts a fierce and poignant play that penetrates the intersection where violence, terror, beauty, and art converge.
978-1-77091-153-6 $18.95

On a First Name Basis
Norm Foster
David, a successful novelist with writer's block, has received some devastating news he's kept to himself. Lucy, his longtime housekeeper, has her own secret that she's afraid to admit. A new play from Canada's most produced contemporary playwright.
978-1-77091-280-9 $16.95

Sequence
Arun Lakra
Two narratives intertwine like a fragment of DNA to examine the interplay between logic and metaphysics, science and faith, luck and probability. Sequence is an award-winning new play with razor-sharp wit and playful language, that asks whether order really matters in our lives, our universe, and even our stories.
978-1-77091-197-0 $16.95

Someone Else
Kristen Thomson
After eighteen years, Cathy and Peter's marriage has hit a snag. As they navigate middle age, they grow unrecognizable to one another. Cathy falls into a creative slump, and Peter starts to fall for April. Can Cathy and Peter negotiate their changing relationship and learn to be comfortable with who they've become?
978-1-77091-254-0 $16.95

Latin@ Canadian Theatre and Performance
New Essays on Canadian Theatre
Edited by Natalie Alvarez
A foundational collection of essays establishing the field of Latina/o theatre and performance studies in Canada. This volume features exciting and provocative new essays that query the contours and characteristics of latinidad in Canada's performance spaces within a complex network of hemispheric relations.
978-1-77091-148-2 $25.00

Once More, With Feeling
Five Affecting Plays
Edited by Erin Hurley
This anthology brings together plays that highlight different types of affective experience: thematically in their content, dramaturgically in their structure, or technically in their production.
978-1-77091-217-5 $25.00

That Elusive Spark
Janet Munsil
A colorful romantic comedy that brings together the stories of Phineas Gage, a man who survived having an iron rod enter his brain in 1848, and Helen Harlow, a young neuropsychologist in the present-day. That Elusive Spark was a finalist for the 2014 Governor General's Literary Award for Drama.
978-1-77091-204-5 $16.95

The Secret Mask
Rick Chafe
An estranged father and son are reunited after forty years, when a debilitating stroke leaves the father with a speech disorder and memory loss. This heartwarming and often hilarious play was a finalist for the 2014 Governor General’s Literary Award for Drama.
978-1-77091-190-1 $16.95
Theatres of Affect: New Essays on Canadian Theatre
Edited by Erin Hurley

Erin Hurley
What is it to think feeling, to put the affective dimensions of theatrical experience and its production center stage? Contributors assess the deployments of various emotional registers in theatrical performance and explore how and where the “affective turn” in contemporary humanities scholarship affects theatre studies in Canada.
978-1-77091-216-8 $25.00

This Is What Happens Next
Daniel MacIvor
A dark, modern fairy tale from critically acclaimed author Daniel MacIvor, This Is What Happens Next explores the anguish of addiction and divorce as it delves into the fundamentals of human desire.
978-1-77091-200-7 $16.95

This Is War
Hannah Moscovitch
An insightful and emotional look into the embittered psyche of soldiers in the aftermath of combat. As three soldiers recount their versions of a horrific atrocity, what begins to form is a picture of the effects of guilt and the psychological toll of violence in a war where the enemy is sometimes indiscernible.
978-1-77091-165-9 $16.95

Two-Spirit Acts: Queer Indigenous Performances
Edited by Jean O’Hara
In this collection of short but powerful two-spirit plays, characters dispel conventional notions of gender and sexuality while celebrating Indigenous understandings.
978-1-77091-184-0 $22.95

The Unplugging
Yvette Nolan
In a post-apocalyptic world, Bern and Elena are exiled from their village for being too old to bear children. When a charismatic stranger from the village seeks their aid, they must decide whether to use their knowledge of the past to give the society that rejected them a chance at the future.
978-1-77091-132-1 $16.95

White Biting Dog & Other Plays
Judith Thompson
This book collects some of Judith Thompson’s earlier, hard-to-find plays. Includes White Biting Dog, a poetic black comedy about a divorced lawyer contemplating suicide; I Am Yours, a harrowing story about a group of characters struggling to escape what haunts them most; and Pink, a moving monologue set in 1970s South Africa.
978-1-77091-301-1 $18.95
FEATURED TITLES

Trey Anthony
'da Kink in my hair
Set in a West Indian hair salon in Toronto, 'da Kink in my hair introduces us to a group of women who tell us their unforgettable, moving and often hilarious stories. 978-0-88754-756-0 $15.95

Catherine Banks
It is Solved by Walking
Winner, 2012 Governor General's Literary Award for Drama
The death of Margaret's ex-husband unearths memories of their marriage, all through the lens of Wallace Stevens' poetry, the subject of her uncompleted thesis. Bold and poetic, It is Solved by Walking is an intimate portrait of a writer finding her way back to poetry, one step at a time. 978-1-77901-044-7 $16.95

Michel Marc Bouchard
Lilies
Translated by Linda Gaboriau
The revival of a romantic drama. Simon Doucet re-enacts for Jean Bilodeau, now a Catholic bishop, their past as lovers while rehearsing The Martyrdom of Saint Sebastien. 978-0-88754-545-0 $14.95

Ted Dykstra and Richard Greenblatt
2 Pianos, 4 Hands
From a pair of celebrated writer/musicians comes this new play about two boys who are both determined to become famed concert pianists. A smash hit musical comedy about the relentless pursuit of dreams, harsh reality, and whether it's good enough to be the two best piano players in the neighborhood. 978-1-77901-092-8 $16.95

Dennis Foon
Skin and Liars
Two plays, one dealing with racism and the other with alcoholism, that explore some of the issues facing contemporary teenagers. 978-1-77901-141-3 $16.95 Young Adult

Norm Foster
The Foster Season
Three Plays by Norm Foster
Plays included are: Maggie's Getting Married, Here on the Flight Path and The Long Weekend. 978-0-88754-823-9 $22.95

Brad Fraser
Love and Human Remains
A compelling study of young adults groping for meaning in a senseless world. 978-0-88754-914-4 $18.95

Carol Frêchette
The Small Room at the Top of the Stairs and Thinking of Yu
Translated by John Murrell
In The Small Room at the Top of the Stairs, Grace finds herself irresistibly drawn to a mysterious and forbidden room. Thinking of Yu follows a woman who becomes fascinated by a creative rebellion in Tiananmen Square. 978-1-77901-056-0 $16.95

Michael Healey
The Drawer Boy
Winner, 1999 Governor General's Literary Award
"The Drawer Boy is a beautifully written play. It moves from toughness and hilarity to something devastating and tender."
—Michael Ondaatje
978-0-88754-814-7 $15.95

Asha Jain and Ravi Jain
A Brimful of Asha
A real-life mother and son tell the true tale of how the mother planned a secret trip to India to intercept her son’s vacation and arrange his marriage. A comedic and heartwarming story of a family caught between two cultures. 978-1-77901-107-9 $16.95

Daniel MacIvor
I Still Love You
Includes: Never Swim Alone, The Soldier Dreams, You Are Here, In on It and A Beautiful View. 978-0-88754-858-1 $22.95

Never Swim Alone/This is a Play
978-0-88754-524-5 $14.95

See Bob Run and Wild Abandon
(Second Edition)
A revamped and updated edition of two of Daniel MacIvor's classic one-person shows. See Bob Run is a one-woman play about Bob and her journey to "the water," where she hopes to wash away the brutal reality of her past. Wild Abandon is the story of a man named Steve and an egg in a cage. 978-0-88754-997-7 $16.95

Stephen Massicotte
Mary's Wedding
(Second Edition)
978-0-88754-899-4 $14.95

Hannah Moscovitch
East of Berlin
Questioning redemption, love, guilt, and the sins of the father, East of Berlin is a tour de force that follows Rudi’s emotional upheaval as he comes to terms with a frightening past that was never his own. 978-0-88754-849-9 $16.95

Daniel David Moses
Almighty Voice and His Wife
(Second Edition)
A modern classic about the place of First Nations people in Canada. An eloquent tale of tragic love and an often hilarious, fully theatrical exorcism of the hurts of history. 978-0-88754-897-0 $15.95

Wajdi Mouawad
A Bomb in the Heart
Translated by Linda Gaboriau
The newest play from internationally renowned Québecois playwright Mouawad explores a young man’s relationship to his mother, the pain of loss, and the understanding of the voice deep within. 978-1-77901-103-1 $16.95

Dreams (Rêves)
Translated by Linda Gaboriau
From the end of Willem’s pen are born a series of creatures who spring forth from the depths of his mind. In hopes of a novel, Willem speaks with these beings who nourish his anger, rage and creative anxieties. 978-0-88754-870-3 $16.95

Forest
Translated by Linda Gaboriau
978-0-88754-793-5 $18.95

Scorched
(Second Edition)
Translated by Linda Gaboriau
"This haunting work may be the best piece of theater this country has produced this millennium."
—The Globe and Mail
978-0-88754-926-7 $18.95

Tideline
(Second Edition)
Translated by Shelley Tepperman
The first part of Mouawad’s critically acclaimed dramatic quartet, set in the painful wake of the past century. Tideline is a wildly theatrical tale of war and individual discovery. 978-0-88754-987-8 $18.95
Erin Shields
If We Were Birds
Winner, 2011 Governor General’s Literary Award for Drama
Erin Shields’ award-winning play is a shocking, uncompromising examination of the horrors of war, giving voice to the millions of female victims who have been forced into silence and told through the lens of Greek tragedy.
978-1-77091-012-6 $16.95

Vern Thiessen
Einstein’s Gift
(Second Edition)
978-0-88754-881-9 $17.95

Shakespeare’s Will
(New Edition)
Vern Thiessen gives a voice to one of the most silent characters in history: Anne Hathaway, the wife of William Shakespeare. The play sheds light on unexplored aspects of Hathaway’s life by looking through the eyes and heart of the woman who spent a lifetime with and without the great poet.
978-1-77091-277-9 $16.95

Judith Thompson
The Crackwalker
(Second Edition)
The first play by the noted Toronto playwright which established her as a daring chronicler of the urban underclass.
978-0-88754-931-1 $16.95

Habitat
Disturbing and touching, funny and heartbreaking, this is classic Judith Thompson.
978-0-88754-615-0 $16.95

Lion in the Streets
(New Edition)
“Thompson explores the darkness with such exuberant intelligence, humor and empathy that, at their best, her plays brim with the healing light of revelation.” —Maclean’s
978-1-77091-274-8 $16.95

Palace of the End
(Second Edition)
A searing triptych of three monologues. With its emphasis on the human voice and power of the soul in the midst of a destructive war, each account is a riveting and brilliantly portrayed indictment of the war in Iraq.
978-0-88754-835-2 $16.95

Perfect Pie
In the course of an afternoon’s reunion between two long-stranged women, a buried memory and two teenagers’ wild secret slam them into the present.
978-0-88754-590-0 $14.95

Jennifer Tremblay
The List
Translated by Shelley Tepperman
Winner, 2008 Governor General’s Literary Award for Drama
Nominated, 2012 Governor General’s Literary Award for Translation
A celebrated new translation of the acclaimed play, in which a neglected favor sets in motion a series of events that end in tragedy and a woman finds herself haunted by regret.
978-1-77901-080-5 $16.95

David Yee
Lady in the Red Dress
A darkly comic story about the skeletons in our closets and the consequences of our inactions told by one of Canada’s most promising young playwrights.
978-0-88754-907-6 $16.95

ANTHOLOGIES

Afrika, Solo
Edited by Ric Knowles
Knowles has compiled a collection of pieces from playwrights who explore where home, identity and race commingle. Includes: Afrika Solo by Djanet Sears; Come Good Rain by George Seramba and Je me souviens by Lorena Gale.
978-0-88754-839-0 $24.95

The Alberta Advantage
An Anthology of Plays
Edited by Anne Nothof
Includes: The Third Ascent by Frank Moher; Gravel Run by Conni Massing; The Red King’s Dream by David Belke; Bloefish by Vern Thiessen; Selling Mr. Rubdie by Clem Martini; Excavations by Eugene Stickland; The Exquisite Hour by Stewart Lemoine; Coal Valley: The Making of a Miner by Katherine Koller; Kaboona Talk by Sharon Pollock; While My Mother Lay Dreaming by Doug Curtis.
978-0-88754-783-6 $55.00

Anthology of Québec Women’s Plays
In English Translation
Edited by Louise H. Forsyth
Includes: Evidence to the Contrary by Hélène Pedneault, translated by Linda Gaboriau; Marina, the Blush of Life by Michèle Magny, translated by Linda Gaboriau; Joy by Pol Pelletier, translated by Linda Gaboriau; Game of Patience by Abla Farhoud, translated by Jill MacDougall; Crime Against Humanity by Geneviève Billette, translated by Bobby Theodore; Shards by Emmanuelle Roy, translated by Don Druck and Intimacy by Emma Haché, translated by Arthur Milner.
978-0-88754-719-5 $50.00

Anthology of Québec Women’s Plays
In English Translation
Edited by Louise H. Forsyth
Includes: When the Books Come Tumbling Down by Marie-Eve Gagnon, translated by Louise Forsyth; Désordre public by Evelyne de la Chenelière, translated by Morwyn Brenber; To Catch A Tiger by Nathalie Boisvert, translated by Bobby Theodore; Joul'ik by Marie-Christine Lê-Hu, translated by Crystal Beliveau; Ma mère cien by Louise Bombardier, translated by Leanna Brodie; Chinese Portrait of an Imposter by Dominick Parenteau-Lebeuf, translated by Crystal Beliveau; La robe de mariée de Gisèle Schmidt by Julie Vincent, translated by Maureen Labonte; Rock, Paper, Jackknife by Marilyn Perreault, translated by Nadine Desrochers; Earthbound by Carole Fréchette, translated by John Murrell; and Le bruit des os qui craquent by Suzanne Lebeau, translated by John Van Burek.
978-0-88754-785-0 $29.95

Canada and the Theatre of War Vol. I
Selected and Edited by Donna Coates and Sherrill Grace
Part I–World War I includes: The Last Boys by R.H. Thomson; Soldier’s Heart by David French; Mary’s Wedding by Stephen Massicotte; Daniel’s Dance by Guy Vanderhaeghe and Vinny by Vern Thiessen. Part II–World War II includes: Ever Loving by Margaret Hollingsworth; None is Too Many by Jason Sherman and Burning Vision by Marie Clements.
978-0-88754-835-5 $49.95
Gay Monologues and Scenes
Edited by Sky Gilbert
Monologues and scenes from Canadian plays. From drag queens to farm boys, these selections express the diversity of gay life.
978-0-88754-854-3 $25.00

Give Voice
Ten Twenty-Minute Plays from the Obsidian Theatre Company
Playwrights Unit
Edited by Rita Shelton Devereil
A diverse collection of twenty-minute plays, written in the many dialects of the Black voice, which highlight some of Canada’s brightest emerging playwrights.
978-0-88754-969-4 $19.95

Grassroots
Original Plays from Ontario Community Theatre
Edited by Theatre Ontario
Includes: $38,000 For A Friendly Face by Kristin Shepherd; Hamish by Michael Grant; Never Such Innocence Again by Michael Fay; Staff Room by Joan Burrows and A Year in Edna’s Kitchen by Sandy Conrad.
978-0-88754-979-3 $29.95

Green Thumb Theatre Anthology
A collection of six plays written for young audiences. Includes: Blind Spot by Meghan Gardiner; Cranked by Michael P. Northey; Derwent is Different and Shaveddon by Jamie Norries; and Invisible Girl and Tree Boy by Michele Rini.
978-1-77091-024-9 $29.95

He Speaks
Monologues for Men
Edited by David David
An anthology of modern Canadian monologues for the male voice.
978-0-88754-856-7 $23.00

Lesbian Plays
Coming of Age in Canada
Edited by Rosalind Kerr
Includes: Black Friday by Alec Butler; Growing Up Suitless, Parts I and II/Subject of Desire by Shawn Dempsey and Lori Millan; Dykes and Dolls by Lisa Lowe; Smudge by Alex Bulmer; Random Acts by Diane Flacks; Karda and Gref by Vivienne Laxdal; Difference of Latitude by Lisa Walter; A Fertile Imagination by Susan G. Cole; Unbecoming by Corrina Hodgson; A Life and a Lover by Natalie D. Meisner and Swollen Tongues by Katherine Oliver.
978-0-88754-864-2 $46.00

Love and ReASIANships
Vol. 1
Edited by Nina Lee Aquino
Includes: Yellow Fever by Rick Shimoni; Bachelor-Man by Winston Christopher Kam; Maggie’s Last Dance by Marty Chan; Mother Tongue by Betty Quan; Noran Bang: The Yellow Room by M.J. Kang and The Plum Tree by Mitti Miyagawa.
978-0-88754-777-5 $29.95

Love and ReASIANships
Vol. 2
Edited by Nina Lee Aquino
Includes: Yes Yoko Sub by Jean Yoon; Tiger of Malay by Hiro Kanagawa; Miss Orient(ed) by Nina Lee Aquino and Nadine Villasin; China Doll by Marjorie Chan; Banana Boys by Leon Aurues and paper SERIES by David Yee.
978-0-88754-779-9 $29.95

Marigraph
Gauging the Tides of Contemporary Drama in the Maritimes
Edited by Bruce Barton
This collection of contemporary plays from Nova Scotia, New Brunswick, and Prince Edward Island includes Maritime Way of Life by Charlie Rhindress; Ethän Claymore by Norm Foster; Marion Bridge by Daniel MacVor; Consecrated Ground by George Boyd; Glace Bay Miners’ Museum by Wendy Lill; Caribou by Michael Melski; Beatrice Chancy by George Elliott Clarke; Divinity Bash/nine lives by Bryden MacDonald; Rough Waters by Melissa Mullen and Horse High, Bull Strong, Pig Tight by Kent Stetson.
978-0-88754-658-7 $42.00

Modern Jewish Plays
Edited by Jason Sherman
Includes: Masada by Arthur Milner; The Murder of Isaac by Motti Lerner; The Trials of John Demjanjuk: A Holocaust Cabaret by Jonathan Garfinkel; Hand in Hand by Simon Block; Shooting Magda (The Palestinian Girl) by Joshua Sobol and Reading Hebron by Jason Sherman.
978-0-88754-734-8 $30.00

New Canadian Realisms:
Eight Plays
Edited by Roberta Barker and Kim Solga
Includes: Still Stands the House by Gwen Pharris Ringwood; da Kink in my Hair by Trey Anthony; Miss Julie: Shen’nim by Tara Beagan; La Macullées Tain by Madeleine Blais-Dahlem; The Last Supper by Hilmar Liitoja; selections from the Impromptu Splendour series; BOXBOXES by Theatre Replacement and Penny Dreadful by Zuppa Theatre.
978-1-77091-073-7 $29.95

Ontario Playwrights
Eight Short Plays
Selected by Theatre Ontario
Includes: As Night to the Day by Dan Ehs; Bedtime Stories by David Yee; Health Class by David S. Craig and Robert Morgan; Hide and Seek by Brenda Carnew; The Malaysia Hotel by Laurie Fyffe; My Narrator by Norm Foster; Strobe Static by Lindsay Price and The Work of Art by Victoria Dawe.
978-0-88754-821-5 $29.95

Outspoken
A Canadian Collection of Lesbian Scenes and Monologues
Edited by Susan G. Cole
Includes: The Convergence of Luke by Harry Rintoul; Sir Richard Wadd, Pornographer by Shawn Postoff; Getting Lucky by Christopher Lloyd; Cancun by Greg Kearney; The Rise and Fall of Peter Galveston by Greg MacArthur; The Batthouse Suite by Ken Brand and Nazi/Jew/Queer by Michael Achmann.
978-0-88754-852-9 $29.00

Prepare to Embark
Edited by Shirley Barrie and Emily Sher
Includes: Girl Who Loved Her Horses by Drew Hayden Taylor; Cyberbates in Space by Matthew Deeter; Mella, Mella by Gail Nyoko; Bea’s Bedroom by Ned Dickens; The Elfin Knight by Christine Foster; Crusader of the World by Arthur Milner.
978-0-88754-652-5 $19.95

Pure Gold
Edited by Brian Kennedy
Pure Gold is a collection of scenes from some of Canada’s finest playwrights.
978-0-88754-910-6 $25.00
Refractions: Solo
Edited by Yvette Nolan and Donna-Michelle St. Bernard
Includes scenes from Fish Eyes by Anita Majumdar; Lion in the Streets by Judith Thompson; Two Rooms by Masel Robinson; Aogke by Waawaate Fobister; Tombs of the Vanishing Indian by Marie Clements; Ychk; Seclusion by Julie Tepperman; zhoi kwee jina mandaile and many more.
978-0-88754-247-2 $19.95

The Shakespeare’s Mine
Adapting Shakespeare in Anglophone Canada
Ric Knowles (Editor)
Includes: Cruel Tears by Ken Mitchell and Humphrey & the Damptrecks; Claudius by Ken Gass; Mad Boy Chronicle by Michael O’Brien; Harlem Duet by Djanet Sears; Shakespeare’s Will by Vern Thiessen and Death of a Chief by Yvette Nolan and Kennedy C. MacKinnon.
978-0-88754-729-4 $35.00

Staging Coyote’s Dream
Edited by Monique Mojica and Ric Knowles
Includes: Path With No Moccasins, Shirley Cheechoo; The Indian Medicine Shows, Daniel David Moses; More Than Feathers and Beads, Murielle Borst; Annie Mac’s Movement, Yvette Nolan; Trail of the Otter, Muriel Miguel; Governor of the Dew: A Memorial to Nostalgia and Desire, Floyd Pavel; Confessions of an Indian Cowboy, Margo Kane; Burning Vision, Marie Clements; Please Do Not Touch the Indians, Joseph A. Dandurand; The Scrubbing Project, Turtle Gals Performance Ensemble.
978-0-88754-735-5 $29.95

Stories from the Bush
The Woodland Plays of De-ba-jeh-mur-jig Theatre Group
Edited by Joe Osawabine and Shannon Hengen
Includes: Lupi, The Great White Wolf by Larry E. Lewis; New World Brave by De-ba-jeh-mu-jig Theatre; Ecer! That Nanabush! by Daphne ODig-Beavon and De-ba-jeh-mu-jig Theatre; The Indian Affairs by De-ba-jeh-mu-jig Theatre; New Voices Woman by Larry E. Lewis; The Gift by De-ba-jeh-mu-jig Theatre.
978-0-88754-815-4 $19.95

Stories from the Rains of Love and Death
Four Plays from Iran
Translated by Soheil Parsa, Peter Farbridge and Brian Quirt
Includes: Avarach and The Death of the king by Bahram Beyza’ee; Stories from the Rains of Love and Death by Abbas Na’Allbandian and Interrogation by Mohammad Rahmanian.
978-0-88754-819-2 $23.95

A Terrible Truth, Volume I
Anthology of Holocaust Drama
Edited by Irene Watts
Includes: Albert Speer by David Edgar; Ghetto by Joshua Sobol; Rose by Martin Sherman; Z: a meditation on oppression, desire & freedom by Anne Szumigalski; Sammy’s Follies: A Criminal Comedy by Eugene Lion.
978-0-88754-694-5 $45.00

A Terrible Truth, Volume II
Anthology of Holocaust Drama
Edited by Irene Watts
Includes: Good by C.P. Taylor; None is Too Many by Jason Sherman; Playing for Time by Arthur Miller; Still the Night by Theresa Tova; The Trial of John Demjanjuk by Jonathan Garfinkel, music by Allen Cole.
978-0-88754-714-0 $45.00
### BACKLIST TITLES

<table>
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<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>ISBN</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Literary Award for Drama</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>The Good Egg</em></td>
<td>Daniel MacIvor</td>
<td>978-0-88754-685-1</td>
<td>$16.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Life After God: The Play</em></td>
<td>John Mighton</td>
<td>978-0-88754-775-1</td>
<td>$19.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>The Little Years</em></td>
<td>Joanna McClelland</td>
<td>978-0-88754-789-8</td>
<td>$24.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>ahdr zina mandela who knew grannie a dub ariu</em></td>
<td>Paul Auger</td>
<td>978-0-88754-692-8</td>
<td>$16.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Clem Martini</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>The Ancient Comedians And the Influence They Had on Contemporary Theatre</em></td>
<td></td>
<td>978-1-77901-273-1</td>
<td>$19.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>The Blunt Playwright An Introduction to Playwriting</em></td>
<td></td>
<td>978-0-88754-879-9</td>
<td>$25.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>The Greek Playwright</em></td>
<td></td>
<td>978-0-88754-875-8</td>
<td>$24.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Stephen Massicotte The Clockmaker</em></td>
<td></td>
<td>978-0-88754-843-7</td>
<td>$17.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Oxford Roof Climber’s Rebellion</em></td>
<td></td>
<td>978-0-88754-499-6</td>
<td>$16.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Conni Massing</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Conni Massing: Two Plays</em></td>
<td>Conni Massing</td>
<td>978-0-88754-789-8</td>
<td>$20.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Many Doors</em></td>
<td>Celia McBride</td>
<td>978-0-88754-921-2</td>
<td>$16.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>McClenned Glass</em></td>
<td>Joanna McClelland</td>
<td>978-0-88754-904-5</td>
<td>$16.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mrs. Dexter and Her Daily</td>
<td></td>
<td>978-1-77901-057-7</td>
<td>$16.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Half Life</em></td>
<td>Michael Meliski</td>
<td>978-0-88754-690-7</td>
<td>$14.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>The Fly Fisher’s Companion</em></td>
<td>Caribou</td>
<td>978-0-88754-775-1</td>
<td>$16.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>The Little Years</em></td>
<td></td>
<td>978-1-77901-110-9</td>
<td>$16.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Possible Worlds</em></td>
<td>Governor General’s Literary Award for Drama</td>
<td>978-0-88754-562-7</td>
<td>$15.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>A Short History of Night</em></td>
<td></td>
<td>978-0-88754-892-5</td>
<td>$15.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Michael Miller</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>In the Freedom of Dreams</em></td>
<td></td>
<td>978-0-88754-762-1</td>
<td>$14.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>The Story of Nelso Mandela</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>The Plum Tree</em></td>
<td>Mitch Miyagawa</td>
<td>978-0-88754-736-2</td>
<td>$15.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Andrew Moodie</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>The Good Years</em></td>
<td></td>
<td>978-0-88754-991-9</td>
<td>$16.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Vlador Moore</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Discovering Vlador Moore</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>The British Play and Other Short Works</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Includes: The British Play, Essay, USSR and Mexico City.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Arms Limb</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Armstrong’s War</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>The December Man</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>The Piper</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Relatively Harmless</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Michael Nathanson</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Talk</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Yvette Nolan</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Annie Mae’s Movement</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Beyond the Pale</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Debbie Nyman</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Jill Lloyd-Jones and David S. Craig</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Truth in Play</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Drama Strategies for Building Meaningful Performance</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>978-1-77901-272-4</td>
<td>$19.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mieko Ouchi</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Mieko Ouchi: Two Plays</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Includes: The Red Priest and the Blue Light.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Mieko Ouchi &amp; Caroline Howarth (Editors) Sprouts!</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>An Anthology of Plays from Concrete Theatre’s Sprouts</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>New Play Festival for Kids</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Sharon Pollock</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Collected Works</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Volume One</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Includes: Wald, The Komagata Maru Incident,</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*Wreck of the National Line, Sweet Land of Liberty,</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*Generations, One Tiger to</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>A Hill and Blood Relations.</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Mieko Ouchi</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*Caroline Howarth (Editors) Sprouts!</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>An Anthology of Plays from Concrete Theatre’s Sprouts</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>New Play Festival for Kids</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Mieko Ouchi</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*Caroline Howarth (Editors) Sprouts!</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>George Rideout</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>An Angeloine is Coming to Dinner</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Michele Rimal</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Sexy Laundry</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Keith Roulston</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Powders and Gloria</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Rahul Varma</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Brothel #9</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Joseph Jomo Pierre</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beat Down: Three Plays</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Includes: Born Ready to Die, Pusha-Man and Beat Down.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Anusreep Roy</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Pyaasa &amp; Letters to My Grandma</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>The Golden Thug</em></td>
<td>Edward Roy</td>
<td>978-0-88754-795-9</td>
<td>$18.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>My Fellow Creatures</em></td>
<td>Michael Rubenfeld</td>
<td>978-0-88754-861-1</td>
<td>$14.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Summerworks</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Great Plays from the Indie Theatre Festival</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*Don Rubin (Editor)</td>
<td></td>
<td>978-0-88754-671-0</td>
<td>$25.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Canadian Theatre History: Selected Readings</em></td>
<td></td>
<td>978-0-88754-744-7</td>
<td>$36.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Djanet Sears</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Adventures of a Black Girl in Search of God</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Kim Selody</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Silverwing</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Adapted from Kenneth Oppel</em></td>
<td></td>
<td>978-0-88754-745-4</td>
<td>$15.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Young Adult</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Emil Sher</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Mourning Dove</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>David Sherman</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Have a Heart</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Jason Sherman</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>An Acre of Time</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Adapted from Phil Jenkins</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Young Adult</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>It’s All True</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Donna-Michelle St. Bernard</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Gas Girls</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Patience</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Remnants: A Fable</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Constance Lindsay Skinner</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Bithiright</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Donna-Michelle St. Bernard</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Vimy</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>The Lost Boys</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Iris Turcott and Keith Turnbull (Editors) Canada on Stage</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Scenes and Monologues—A Survey of Canadian Theatre</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Theatre Festival</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Summerworks</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>978-0-88754-888-8</em></td>
<td>$27.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Rahul Varma</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Bhopal</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Mary Vingoe</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Living Curiosities or What You Will</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Colleen Wagner</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Carried away on the crest of a wave</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>The Monument</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>David Yee</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>paper SERIES</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
FEATURED TITLES

ANTHOLOGIES

Afrique II
Preface by Henry Louis Gates, Jr.
Includes: The Prophet and the President by Jean-Luc Raharimananana; The Herd by Charlotte-Arrisoa Rafenomanjato; The Legend of Wajadu as Seen by Sia Yatabere by Moussa Diagana; The Crossroads by Josué Kossi Efozi; The Singing Tortoise by Sénouvo Agbota Zinsou and Yeci’s Adventures in Monsterland by Sénouvo Agbota Zinsou.
978-0-913745-33-5 $15.95

Monologues
Plays from Martinique, France, Algeria, Quebec
Edited by Françoise Kourilsky
978-0-913745-44-1 $15.95

BACKLIST TITLES

Jacques-Pierre Arnette
Country Landscapes
978-0-913745-23-6 $8.95

Reine Bartève
Bartève: Two Plays
Includes: Nowhere and A Man with Women.
978-0-913745-27-4 $8.95

Daniel Besnehard
The White Bear
Trans. Stephen J. Vogel
978-0-913745-35-9 $7.95

Jean-Marie Besset
The Best of Schools
Trans. Mark O’Donnell
978-0-913745-34-2 $7.95

Denise Bonal
Family Portrait
Trans. Timothy Johns
978-0-913745-36-6 $7.95

Jean-Louis Bourdon
Jock
Trans. Timothy Johns
978-0-913745-37-3 $7.95

Denise Chalem
The Sea Between Us
Trans. Danielle Brunon, Adine Sagaylin and Catherine Temerson
978-0-913745-26-7 $8.95

Jean-Claude Grumberg
The Free Zone/ The Workroom
Trans. Catherine Temerson, with a Preface by Michael R. Marrus
978-0-913745-39-7 $12.95

Jean-Marie Picq
The Case of Kasper Mayer
Trans. Michael Feingold
978-0-913745-45-8 $8.95

Tchicaya U Tam’si
Glorious Destiny of Marshal Nnikon Nniku
Trans. Timothy Johns
978-0-913745-18-2 $8.95

Sony Lab’ou Tansi
Parentheses of Blood
Trans. Lorraine Alexander
978-0-913745-47-2 $10.95

Tilly
A Modest Proposal
Trans. Richard Miller, with a Preface by Tom Bishop
978-0-913745-43-4 $8.95

Theater and Politics
An International Anthology
Preface by Erika Munk
Includes: Black Wedding Candles for Blessed Antigone by Sylvain Bemba (Congo); A Season in the Congo by Aimé Césaire (Martinique); Burn River Burn by Jean-Pol Fargeau (France); Olympe and the Executioner (an early version of The Butcher’s Daughter) by Wendy Kesselman (USA) and Mephisto by Klaus Mann (Germany), adapted by Ariane Mnouchkine (France).
978-0-913745-32-8 $15.95

Plays by Women Book 3
An International Anthology
Edited by Françoise Kourilsky
Includes: You Have Come Back by Fatima Gallaire (Algeria); Your Handsome Captain by Simone Schwarz-Bart (Guadeloupe); Always Together by Anca Visdei (Romania); Bonds of Affection by Loleh Bellon (France) and A Country Wedding by Denise Bonal (France).
978-0-913745-46-5 $19.95

Playwrights of Exile
Edited by Françoise Kourilsky
Includes: Lady Strass by Eduardo Manet (Cuba); My Mother’s Eyes by Leila Sebbar (Algeria); Glass Photo by Anca Visdei (Romania); Wedding Day at the Cro-Magnons by Wajdi Mouawad (Lebanon) and Such Great Hope by Noureddine Aba (Algeria).
978-0-913745-48-9 $19.95
BECOME an INDIVIDUAL MEMBER of Theatre Communications Group, the national organization for the American theatre, and receive a FREE subscription to AMERICAN THEATRE magazine.

Receive 10 issues a year—including 5 complete new playscripts—with an emphasis on presenting artists’ voices, covering the diversity of the theatrical landscape and meeting the changing needs of a larger and more varied readership of our fast-evolving national and world theatre scene.

YOUR MEMBERSHIP PACKAGE ALSO INCLUDES:
FREE access to AmericanTheatre.org—available anytime, anywhere.
20% discount on resource materials, including ARTSEARCH®.
15% discount on all books from TCG and other select theatre publishers including works by Eric Bogosian, Caryl Churchill, Tony Kushner, Suzan-Lori Parks, John Patrick Shanley, Paula Vogel and August Wilson.
DISCOUNTS on tickets at theatres across the country.
Receive the Individual Member Wire, TCG’s bimonthly e-mail newsletter.
FREE membership with the Performing Arts Alliance.
FREE membership with Fractured Atlas.
And More...

ONE-YEAR MEMBERSHIP $35.00
TWO-YEAR MEMBERSHIP $60.00
STUDENT MEMBERSHIP $15.00*

JOIN TODAY to receive these benefits! Use the ORDER FORM to join TCG as an INDIVIDUAL MEMBER.

INTERNATIONAL MEMBERSHIP (OUTSIDE U.S.)
BY SURFACE DELIVERY:
One-year $60.00
Two-year $100.00
BY AIRMAIL DELIVERY:
One-year $120.00
Two-year $200.00

* Student memberships must be accompanied by a photocopy of a valid (current) student I.D.
ALL ORDERS MUST BE PREPAID AND INCLUDE POSTAGE AND HANDLING CHARGES.

ORDER BY PHONE: (212) 609-5900 Ext. 370

FAX ORDERS: (212) 609-5901

ONLINE ORDERS: Visit our website at www.tcq.org

MAIL ORDERS: Send completed order form to TCG’s mailing address.

PAYMENT BY CHECK
Make checks payable to Theatre Communications Group, Inc. (U.S. currency only, please).

POSTAGE & HANDLING
Add $6.50 for the first book or DVD.
Add $1.00 for each book or DVD thereafter.
Postage & handling applies to books and DVDs only.
Please allow approximately two weeks for delivery.

For information on postage and handling for bulk orders (10 or more books), or how to place an order with delivery outside of the U.S., please contact Customer Service.

TCG MAILING ADDRESS
Theatre Communications Group, Inc.
Attn: Customer Service
520 Eighth Avenue, 24th Floor, New York, NY 10018-4156

TCG MEMBER THEATRES
For quantity discount rates or special orders, call TCG Customer Service, (212) 609-5900 Ext. 370.

BULK ORDERS OF AMERICAN THEATRE
Retail outlets should contact AMERICAN THEATRE magazine’s national distributor:
Ingram Periodicals
18 Ingram Blvd., La Vergne, TN 37086
(800) 627-6247 Ext. 33660

BOOK TRADE DISTRIBUTION
Perseus Distribution Services
1094 Flex Drive, Jackson, TN 38301
(800) 283-3572 Fax: (800) 351-5073

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RESOURCE MATERIALS</th>
<th>LIST PRICE</th>
<th>MEMBER PRICE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ARTSEARCH®</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-year online</td>
<td>$60.00</td>
<td>$48.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6-month online</td>
<td>$40.00</td>
<td>$32.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Institutional 1-year online</td>
<td>$150.00</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stage Writers Handbook</td>
<td>$22.95</td>
<td>$18.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The American Theatre Reader</td>
<td>$24.95</td>
<td>$19.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

20% COST SAVINGS ON RESOURCE MATERIALS FOR MEMBERS!
NAME

ADDRESS

CITY

STATE

ZIP

PHONE (              )

OCCUPATION

EMAIL

FAX (              )

MEMBERSHIP NUMBER

YES, PLEASE SIGN ME UP FOR A TCG INDIVIDUAL MEMBERSHIP!
Take advantage of the cost-saving discounts if you sign up for a TCG Individual Membership right now or, if you are already a member, please provide your membership number.

TYPE OF INDIVIDUAL MEMBERSHIP:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TYPE OF INDIVIDUAL MEMBERSHIP</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>INDIVIDUAL (U.S. ONLY)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>one-year $35.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>two-year $60.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INTERNATIONAL: SURFACE MAIL</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>one-year $60.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>two-year $100.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INTERNATIONAL: AIRMAIL</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>one-year $120.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>two-year $200.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

QTY | TITLE | PRICE | TOTAL
--- |-------|-------|-------

SUBTOTAL

POSTAGE AND HANDLING ON BOOKS AND DVDS ONLY

TAX-DEDUCTIBLE CONTRIBUTION TO TCG

TOTAL

Book or DVD orders please allow approximately two weeks for delivery.

METHOD OF PAYMENT:
(Charge customers please make sure your name is clearly printed above.)

☐ MY CHECK IS ENCLOSED
☐ PLEASE CHARGE MY CREDIT CARD: ☐ VISA ☐ MC ☐ AMEX

SIGNATURE

ACCOUNT NUMBER

EXP. DATE

PLEASE SEND ORDERS TO:
Theatre Communications Group, Inc., Attention: Customer Service
520 Eighth Avenue, 24th Floor, New York, NY 10018-4156
Phone orders by credit card, call: (212) 609-5900 Ext. 370; fax orders: (212) 609-5901;
or visit our website at www.tcg.org and order online.